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Storage services form the core of modern Internet-based services spanning

commercial, entertainment, and social-networking sectors. High availability is cru-

cial for these services as even an hour of unavailability can cost them millions of

dollars in lost revenue.

Unfortunately, it is difficult to build highly available storage services that

provide useful correctness properties. Both benign (system crashes, power out-

ages etc.) and Byzantine faults (memory or disk corruption, software or configu-

ration errors etc.) plague the availability of these services. Furthermore, the goal of

high availability conflicts with our desire to provide good performance and strong

correctness guarantees. For example, the Consistency, Availability, and Partition-

resilience (CAP) theorem states that a storage service that must be available de-

spite network partitions cannot enforce strong consistency. Similarly, the tradeoff

between latency and durability dictates that a low-latency service cannot ensure

durability in the presence of data-center wide failures.

This dissertation explores the theoretical and practical limits of storage ser-

vices that can be safe and live despite the presence of benign and Byzantine faults.
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On the practical front, we use cloud storage as a deployment model to build De-

pot, a highly available storage service that addresses the above challenges. Depot

minimizes the trust clients have to put in the third party storage provider. As a re-

sult, Depot clients can continue functioning despite benign or Byzantine faults of

the cloud servers. Yet, Depot provides stronger availability, durability, and consis-

tency properties than those provided by many of the existing cloud deployments,

without incurring prohibitive performance cost. For example, in contrast to Ama-

zon S3’s eventual consistency, Depot provides a variation of causal consistency on

each volume, while tolerating Byzantine faults.

On the theoretical front, we explore the consistency-availability tradeoffs.

Tradeoffs between consistency and availability have proved useful for designers in

deciding how much to strengthen consistency if high availability is desired or how

much to compromise availability if strong consistency is essential. We explore the

limits of such tradeoffs by attempting to answer the question: What are the seman-

tics that can be implemented without compromising availability? In this work, we

investigate this question for both fail-stop and Byzantine failure models. An im-

mediate benefit of answering this question is that we can compare and contrast the

consistency provided by Depot with that achievable by an optimal implementation.

More crucially, this result complements the CAP theorem. While, the CAP theorem

defines a set of properties that cannot be achieved, this work identifies the limits of

properties that can be achieved.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Storage services form the core of modern Internet-based services spanning

both commercial (stock trading and analysis [99], banking [25], airline reserva-

tion [14], e-commerce [16, 49], and hospital records management [71]) as well as

consumer sectors (web search [15], web hosting [9], electronic mail [58], naviga-

tion [61], photo sharing [129], and online gaming [112]).

Considering the wide-spread deployment of storage services, it should be no

surprise that both corporations and consumers expect high availability from these

services, and even an hour of unavailability can lead to losses worth millions of

dollars, as shown in Figure 1.1. A national brokerage firm is reported to have lost

over 6 million dollars per hour when its trading system went down [136]. Simi-

larly, Amazon [16], an e-commerce service, is reported to have lost over 1.8 million

dollars per hour during a 2 hour outage in 2008 [138].

Unfortunately, it is difficult to build highly available storage services that

provide useful properties because faults jeopardize the availability and correct op-

eration of these services. Benign system crashes, correlated hardware failures [111],

and power outages [7] are all too common for any large scale service. To make the

situation worse, large scale services can experience Byzantine faults in the form of

memory [123], disk [111], or network [6] data corruption, software errors [26, 42],

configuration errors and operator errors [17, 105], and insider attacks [139].

Furthermore, our desire for high availability conflicts with our goals of
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Type of service Cost of downtime ($/Hr)

Brokerage operations $6,450,000

Credit card/sales authorization $2,600,000

Amazon $1,800,000

Pay-per-view $150,000

Airline reservation $89,000

Email $114,000

Figure 1.1: The cost of downtime ($/hr) for various type of operations. As the table
indicates, downtime is expensive though the cost varies dramatically across various
sectors. Data sources: [67, 137, 138].

achieving strong correctness properties and good performance in a storage system.

Strong correctness properties simplify application design and good performance

makes these storage services more appealing to users. Unfortunately, the Consis-

tency, Availability, and Partition-resilience (CAP) theorem [56] states that a storage

system that must be available despite network partitions cannot enforce strong con-

sistency. Similarly, the tradeoff between latency and durability dictates that a service

that incurs low-latency—defined as latency less than the maximum wide-area delay

between replicas [87]—cannot ensure durability in the presence of data center wide

failures.

This dissertation explores the theoretical and practical limits of storage ser-

vices that can be safe (consistent and durable) and live (available) despite the pres-

ence of benign and Byzantine faults. On the practical front, we use cloud storage as

a deployment model to build Depot, a highly available storage service that addresses

the challenge of ensuring availability in presence of faults, while still providing use-

ful properties. Depot minimizes the trust clients have to put in the third party storage

provider, and its clients can continue functioning despite benign or Byzantine faults
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of the cloud servers. Yet, Depot provides stronger availability, durability, and con-

sistency properties than those provided by many of the existing cloud deployments,

without incurring prohibitive performance cost. For example, in contrast to Ama-

zon S3’s [18] eventual consistency [28, 141], Depot provides a variation of causal

consistency [12] on each volume, while tolerating Byzantine faults.

On the theoretical front, we explore the consistency-availability tradeoffs.

Tradeoffs between consistency and availability [23, 29, 56, 86] have proved useful

for designers in deciding how much to strengthen consistency if high availability is

desired [35, 47, 98, 142] or how much to compromise availability if strong consis-

tency is essential [20,33,38]. We explore the limits of such tradeoffs by attempting

to answer the question: What are the semantics that can be implemented without

compromising availability? In this work, we investigate this question for both fail-

stop and Byzantine failure models. The answer to this question can complement the

CAP theorem by identifying the limits of properties that can be achieved, not just

those that cannot be achieved. For example, a tight bound on achievable consistency

with high availability might tell us by how much can we improve Amazon S3’s [18]

eventual consistency. Similarly, knowing the bounds on achievable consistency in

environments with Byzantine nodes can enable us to compare and contrast the con-

sistency provided by Depot with that achievable by an optimal implementation.

We expand on these contributions next.

1.1 Cloud storage with minimal trust

Cloud storage has emerged as a popular deployment model for building

highly available storage services. In a typical cloud storage service, a storage service

provider (SSP) owns and operates a storage infrastructure handling all the details
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related to performance, reliability, and geographic replication, and clients simply

pay for the share of resources they utilize.

This model seems promising for both the SSPs and the clients: SSPs can

better manage the cloud resources at a lower cost due to the economies of scale;

clients get professionally managed and scalable storage for a fraction of the cost.

Furthermore, because obtaining additional storage takes minutes rather than days,

clients don’t need to over-provision their resources and can dynamically change

their usage in response to their changing demands. These benefits have inspired

small and medium scale enterprise to adopt this model. For example, PBS [108]

and Netflix [21, 101] use Amazon S3 to store video content, SmugMug [88, 129]

uses Amazon S3 to store pictures, and Yelp [148] uses Amazon S3 to store logs and

pictures.

This dissertation presents Depot, a cloud storage system in the spirit of

Amazon S3 [18], Microsoft Azure [96], and Google Storage [1], but with a cru-

cial difference: Depot clients do not have to trust, that is assume, that Depot servers

operate correctly. This elimination of trust is required to ensure that Depot clients

can continue functioning correctly despite an arbitrary number of faults in storage

servers or even other clients.

What motivates Depot is that cloud storage service providers (SSPs), such

as S3 and Azure, are fault-prone black boxes operated by a party other than the data

owner. Indeed, clouds can experience correlated software bugs [26, 42], correlated

manufacturing defects [111], misconfigured servers and operator error [17, 105],

malicious insiders [139], bankruptcy [102] or change of business strategy [146],

undiagnosed problems [34], Acts of God (e.g., fires [44]) and Man [97]. Thus, it

seems prudent for clients to avoid strong assumptions about an SSP’s design, im-

plementation, operation, and status—and instead to rely on end-to-end checks of
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well-defined properties. In fact, removing such assumptions promises to help SSPs

too: today, a significant barrier to adopting cloud services is precisely that many

organizations hesitate to place trust in the cloud [40].

Given this motivation, Depot allows clients to put less trust in the correct-

ness of participating hosts than any prior system. :

• Depot eliminates trust for safety. A client in Depot can ensure safety prop-

erties such as consistency and integrity by assuming the correctness of only

itself. Depot guarantees that any subset of correct clients observes sensible,

well-defined semantics. This holds regardless of how many nodes fail and no

matter whether they are clients or servers, whether these are failures of omis-

sion or commission, and whether these failures are accidental or malicious.

• Depot minimizes trust for liveness and availability. We wish we could say

“trust only yourself” for liveness and availability. Depot does eliminate trust

for updates: a client can always update any object for which it is autho-

rized, and any subset of connected, correct clients can always share updates.

However, for reads, there is a fundamental limit to what any storage sys-

tem can guarantee: if no correct, reachable node has an object, that object

may be unavailable. We cope with this fundamental limit by allowing reads

to be served by any node (even other clients) while preserving the system’s

guarantees, and by configuring the replication policy to use several servers

(which protects against failures of clients and subsets of servers) and at least

one client (which protects against cloud failures, temporary [19] and perma-

nent [34, 102]).

Though prior work has reduced trust assumptions in storage systems, it has

not minimized trust with respect to safety, liveness, or both. For example, quorum
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and replicated state machine approaches [36, 41, 63] tolerate failures by a fraction

of servers. However, they sacrifice safety when faults exceed a threshold and live-

ness when too few servers are reachable. Fork-based systems [30,32,84,85] remain

safe without trusting a server, but they compromise liveness in two ways. First, if

the server is unreachable, clients must block. Second, a faulty server can perma-

nently partition correct clients, preventing them from ever observing each other’s

subsequent updates.

Indeed, it is challenging to guarantee safety and liveness while minimizing

trust assumptions: without some assumptions about correct operation, providing

even a weak guarantee like eventual consistency—the bare minimum of what a

storage service should provide—seems difficult. For example, a faulty storage node

receiving an update from a correct client might quietly fail to propagate that up-

date, thereby hiding it from the rest of the system. Perhaps surprisingly, we find

that not only eventual consistency, but also stronger guarantees are possible in this

environment.

1.1.1 Contributions

Depot meets a contract far stronger than eventual consistency even under

assorted and abundant faults and failures. This set of well-defined guarantees under

weak assumptions is Depot’s top-level contribution, and it derives from a novel

synthesis of prior mechanisms and our own. In particular, we make the following

contributions in the design and implementation of Depot:

• A protocol that reduces misbehavior to concurrency. As in prior work [30,32,

84,85], the protocol requires that an update be signed and that it name both its

antecedents and the system state seen by the updater. Then, misbehavior by
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clients or servers is limited to forking: showing divergent histories to different

nodes. However, previous work detects but does not repair forks. In contrast,

Depot allows correct clients to join forks, that is, to incorporate the diver-

gence into a sensible history, which allows them to keep operating in the face

of faults. Specifically, a correct node regards a fork as logically concurrent

updates by two virtual nodes. At that point, correct nodes can handle forking

by faulty nodes using the same techniques [28,48,75,116,135] that they need

anyway to handle a better understood problem: logically concurrent updates

during disconnected operation.

• A new consistency semantics: Fork-Join-Causal consistency. To allow end-

to-end checks on SSP behavior, we must specify a contract: When must an

update be visible to a read? When is it okay for a read to “miss” a recent up-

date? Depot guarantees that a correct client observes Fork-Join-Causal con-

sistency (FJC) no matter how many other nodes are faulty. FJC is a slight

weakening of causal consistency [13, 80, 109]. Depot defines FJC as its con-

sistency contract because it is weak enough to enforce despite faulty nodes

and without hurting availability. At the same time, FJC is strong enough to be

useful: nodes see each other’s updates in an order that reflects dependencies

among both correct and faulty nodes’ writes. This ordering is useful not only

for end users of Depot but also internally, within Depot.

• A layered architecture for other key storage properties. Depot has a layered

architecture. It builds on the ordering guarantees provided by FJC to provide

other desirable properties: eventual consistency, bounded staleness, durabil-

ity, high availability, integrity (ensuring that only authorized nodes can update

an object), snapshotting of versions (to guard against spurious updates from
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faulty clients), garbage collection, and eviction of faulty nodes.1 For each of

these properties, the challenge is to precisely define the strongest guarantee

that Depot can provide with minimal assumptions about correct operation.

Once each property is defined, implementation is straightforward because we

can build on FJC, which lets us reason about the order in which updates prop-

agate through the system.

• Implementation and evaluation of Depot. The price of providing these guar-

antees is tolerable, as demonstrated by an experimental evaluation of a proto-

type implementation of Depot. Depot adds a few hundred bytes of metadata

to each update and each stored object, and it requires a client to sign and store

each of its updates. We demonstrate that Depot can tolerate faults and main-

tain good availability, latency, overhead, and staleness even when significant

faults occur.

1.2 Limits of available consistency semantics

In the second part of this dissertation, we examine the limits of consis-

tency semantics that are achievable by highly available distributed storage systems.

Strong consistency and high availability are both highly desirable properties of a

storage system. Strong consistency simplifies building applications over the storage

system, whereas high availability ensures that the storage system is usable most of

the time. Unfortunately, there is a tradeoff between consistency and availability that

makes it impossible to simultaneously guarantee strong consistency and high avail-

ability. In particular, the CAP theorem states that highly available systems cannot

1We are not explicitly addressing confidentiality and privacy, but, as discussed in §2.2.1, existing
approaches can be layered on Depot.
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guarantee linearizability and vice-versa [29, 56] if the network can drop or delay

messages. Similarly, Lipton and Sandberg [86] and Attiya and Welch [23] have

shown that sequential consistency cannot be achieved in an always-available sys-

tem unless the network is assumed to have a bounded propagation delay.

Practitioners have found the clear statements of these tradeoffs useful in sys-

tem design. The CAP theorem is often cited as the reason why systems designed

for high availability, such as Dynamo [47] and Cassandra [35], chose to enforce the

very weak eventual consistency [141] semantics [35, 47, 141]. Similarly, NoSQL

systems [35,98,142] have used the CAP theorem as an argument against traditional

databases [104]. These systems choose high availability over strong consistency.

Conversely, the CAP theorem has guided designers of Amazon SimpleDB [20] to

renounce high availability when strong consistency is required [38]. In other situa-

tions, the consistency-availability tradeoff has guided designers to innovate on their

choice of data-structures [125, 130] and consistency semantics [27, 87, 90, 130], to

achieve a middle-ground between strong consistency and high availability.

We find the existing consistency-availability tradeoffs limiting in two ways.

First, no tight bounds are known for consistency semantics achievable with high

availability. The CAP theorem and other results simply show the impossibility of

strong consistency semantics (e.g. linearizability or sequential consistency) but do

not establish the limit of achievable consistency semantics. It is unclear what is

the strongest semantics that is achievable with high availability. The answer to this

question can aid designers in understanding the properties that can be achieved, not

just those that cannot be achieved. For example, a tight bound on achievable con-

sistency with high availability might tell us by how much can we improve Amazon

S3’s [18] eventual consistency.

Second, existing results only address environments with omission or fail-
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stop failures. Recent manifestation of more complex Byzantine or commission fail-

ures [19, 26, 34, 42] have sparked interest in addressing such failures [36, 39, 41,

63, 65, 68, 83, 92]. Byzantine failures are challenging because they can cause nodes

to operate incorrectly rather than just politely stopping. The existing consistency-

availability tradeoffs for omission and fail-stop failures have limited applicability in

environments with such Byzantine failures. For example, while causal consistency

is enforceable with high availability if commission failures are precluded, we show

in this chapter that causal consistency is not enforceable in a highly available system

that must address commission failures. Similarly, it would be useful to know if De-

pot’s fork-join-causal consistency can be improved without sacrificing availability

or whether the efforts to improve upon the availability of fork-X semantics [30, 31]

are likely to be fruitful.

In this work, we seek to address these limitations of existing consistency-

availability tradeoffs by answering the question: if we want to build a highly avail-

able and fault-tolerant storage system, then what kind of consistency properties can

we provide? We consider both failures of omission and commission.

A central challenge in trying to identify the strongest enforceable consis-

tency semantics is that consistency semantics can be “artificially” strengthened

by ruling out certain executions. Informally, by artificial strengthening, we mean

strengthenings that are not practically useful, even though they might be enforce-

able. For example, causal consistency can be strengthened to a variant, called k-

writes causal consistency, which requires that all the non-local writes returned on

a read must be from nodes that have issued at least k writes. Such a consistency

semantics is technically stronger than causal consistency and can indeed be en-

forced by a highly available system, yet it feels artificial because it does not permit

a node to observe another node’s writes until that node has issued k writes. Given
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the unbounded space of such “artificial” strengthenings, it should not be surprising

that designers of consistency semantics have found it challenging to talk about the

strongest consistency semantics in a sensible manner [52].

In this work, we propose a novel set of properties, called convergence prop-

erties, that enable us to filter such artificial strengthenings. Like consistency and

availability, convergence properties formalize a fundamental requirement of a stor-

age system: nodes should be able to share updates and observe each others writes.

By requiring that the consistency semantics that we explore must admit convergent

implementations, we rule out extremely strong, but trivial and practically useless

consistency semantics, such as the one described above, in a principled way.

1.2.1 Contributions

Using convergence as our driving force, we make three key contributions.

• Theory of convergence. This work introduces the theory of convergence that

enables us to separate “artificial” and practically useless semantics from use-

ful ones. Intuitively, convergence fills a gap between the consistency prop-

erty, which constrains the result that a completed operation can return, and

the availability property, which defines the conditions under which an op-

eration must complete, by stating when must an operation become visible to

other nodes. We argue that the design of future consistency semantics must be

done with an eye for convergence by showing that certain recently proposed

consistency semantics [30, 32, 84, 85, 91, 106] are fundamentally incompat-

ible with convergence. We then show that by using convergence as the key

requirement, we can address the aforesaid limitations of existing consistency-

availability tradeoffs.
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• Identify a strongest available consistency semantics for omission faults. In

asynchronous systems with unreliable networks, we close the gap between

what is known to be impossible (i.e. CAP theorem, sequential impossibility)

and known systems that are highly available but provide weaker consistency

such as causal [12, 27, 60, 79, 87, 109, 120]. We show that a strengthening of

causal consistency, called natural causal consistency, provides a tight bound

on consistency semantics enforceable using highly available and convergent

implementations.

• For environments with Byzantine nodes, we make two contributions:

– We show that existing forking semantics must compromise either avail-

ability or convergence in presence of Byzantine nodes.

– We identify an available and convergent semantics for environments

with Byzantine nodes.

We first show that existing forking semantics are unsatisfactory because they

cannot be implemented without compromising either availability or conver-

gence. Next, we identify a new consistency semantics called view-fork-join-

causal (VFJC) consistency, that strengthens Depot’s fork-join-causal consis-

tency by ensuring that only the unavoidable set of forks are admitted in each

execution, thereby minimizing the number of forks that faulty nodes can in-

duce. We show that VFJC consistency circumvents the limitation of existing

forking semantics by showing that can be enforced by highly available and

convergent implementations despite Byzantine failures.
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1.3 Dissertation outline

This dissertation is structured as follows. The next chapter describes the

Depot design in more detail after motivating the need for eliminating trust in cloud

storage services. Chapter 3 provides implementation details of Depot and evaluates

Depot to understand the cost of distrust. Chapter 4 explores the limits of available

consistency semantics in environments with benign and Byzantine faulty nodes.

Chapter 5 surveys related work. Chapter 6 summarizes this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Depot: Cloud storage with minimal trust

Depot is designed to minimize the trust clients have to put in an SSP’s op-

eration. In fact, Depot even minimizes the trust clients have to put in other clients.

This chapter provides details of Depot’s assumptions, design, and properties. But

before getting into those details, we address some basic questions about why we

chose to take a radical stance of not trusting the storage servers.

2.1 Why untrusted storage?

When we say that a component is untrusted, we are not adopting a “tinfoil

hat” stance that the component is operated by a malicious actor, nor are we challeng-

ing the honesty of storage service providers (SSPs). What we mean is that the sys-

tem provides guarantees, usually achieved by end-to-end checks, even if the given

component is incorrect. Since components could be incorrect for many reasons (as

stated in §1.1), we believe that designing to tolerate incorrectness is prudence, not

paranoia. We now answer some natural questions.

SSPs are operated by large, reputable companies, so why not trust them?

That is like asking, “Banks are large, reputable repositories of money, so why do

we need bank statements?” For many reasons, customers as well as banks want

customers to be able to check the bank’s view of their account activity. Likewise,

our approach might appeal not only to customers but also to SSPs: by requiring less
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trust, a service might attract more business.

How likely are faults in the SSP? We do not know the precise probability.

However, we know that providers do fail (as mentioned in the introduction). More

broadly, SSPs are subject to non-negligible risks. First, they are opaque (by nature).

Second, they are complex distributed systems. Indeed, it is difficult to cope with

known hardware failure modes even in local file systems [114]; in the case of cloud

storage, this difficulty can only grow. Given the opacity and complexity, it seems

prudent not to assume the unfailing correctness of an SSP’s internals.

Even if we do not assume that SSPs are perfect, the most likely failure is

the occasional corrupted or lost block, which can be addressed with checksums and

replication. Do you really need mechanisms to handle other cases (that all of the

nodes are faulty, that a fork happens, that old or out-of-order data is returned, etc.)?

Replication and checksums are helpful, and they are part of Depot. However, they

are not sufficient. First, failures are often correlated: as Vogels notes, uncorrelated

failures are “absolutely unrealistic . . . as [failures] are often triggered by external or

environmental events” [140]. These events include the litany in §1.1. Second, other

types of failures are possible. For example, a machine that loses power after failing

to commit its output [103,147] may lose recent updates, leading to inconsistencies.

Or, a network failure might delay propagation of an update from one SSP node

to another, causing some clients to read stale data. In general, our position is that

rather than try to handle every possible failure individually, it is preferable to define

an end-to-end contract and then design a system that always meets that contract.

The above events seem unlikely. Is tolerating them worth the cost? One of

our purposes in this research is to report for the first time what that cost is. Whether

to pay for the guarantees is up to the application, but as the price is modest, we

anticipate, with hope, that many applications will find it attractive.
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What about clients? We also minimize trust of clients (since they are, of

course, also vulnerable to faults).

If my data is co-hosted with my virtual machines, then do I need Depot’s

fault-tolerance? After all, a malicious SSP can easily compromise my virtual ma-

chines? The key motivation for this work is to ensure that common faults such as

system crash, disk failure and uncommon faults such as disk corruption, memory

corruption or configuration errors do not compromise the availability, durability, or

integrity of our data. We are not arguing that the SSPs are actively interested in at-

tacking our data. Given this assumption, it is prudent to isolate various fault-prone

components—virtual machines and storage layer—to ensure that faults in one com-

ponent do not propagate to the other component. Such an isolation is useful and is

employed at many levels in existing systems (for example, data is hashed before

storing on disk). Our approach offers similar benefits to co-hosted deployments.

2.2 Architecture, scope, and use

Figure 2.1 depicts Depot’s high-level architecture. A set of clients stores key-value

pairs on a set of servers. Keys and values are uninterpreted bytes. The servers are

operated by one or more storage service providers (SSPs) that are distinct from the

data owner that operates the clients. Depot runs as a library on both clients and

servers, and a Depot client exposes an interface of GET and PUT to its application

users.

Depot’s target scenarios—and the cases where it is engineered to incur mod-

est cost—are when the values are at least a few KB and when each key-value pair

is shared by at most a few hundreds of clients. For example, the Depot clients could

be running on the Web servers of a small- or medium-scale Web service that uses a
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Figure 2.1: Architecture of Depot. The arrows between servers represent replica-
tion and exchange. Clients can exchange data directly (as represented by the dotted
arrows between clients) and continue functioning in the event of a catastrophic SSP
failure. Each volume is replicated over a set of servers that can be connected using
any topology.
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SSP for back-end storage.

For scalability, we slice the system into groups of servers, with each group

responsible for one or more volumes. Each volume corresponds to a range of one

customer’s keys, and a server independently runs the protocol for each volume as-

signed to it. Many strategies for partitioning keys are possible [47,74,100], and we

leave the assignment of keys to volumes to the layers above Depot. The servers for

each volume may be geographically distributed, and servers may replicate updates

using any topology (chain, mesh, star, etc.). Depot clients can access data through

any server; for maximal availability, Depot, like Dynamo [47], does not require

overlapping read and write quorums.

Depot supports many strategies for coping with the failure of an SSP. In a

single-SSP deployment, clients are configured such that each client stores a copy

of the data that it authors. Then, if the SSP fails, clients can ensure availability by

exchanging metadata with each other directly (as indicated by the dotted arrows

in Figure 2.1) and by using the data stored at the authoring clients. If the SSP later

recovers, clients can continue using the SSP (after sending the missed updates to the

SSP servers). This raises a question: why have the SSP at all? We point to the usual

benefits of cloud services: cost, scalability, geographic replication, management,

and performance.

Indeed, SSPs are useful enough that a customer might use a multiple-SSP

deployment, with servers for the same volume hosted by different SSPs [8,76]. This

configuration reduces the risk of correlated failures across replicas. Thus, clients in

this configuration need not store data locally or exchange metadata with each other.

For simplicity, the rest of this dissertation describes and evaluates the single-SSP

configuration.

Most mechanisms in Depot treat clients and servers indistinguishably; in de-
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scribing these mechanisms, we use the term node to refer to both clients and servers.

Certain sub-protocols, however, treat clients and servers differently; in those cases

we explicitly use the terms client and server.

2.2.1 Issues addressed

One of our aims in this research is to push the envelope in the trade-offs

between trust assumptions and system guarantees. Specifically, for a set of standard

properties that one might desire in a storage system, we ask: what is the minimum

assumption that we need to provide useful guarantees, and what are those guaran-

tees? The issues that we examine are as follows:

• Consistency (§2.4–§2.5.2) and bounded staleness (§2.5.4): Once a write oc-

curs, the update should be visible to reads “soon”. Consistency limits the

extent to which the storage system can reorder or omit updates; bounded stal-

eness limits the extent to which updates can be undetectably delayed.

• Availability and durability (§2.5.3): Our availability goal is to maximize the

fraction of time that a client succeeds in reading or writing an object. Dura-

bility means that the system does not permanently lose data.

• Integrity and authorization (§2.5.5): Only clients authorized to update an ob-

ject should be able to create valid updates that affect reads on that object.

• Data recovery (§2.5.6): Data owners care about end-to-end reliability. Con-

sistency, durability, and integrity are not enough when the layers above Depot—

faulty clients, applications, or users—can issue authorized writes that replace

good data with bad. Depot does not try to distinguish good updates from

bad ones, nor does it innovate on the abstractions used to defend data from
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higher-layer failures. We do however explore how Depot can support standard

techniques such as snapshots to recover earlier versions of data.

• Evicting faulty nodes (§2.5.7): If a faulty node provably deviates from the

protocol, we wish to evict it from the system so that it will not continue to

disrupt operation. However, we must never evict correct nodes.

Depot provides the above properties with a layered approach. Its core pro-

tocol (§2.4) addresses consistency. Specifically, the protocol enforces Fork-Join-

Causal consistency (FJC), which is the same as causal consistency [13, 80, 109] in

benign executions, where no node experiences Byzantine faults. This protocol is

the essential building block for the other properties listed above. In §2.5, we define

these properties precisely and discuss how Depot provides them.

Note that we explicitly do not try to solve the confidentiality/privacy prob-

lem within Depot. Instead, like commercial storage systems (S3, Azure, Google

Storage), Depot enforces integrity and authorization (via client signatures) but leaves

it to higher layers to use appropriate techniques for the privacy requirements of each

application (e.g., allow global access, encrypt values, encrypt both keys and values,

introduce artificial requests to thwart traffic analysis, etc.).

We also do not claim that the above list of issues is exhaustive. For example,

it may be useful to audit SSPs with black box tests to verify that they are storing

data as promised [76, 124], but we do not examine that issue. Still, we believe that

the properties are sufficient to make the resulting system useful.

2.2.2 Depot in use: Applications & conflicts

Depot’s key-value store is a low-level building block over which many ap-

plications can be built. For example, hundreds of widely used applications—including
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backup, point of sale software, file transfer, investment analytics, cross-company

collaboration, and telemedicine—use the S3 key-value store [118], and Depot can

serve all of them: it provides a similar interface to S3, and it provides strictly

stronger guarantees.

An issue in systems that are causally consistent and weaker—a set that in-

cludes not just Depot and S3 but also CVS [46], SVN [133], Git [57], Bayou [109],

Coda [75], and others—is handling concurrent writes to the same object. Such con-

flicts are unfortunate but unavoidable: they are provably the price of high availabil-

ity [56].

Many approaches to resolving conflicting updates have been proposed [75,

116,135], and Depot does not claim to extend the state of the art on this front. In fact,

Depot is less ambitious than some past efforts: rather than try to resolve conflicts

internally (e.g., by picking a winner, merging concurrent updates, or rolling back

and re-executing transactions [135]), Depot simply exposes concurrency when it

occurs: a read of key k returns the set of updates to k that have not been superseded

by any logically later update of k .

Note that Depot neither creates concurrency nor makes the problem worse.

If an application cannot deal with conflicts, it can still use Depot but must restrict

its use (e.g., by adding locks and sending all operations through a single SSP node),

and it must sacrifice the ability to tolerate faults (such as forks) that appear as con-

currency.

This approach is similar to that of Amazon S3 [18] and Dynamo [47], and it

supports a range of application-level policies. For example, applications using De-

pot may resolve conflicts by filtering (e.g., reads return the update by the highest-

numbered node, reads return an application-specific merge of all updates, or reads
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return all updates) or by replacing (e.g., the application reads the multiple concur-

rent values, performs some computation on them, and then writes a new value that

thus appears logically after and thereby supersedes the conflicting writes).

2.2.3 System and threat model

We now briefly state our technical assumptions. First, nodes are subject

to standard cryptographic hardness assumptions, and each node has a public key

known to all nodes. Second, any number of nodes can fail in arbitrary (Byzan-

tine [82]) ways: they can crash, corrupt data, lose data, process some updates but not

others, process messages incorrectly, collude, etc. Third, we assume that any pair

of timely, connected, and correct nodes can eventually exchange any finite number

of messages. That is, a faulty node cannot forever prevent two correct nodes from

communicating (but we make no assumptions about how long “eventually” is).

Fourth, above we used the term correct node. This term refers to a node that

never deviates from the protocol nor becomes permanently unavailable. A node that

obeys the protocol for a time but later deviates is not counted as correct. Conversely,

a node that crashes and recovers with committed state intact is equivalent to a cor-

rect node that is slow. Fifth, we assume that unresponsive clients are eventually

repaired or replaced. To satisfy this assumption, an administrator can install an un-

responsive client’s keys and configuration on new hardware [36]. Sixth, we assume

that the clocks at clients are synchronized, i.e., that there is a bound on worst-case

skew.1

1This assumption is required only for the bounded staleness property (§2.5.4); a deployment that
does not need the property can avoid making the assumption: the bounded staleness sub-protocol is
modular and can be separately turned off.
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2.3 Overview
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Figure 2.2: Overview of Depot’s operation in a single-SSP deployment. Striped
boxes denote data whereas shaded boxes denote metadata (updates). Depot runs as
a library at clients and servers. À On receiving a PUT request from the application,
a client generates a signed update that summarizes the prior updates seen by this
client and contains a hash of the data provided in the PUT request. Clients store all
updates that they receive or create but store data only for updates that they create.
Á The client pushes this update to the servers when connectivity permits. Â Each
server verifies all incoming updates and data. Ã All verified updates are stored
and propagated to other servers through background gossip. Ä Clients periodically
fetch new updates from the server in the background. Å Like servers, clients also
verify updates before accepting them. Æ On receiving a GET request, a client uses
its stored updates to identify the hash of data that must be accessed and attempts to
fetch this data from the servers or, if the servers are unavailable, from the client that
created this update. Ç A GET completes when a client receives data that matches
the most recent update(s) stored at a client. È If a catastrophic cloud failure occurs,
clients gossip updates with each other.

This section gives a high-level operational description of Depot while the

sections ahead go bottom-up.

Figure 2.2 depicts Depot’s handling of PUTs and GETs in a single-SSP de-

ployment. On receiving a PUT request (step 1), a client creates an update contain-

ing a collision-resistant hash of the data (the value in the PUT request). Each up-
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date completely overwrites the previous value of that object. The update is signed

and contains information necessary to enforce the consistency, integrity, and other

safety properties that Depot guarantees. While a PUT request can be completed by

simply creating the appropriate update and storing it locally, a client tries to push

the update (step 2) to its preferred server (typically the nearest one) to ensure that

other clients can observe its PUT in a timely manner (§3.1).

Correct clients and servers verify incoming updates to ensure Depot’s safety

and liveness properties (step 3 and step 6). These update checks are described in

§2.4, §2.5.3, §2.5.5, and §2.5.7. isn’t listed All correct nodes (client or server) store

all updates they receive until the updates are garbage collected by unanimous con-

sent (§2.5.6).

Servers gossip updates and data with each other to ensure quick convergence

(step 4). In the background, clients periodically fetch new updates from their pre-

ferred servers (step 5, detailed in §3.1) to minimize the metadata (update) transfer

on a GET. Clients, like servers, verify received updates before accepting them (step

6).

On a GET to a key k , the client uses its local update store to identify the hash

of the most recent PUT(s) to k . The client then tries to fetch appropriate data from

the server (step 7, detailed in §3.1). The server responds by sending the appropriate

data if it has that or newer data for the requested key k (step 8, detailed in §3.1).

The client fails over to other servers and eventually to client-to-client mode (step

9, detailed in §3.1) if no server has the appropriate data or if all the servers are

unavailable. In client-to-client mode, clients continue exchanging updates with each

other until the servers recover, in which case they first notify the servers of any new

updates generated since the last failure.

The next three sections detail Depot’s design and implementation. Sec-
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tion 2.4 describes the core replication protocol that all nodes (clients and servers)

use to replicate updates. Section 2.5 describes the sub-protocols that are layered

over the replication protocol, along with the properties that are provided by De-

pot. Finally, Section 3.1 puts the pieces together, explaining how the various sub-

protocols are composed.

2.4 Core protocol

In Depot, clients’ reads and updates to shared objects should always appear

in an order that reflects the logic of higher layers. For example, an update that

removes one’s parents from a friend list and an update that posts spring break photos

should appear in that order, not the other way around [45]. However, Depot has two

challenges. First, it aims for maximum availability, which fundamentally conflicts

with the strictest orderings [56]. Second, it aims to provide its ordering guarantees

despite arbitrary misbehavior from any subset of nodes. In this section, we describe

how the protocol at Depot’s core achieves a sensible and robust order of updates

while optimizing for availability and tolerating arbitrary misbehavior.

As mentioned above, this protocol is run by both clients and servers, and

we will describe it in terms of nodes. This symmetry simplifies the design; for

example, it allows client-to-client and client-to-server data exchange to use identical

mechanisms.

2.4.1 Basic protocol

This subsection describes the basic protocol to propagate updates, ignoring

the problems raised by faulty nodes. The protocol is essentially a standard log ex-

change protocol [27, 109]; we describe it here for background and to define terms.

The core message in Depot is an update that changes the value associated
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key The key field provides the identifier of the object that is modified by this
update.

H(value) The hash of the new value of the object that this update modifies.

accept stamp A logical time stamp consisting of the logicalClock maintained at each
node and the nodeID of the node that created this update. An accept
stamp can uniquely identify an update in absence of Byzantine faults.

dVV A dVV is a vector of accept stamps that logically contains the set accept
stamps that this update supersedes.

H(history) To safeguard against Byzantine faults, the H(history) field includes a se-
cure hash of the updates that this update supersedes.

σnodeID The signature of the node that issued the update computed over the re-
maining fields of an update (excluding the dVV). The signature prevents
unauthorized and forged updates.

Figure 2.3: Fields of a Depot update and their usage. A node creates an update
on receiving a PUT request. The update is distributed to other nodes in the system
notify them of the new state of the object that was modified by the PUT.

with a key. It has the following form:

dVV, {key, H(value), logicalClock@nodeID, H(history)}σnodeID

Updates are associated with logical times. A node assigns each update an accept

stamp of the form logicalClock@nodeID [109]. A node p increments its logical

clock on each local write. Also, when p receives an update u from another node,

p advances its logical clock to exceed u’s. Thus, an update’s accept stamp exceeds

the accept stamp of any update on which it depends [80]. The remaining fields, dVV

and H(history), and the writer’s signature, σnodeID , defend against faults and are

discussed in Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.3. Figure 2.3 enumerates the fields of an update

and describes their usage.

Each node maintains two local data structures: a log of the updates that it has

seen and a checkpoint reflecting the current state of the system. For efficiency, Depot

separates data from metadata [27], so the log and checkpoint contain collision-
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resistant hashes of values. (A node fetches the actual values on demand, which it

can do by using the hash as an index [54]; this happens in modules layered over the

core replication protocol.) The log is stored on disk and each node stores updates in

their log in the order in which they were received. Thus, each new write issued by

a node appears at the end of its own log component and (assuming no faulty nodes)

the log reflects a causally consistent [13, 80, 109] ordering of all writes.

Information about updates propagates through the system when nodes ex-

change tails of their logs. Each node p maintains a version vector VV with an entry

for each node q in the system: p.VV [q ] is the highest logical clock p has observed

for any update by q [107]. To transmit updates from node p to node q , p sends to q

the updates from its log that q has not seen.

Two updates are logically concurrent if neither appears in the other’s history.

Concurrent writes may conflict if they update the same object; conflicts are handled

as described in Section 2.2.2.

2.4.2 Consistency despite faults

There are three fields in an update that defend the protocol against faulty

nodes. The first is a history hash, H(history), that encodes the history on which the

update depends using a collision-resistant hash that covers the most recent update

by each node known to the writer when it issued the update. By recursion, this hash

covers all updates included by the writer’s current version vector. Second, each

update is sent with a dependency version vector, dVV, that indicates the version

vector that the history hash covers. (We discuss the scalability of this mechanism in

§3.1. Briefly, dVV logically represents a full version vector, but when node p creates

an update u, u’s dVV actually contains only the entries that have changed since the

last write by p.) Third, a node signs its updates with its private key.
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A correct node q accepts an update u only if it meets five conditions. First,

u must be properly signed. Second, except as described in the next subsection,

u must be newer than any updates from the signing node that q has already re-

ceived. This check prevents q from accepting updates that modify the history of

another node’s writes. Third, q’s version vector must include u’s dVV. Fourth, u’s

history hash must match a hash computed by q across every node’s last update at

time dVV. The third and fourth checks ensure that before receiving update u, q

has received all of the updates on which u depends. Fifth, u’s accept stamp must

be at most a constant times q’s current wall-clock time (e.g., u.acceptStamp <

1000 ∗ currentTimeMillis()). This check defends against exhaustion of the 64-bit

logical time space. Note that q can always issue new updates (e.g., at a rate of

at least 1 update per microsecond), and q can communicate new updates to other

correct nodes after a worst-case delay determined by the difference in their clocks.

Given these checks, attempts by a faulty node to fabricate u and pass it as

coming from a correct node, to omit updates on which u depends, or to reorder

updates on which u depends will result in q rejecting u. To compromise causal

consistency, a faulty node has one remaining option: to fork, that is, to show differ-

ent sequences of updates to different communication partners [84]. Such behavior

certainly damages consistency. However, the mechanisms above limit that damage,

as we now illustrate with an example. Then, in Section 2.4.3 we describe how Depot

recovers from forks.

Example: The history hash in action As illustrated in Figure 2.4, a faulty node

f can create two updates u1@f and u ′1@f such that neither update’s history includes

the other’s. f can then send u1@f and the updates on which it depends to one node,

p, and u ′1@M and its preceding updates to another node, q . p can then issue new
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action: write u0@f,u1@f,u’1@f

send u0@f,u1@f to p
send u0@f,u’1@f to q

u1@f

u’1@f

log:

f

u0@f

action: recv u0@f,u1@f

write u2@p

send u2@p to q

u1@f u2@plog:

p

u0@f

action: recv u0@f,u’1@f

recv u2@p fails

u’1@flog:

q

u0@f

u’1@fu0@f

u2@p

u1@fu0@f

X

Friday, May 4, 2012

Figure 2.4: Faulty updates with secure histories. The figure shows communication
among nodes for a sequence of updates and the resulting final log state at each node.
Here, a faulty node f incorrectly issues updates with inconsistent histories; secure
histories prevent correct nodes for accepting these inconsistencies.
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action: write u0@f,w1@f,w’1@f

send u0@f,w1@f to p
send u0@f,w’1@f to q

u1@f

u’1@f

log:

f

u0@f

action: recv u0@f,w1@f

write u2@p

send u2@p to q

u1@f u2@plog:

p

u0@f

action: recv u0@f,w’1@f

recv u2@p

log:

q

u’1@fu0@f

u2@p

u1@fu0@f

u’1@f u2@pu0@f

note: missing write u1@f

Friday, May 4, 2012

Figure 2.5: Faulty updates without secure histories. Here, a faulty node f incor-
rectly issues updates with inconsistent histories; nodes in a system without secure
histories could be left in an inconsistent state.

updates (like u2@p) that depend on updates from one of f ’s forked updates (here,

u1@f ) and send these new updates to q . At this point, absent the history hash, q

would receive p’s new updates without receiving the updates by f on which they

depend: q already received u ′1@f , so its version vector appears to already include the

prior updates. Then, if q applies just p’s writes to its log and checkpoint, multiple

consistency violations could occur. First, the system may never achieve eventual

consistency because q may never see write u1@f . Further, the system may violate

causality because q has updates from p but not some earlier updates (e.g., u1@f ) on

which they depend. This scenario is illustrated in Figure 2.5.

The above confusion is prevented by the history hash, as Figure 2.4 illus-
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action: write u0@f1
send u0@f1 to f2

send u0@f1,w1@f1 to p

log:

f1

u0@f1

action: recv u0@f1,w1@f1

write u2@p

send u2@p to q

u1@f1 u2@plog:

p

u0@f1

u1@f2u0@f1
u2@p

u1@f1u0@f1

action: recv u0@f1,w1@f1

recv u1@f1,w2@p

log:

q

u1@f2

u1@f1

u0@f1

action: recv u0@f1

write u1@f2

send u0@f1,w’1@f2 to q

u1@f2log:

f2

u0@f1

write u1@f1

u2@p

u1@f1

u0@f1

u1@f1

Friday, May 4, 2012Figure 2.6: Legal concurrent writes. Here, correct nodes f1 and f2 issue concurrent
writes similar to those issued by f in the other examples.

trates. If p tries to send its new updates to q , q will be unable to match the new

updates’ history hashes to the updates q actually observed, and q will reject p’s up-

dates (and vice-versa). As a result, p and q will be unable to exchange any updates

after the fork junction introduced by f after u0@f .

Discussion At this point, we have composed mechanisms from Bayou [109] and

PRACTI [27] (update exchange), SUNDR [84] (signed version vectors), and BFT2F [85]

(history hashes, here used by clients and modified to apply to history trees instead of

linear histories) to provide fork-causal consistency (FC) under arbitrary faults. We

define FC precisely in Chapter 4. Informally, it means that each node sees a causally

consistent subset of the system’s updates even though the whole system may no

longer be causally consistent. Thus, although the global history has branched, as
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each node peers backward from its branch to the beginning of time, it sees causal

events the entire way.

Unfortunately, enforcing even this weakening of causal consistency would

prohibit eventual consistency, crippling the system: FC requires that once two nodes

have been forked, they can never observe one another’s updates after the fork junc-

tion [84]. In many environments, partitioning nodes this way is unacceptable. In

those cases, it would be far preferable to further weaken consistency to ensure an

availability property: connected, correct nodes can always share updates. We now

describe how Depot achieves this property, using a new mechanism: joining forks

in the system’s history.

2.4.3 Protecting availability: Joining forks

To join forks, nodes use a simple coping strategy: they convert forked up-

dates by a single faulty node into concurrent updates by a pair of virtual nodes. A

node that receives these updates handles them as it would “normal” concurrency:

it applies both sets of updates to its state and, if both branches modify the same

object, it returns both conflicting updates on reads (§2.2.2). We now fill in some

details.

Version-and-hash vectors Each node p’s locally maintained p.VV [q ] contains

not only the highest logical clock that p has observed for q but also a hash of q’s

update at that logical clock. As a result, if a faulty node creates logically different

updates with the same accept stamp, other nodes can detect the discrepancy through

update exchange.
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action: write u0@f, w1@f, w’1@f

send u0@f, w1@f to p
send u0@f, w’1@f to q

u1@f

u’1@f

log:

f

u0@f

action: recv u0@f,w1@f

write u2@p

send u2@p to q

u1@f u2@plog:

p

u0@f

u’1@fu0@fu1@fu0@f u2@p

action: recv u0@f1,w1@f1
recv u1@f1,w2@p

log:

q

u’1@f ’

u1@f ’’

u0@f

u2@p

u1@f1

Friday, May 4, 2012

Figure 2.7: Faulty writes in Depot. Here, a faulty node f incorrectly issues writes
with inconsistent histories; Depot allows correct nodes to detect inconsistent writes
and merge them into a consistent state similar to Figure 2.6.
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Identifying a fork First consider a two-way fork. A fork junction comprises ex-

actly three updates where a faulty node f has created two updates (e.g., u1@f and

u ′1@f ) such that (i) neither update includes the other in its history and (ii) each up-

date’s history hash links it to the same previous update by that writer (e.g., u0@f ). If

a node q receives from a node p an update whose history is incompatible with the

updates it has already received, and if neither node has yet identified the fork junc-

tion, p and q identify the three forking updates as follows. First, p and q perform

a search on the updates included in the nodes’ version vectors to identify a version

vector, VVc , encompassing a common history (the search proceeds with q request-

ing exponentially older updates until it identifies an encompassing VVc). Then, p

sends its log of updates beginning from VVc . Finally, at some point, q receives the

first update by f (e.g., u1@f ) that is incompatible with the updates by f that q has

already received (e.g., u0@f and u ′1@f ).

Tracking forked histories After a node identifies the three updates in the fork

junction, it expands its version vector to include three entries for the node that issued

the forking updates. The first is the pre-fork entry, whose index is the index (e.g.,

f ) before the fork and whose contents will not advance past the logical clock of

the last update before the fork (e.g., u0@f ). The other two are the post-fork entries,

whose indices consist of the index before the fork augmented with the history hash

of the respective first update after the fork (e.g., the indices are f || H (u1@f ) and

f || H (u ′1@f )). Each of these entries initially holds the logical clock of the first

update after the fork; these values advance as the node receives new updates after

the fork junction.

Note that this approach works without modification if a faulty node creates a

j -way fork, creating updates u1
1@f , u2

1@f , . . ., u j
1@f that link to the same prior update
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(e.g., u0@f ). The reason is that, regardless of the order in which nodes detect fork

junctions, the branches receive identical names (because branches are named by

the first update in the branch). A faulty node that is responsible for multiple depen-

dent forks does not stymie this construction either. After i dependent forks, a virtual

node’s index in the version vector is well-defined: it is f || H (ufork1) || H (ufork2) || . . . || H (uforki ) [109].

Log exchange revisited The expanded version vector allows a node to identify

which updates to send to a peer. In the basic protocol, when a node q wants to

receive updates from p, it sends its current version vector to p to identify which

updates it needs. After q detects a fork and splits one version vector entry into

three, it simply includes all three entries when asking p for updates. Note that p

may not be aware of the fork, but the history hashes that are part of the indices of

q’s expanded version vector (as per the virtual node construction above) tell q to

which branch p’s updates should be applied and tell p which updates to actually

send. Conversely, if the sender p has received updates that belong to neither branch,

then p and q identify the new fork junction as described above.

Bounding forks The overhead of this coping strategy is the extra space, band-

width, and computation to deal with larger version vectors and with conflict detec-

tion. However, this overhead is small (as shown in §3.2.3). Moreover, the number

of forks is curtailed by three mechanisms that together bound the number of forks

correct nodes will accept before the faulty node is evicted from the system. First,

once a correct node learns that a faulty node has created a fork, it has a proof of

misbehavior from that node, and it will not communicate with, and thus not accept

any new updates directly from, that node. Second, once a correct node is aware of a

fork, it accepts a new update by the forking node only if some other node signs an
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Safety/ Correct nodes
Dimension Liveness Property required
Consistency Safety Fork-Join Causal Any subset

Safety Bounded staleness Any subset
Safety Eventual consistency (s) Any subset

Availability Liveness Eventual consistency (l) Any subset
Liveness Always write Any subset
Liveness Always exchange Any subset
Liveness Write propagation Any subset
Liveness Read availability / A correct node

durability has object

Integrity Safety Only auth. updates Clients

Recoverability Safety Valid discard Any subset

Eviction Safety Valid eviction Any subset
Safety Bounded forks Any subset

Figure 2.8: Summary of properties provided by Depot.

i-vouch-for-this certificate that accepts responsibility for having received the update

before having learned of the fork. Third, we bound the number of i-vouch-for-this

certificates. We give the details in Section 2.5.7.

2.5 Properties and guarantees

This section defines the properties that Depot enforces and describes how

Depot provides them under minimal trust assumptions. The key idea is that the

replication protocol enforces Fork-Join-Causal consistency (FJC). Given FJC con-

sistency, we can constrain and reason about the order that updates propagate, and

use those constraints to help enforce the remaining properties. Figure 2.8 summa-

rizes these properties and lists the required assumptions.
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2.5.1 Fork-Join-Causal consistency

Clients expect a storage service to provide consistent access to stored data.

Depot guarantees a new consistency semantic for all reads and updates (to a vol-

ume) that are observed by any correct node: Fork-Join-Causal consistency (FJC).

A formal description of FJC consistency appears in Chapter 4. Here we describe its

core property:

• Dependency preservation. If update u1 by a correct node depends on an up-

date u0 by any node, then u0 becomes observable before u1 at any correct

node. (An update u of an object o is observable at a node if a read of o would

return a version at least as new as u [53].)

To explain FJC consistency, we contrast it with causal consistency in fail-stop sys-

tems [13,80,109]. Causal consistency is based on a dependency preservation prop-

erty that is identical to the one above, except that it omits the “correct nodes” qual-

ification. Thus, to applications and users, FJC consistency appears almost identical

to causal consistency with two exceptions. First, under FJC consistency, a faulty

node can issue forking writes w and w ′ such that one correct node observes w with-

out first observing w ′ while another observes w ′ without first observing w . Second,

under FJC consistency, faulty nodes can issue updates whose stated histories do not

include all updates on which they actually depend. For example, when creating the

forking updates w and w ′ just described, the faulty node might have first read up-

dates up and uq from nodes p and q , then created w that claimed to depend on up

but not uq , and finally created update w ′ that claimed to depend on uq but not up .

Note, however, that once a correct node observes w (or w ′), it will include w (or

w ′) in its subsequent writes’ histories. Thus, as correct nodes observe each others’

writes, they will also observe both w and w ′ and their respective dependencies in a
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consistent way. Specifically, w and w ′ will appear as causally concurrent writes by

two virtual nodes (§2.4.3).

Though FJC consistency is weaker than linearizability [69], sequential con-

sistency [81], or causal consistency, it still provides properties that are critical to

programmers. First, FJC consistency implies a number of useful session guaran-

tees [134] for programs at correct nodes, including monotonic reads, monotonic

writes, read-your-writes, and writes-follow-reads. Second, as we describe in the

subsections below, FJC consistency is the foundation for eventual consistency, for

bounded staleness, and for further properties beyond consistency.

Stronger consistency during benign runs. Depot guarantees FJC consis-

tency even if an arbitrary number of nodes fail in arbitrary ways. However, it pro-

vides a stronger guarantee—causal consistency—during runs with only omission

failures. Of course, causal consistency itself is weaker than sequential consistency

or linearizability. We accept this weakening because it allows Depot to remain avail-

able to reads and writes during partitions [47, 56].

2.5.2 Eventual consistency

The term eventual consistency is often used informally, and, as the name

suggests, it is usually associated with both liveness (“eventual”) and safety (“con-

sistency”). For precision, we define eventual consistency as follows:

• Eventual consistency (safety). Successful reads of an object at correct nodes

that observe the same set of updates return the same values.

• Eventual consistency (liveness). Any update issued or observed by a correct

node is eventually observable by all correct nodes.
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The safety property is directly implied by FJC consistency. The liveness property

follows from the availability properties in the next subsection.

2.5.3 Availability and durability

In this subsection, we consider availability of writes, of update propagation,

and of reads. We also consider durability.

The write availability properties below follow from the replication protocol

(§2.4), which entangles updates to prevent selective transmission, and by commu-

nication heuristics (§3.1), under which a node that is unable to communicate with a

given server then communicates with any other server or client.

• Always write. An authorized node can always update any object.

• Always exchange. Any subset of correct nodes can exchange any prefix of the

updates that they have observed (assuming that they can communicate, as per

the model in §2.2.3).

• Write propagation. If a correct node issues a write, eventually all correct

nodes observe that write (again assuming the model in §2.2.3, namely that

any message sent between correct nodes is eventually delivered).

Unfortunately, there is a limit to what any storage system can guarantee for

reads: if no correct node has an object, then the object may not be durable, and

if no correct, reachable node has an object, then the object may not be available.

Nevertheless, we could, at least in principle, still have each node rely only on itself

for read availability and durability: nodes could propagate updates and values, and

all servers and all clients could store all values. However, fully replicating all data

is not appealing for many cloud storage applications.
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Depot copes with these limits in two ways. First, Depot provides guarantees

on read availability and durability that minimize the required number of correct

nodes. Second, Depot makes it likely that this number of correct nodes actually

exists. The guarantees are as follows (note that durability—roughly, “the system

does not permanently lose data”—manifests as a liveness property):

• Read availability. If some correct node p stores a given object’s value, then

reads to this object at any correct node that can communicate with p in a

timely manner will succeed.

• Durability. If any correct hoarding node, as defined below, has an object’s

value, then a read of that object will eventually succeed. That is, an update is

durable once its value reaches a correct node that will not prematurely discard

it.

A hoarding node is a node that stores the value of a version of an object until that

version is garbage collected (§2.5.6). In contrast, a caching node may discard a

value at any time.

To make it likely that the premise of the guarantees holds—namely that a

correct node has the data—Depot does three things. First, its configuration repli-

cates data to survive important failure scenarios. In the single SSP configuration,

all servers usually store values for all updates they receive: except as discussed

in the remainder of this subsection, when a client sends an update to a server and

when servers transmit updates to other servers, the associated value is included with

the update. Additionally, the client that issues an update also stores the associated

value, so even if all servers become unavailable, clients can fetch the value from the

original writer. Such replication—where an object’s hoarding nodes are all servers
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and the authoring client—allows the system to handle not only the routine failure

case where a subset of servers and clients fail and lose data but also the client disas-

ter and cloud disaster cases where all clients or all servers fail [34, 102] or become

unavailable [19].

Second, receipts allow a node to avoid accepting an insufficiently replicated

update. When a server processes an update and stores the update’s value, it signs

a receipt and sends the receipt to the other servers. Then, we extend the basic pro-

tocol to require that an update carry either (a) a receipt set indicating that at least

k servers have stored the value or (b) the value, itself. In normal operation, servers

receive and store updates with values, and clients receive and store updates with

receipt sets. However, if over some interval, fewer than k servers are available,

clients will instead receive, store, and propagate both updates and values for up-

dates created during this interval. And although servers normally receive updates

and values together, there are corner cases where—to avoid violating the always

exchange property—they must accept an update with only a receipt set. Even in the

worst case, therefore, Depot guarantees that if a value is not stored locally, then it

is replicated by the client that created it and by at least k servers.

Third, if a client has an outstanding read for version v , it withholds assent to

garbage collect v (§2.5.6) until the read completes with either v or a newer version.

2.5.4 Bounded staleness

A client expects that soon after it updates an object, other clients that read

the object see the update. Depot is therefore designed to allow a client either to know

that it has seen all recent updates or else to suspect that it has not. The following

guarantee codifies what clients can expect:
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• Bounded staleness. If correct clients p and q have clocks that remain within

∆ of a true clock and p updates an object at time t0, then by no later than

t0 + 2Tann + Tprop + ∆, either (1) the update is observable to q or (2) q

suspects that it has missed an update from p.

Tann and Tprop are configuration parameters indicating how often a node announces

its liveness and how long propagating such announcements is expected to take;

reasonable values for Tann and Tprop are a few tens of seconds.

Depot relies on FJC consistency to provide the above guarantee, as follows.

Every Tann seconds, each client updates a per-client beacon object [84] in each

volume with its current physical time. When q sees that p’s beacon object indicates

time t , then q is guaranteed—by FJC consistency—to see all updates issued by p

before time t . On the other hand, if p’s beacon object does not show a recent time,

q suspects that it may not have seen other recent updates by p. At that point, q

can switch to receiving updates from a different server. If that does not resolve the

problem, q can contact p directly to fetch any missed updates and the updates on

which those missed updates depend.

Applications use the above mechanism as follows. If a node suspects miss-

ing updates, then an application that calls GET has two options. First, GET can re-

turn a warning that the result might be stale. This option is our default; it provides

the bounded staleness guarantee above. Alternatively, an application that prefers to

trade worse availability for better consistency [56] can retry with different servers

and clients, blocking until the local client has received all recent beacons.

Note that a faulty client might fail to update its beacon, making all clients

suspicious all the time. What, then, are the benefits of this bounded staleness guar-

antee? First, although Depot is prepared for the worst failures, we expect that it
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often operates in benign conditions. When clients, servers, and the network oper-

ate properly, clients are given an explicit guarantee that they are reading fresh data.

Second, when some servers or network paths are faulty, suspicion causes clients

to fail-over to other communication paths to get recent updates. Additionally, stale

reads can be reported to the client’s administrator who may attempt to diagnose the

problem (Is p down?, Is my network down?, Is my ISP down?, Is the SSP down?,

etc.) and repair it.

Bounded staleness v. FJC. Bounded staleness and FJC consistency are

complementary properties in Depot. Without bounded staleness, a faulty server

could serve a client an arbitrarily old snapshot of the system’s state—and be correct

according to FJC consistency. Conversely, bounding staleness without a consistency

guarantee (assuming that is even possible; we bound staleness by relying on con-

sistency) is not enough. For engineering reasons, our staleness guarantees are tens

of seconds; absent consistency guarantees, applications would get confused because

there could be significant periods of time when some updates are visible, but related

ones are not.

2.5.5 Integrity and authorization

Under Depot, no matter how many nodes are faulty, only authorized clients

can update a key-value pair in a way that affects correct clients’ reads: the protocol

requires nodes to sign their updates, and correct nodes reject unauthorized updates.

A natural question is: how does the system know which nodes are autho-

rized to update which objects? Our prototype takes a simple approach. Volumes are

statically configured to associate ranges of lookup keys with specific nodes’ public

keys. This lets specific clients write specific subsets of the system’s objects, and it

prevents servers from modifying clients’ objects. Implementing more sophisticated
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approaches to key management [94,145] is future work. We speculate that FJC con-

sistency will make it relatively easy to ensure a sensible ordering of policy updates

and access control decisions [50, 145].

2.5.6 Data recovery

Data owners care about end-to-end reliability. Thus, even if a storage system

retains a consistent, fresh view of the data written to it, we have to consider the

significant risk from the applications and users above the storage system. More

specifically, we have to consider what happens when these applications or users

corrupt or destroy data, whether accidentally or intentionally.

Depot does not try to distinguish “good” and “bad” updates or advance the

state of the art in protecting storage systems from bad updates. Depot’s FJC con-

sistency does, however, provide a basis for applying many standard defenses. For

example, Depot can keep all versions of the objects in a volume, or it can provide a

basic backup ladder (all versions of an object kept for a day, daily versions kept for

a week, weekly versions kept for a month, and monthly versions kept for a year). 2

Given FJC consistency, implementing laddered backups is straightforward.

Initially, servers retain every update and value that they receive, and clients retain

the update and value for every update that they create. Then, servers and clients

discard the non-laddered versions by unanimous consent of clients. This process

works as follows, at a high level. Every day, clients garbage collect a prefix of the

system’s logs by producing a checkpoint of the system’s state, using techniques

2Indeed, S3 recommends versioning to “recover from both unintended user actions and
application failures. By default, requests will retrieve the most recently written version.
Older versions of an object can be retrieved by specifying a version in the request.”
(http://aws.amazon.com/s3/#protecting). Analogously, in Microsoft Azure, one can create and re-
trieve snapshots (http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee691971.aspx).
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adopted from Bayou [109] as discussed in Section 2.6. The checkpoint includes

information needed to protect the system’s consistency and a candidate discard list

(CDL) that states which prior checkpoints and which versions of which objects may

be discarded. The job of proposing the checkpoint rotates over the clients each day.

The keys to correctness here are (a) a correct client will not sign a CDL that

would delete a checkpoint prematurely and (b) a correct node discards a checkpoint

or version if and only if it is listed in a CDL signed by all clients. These checks

ensure the following property:

• Valid discard. If at least one client is correct, a correct node will never discard

a checkpoint or a version of an object required by the backup ladder.

Note that a faulty client cannot cause the system to discard data that it needs:

the above approach provides the same read availability and durability guarantees

(§2.5.3) for backup versions as for the current version. A faulty client can, however,

delay garbage collection, though if a checkpoint fails to garner unanimous consent,

clients notify an administrator, who troubleshoots the faulty client or, if all else

fails, replaces it with a new machine. Thus, faulty clients can cause the system to

consume extra storage—but only temporarily, assuming that unresponsive clients

are eventually repaired or replaced (§2.2.3).

Note that if an occasional proposal is missed either because a client failed

to assent to it or because a client did not receive another client’s assent, no lasting

harm is done. The right to propose is rotated among clients, and a client includes in

its proposal all unneeded versions that it has not yet discarded.

Costs. The day/week/month ladder is configurable, and there is an obvious cost v.

protection trade-off that we would expect to be configured differently for different
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customers.

Unanimous consent limits the frequency of discarding since we need to pro-

vide enough time for all clients to act on most proposal. We conservatively leave a

full day between garbage collection proposals. This means that any update sent to

the servers may be kept for a day even if it is immediately overwritten. The result-

ing extra storage has little effect on system costs because the cost to send an update

across the network into the storage cloud is typically much higher than the cost to

store the update for a day [62]. For example, in Amazon S3, the data transfer cost

and monthly storage cost are roughly equal.

2.5.7 Evicting faulty nodes and bounding forks

Recall that a faulty node can weaken consistency by issuing a pair of illegal

forking updates such that neither update depends on the other. Depot includes an

eviction protocol to ensure that such nodes cannot continue damaging the system

by creating new updates. In particular, Depot is able to evict such faulty nodes

so that new updates from evicted nodes are not accepted and the number of forks

introduced by faulty nodes are bounded.

Note that Depot does not discard or rollback the updates by faulty nodes that

were accepted by correct nodes prior to eviction. Discarding these updates can com-

promise the FJC consistency and confuse the correct nodes that have returned such

faulty updates in response to some reads. Therefore, Depot chooses to include these

updates in the overall history, permitting subsequent reads to return such updates.

We now explain how Depot evicts provably faulty nodes and how it bounds

the number of forks that faulty nodes introduce.

Eviction of a provably faulty node is triggered when a correct node first
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observes a pair of updates from different forks, thus providing a proof of misbehav-

ior (POM) against the faulty node. At that point, the correct node refuses to accept

new updates from the faulty node directly; moreover, since the POMs propagate, all

correct nodes will eventually refuse to communicate with the provably faulty node.

This mechanism ensures that, if all nodes other than f are correct, then f can intro-

duce at most n − 1 forks in an n-node system before all nodes stop communicating

with it. However, absent any more checks, a faulty node could launder infinitely

many forks through another node that has not issued forking updates yet. Unfortu-

nately, laundering a forking update is not itself evidence of misbehavior, as a node

propagating one of the updates might simply be unaware of the fork.

To mitigate laundering while allowing for correct nodes that unwittingly

launder, Depot does the following. Before a correct node accepts updates created

by a provably faulty node, the correct node requires i-vouch-for-this certificates

from nodes not known to be faulty. Such a certificate is created by a correct node

when it first learns of a fork; the certificate contains a single entry version-and-

hash vector that covers all previously received updates issued by the faulty node.

Then, the i-vouch-for-this certificate propagates with the forking updates via log

exchange, allowing each node to maintain the invariant that, for all updates that it

has received by the faulty node after the fork junction, it has received i-vouch-for-

this certificates covering those updates. Moreover, a correct node issues at most one

such certificate per faulty node, which, as we will see below, helps to bound the

number of forks.

Unfortunately, we are still not done because a faulty node g could create in-

consistent i-vouch-for-this certificates and thereby introduce additional forks by f

into the system. To handle this case, a correct node treats conflicting i-vouch-for-this

certificates roughly as it treats forking updates: it views the conflicting certificates
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as a proof of misbehavior by g , stops communicating directly with g , creates an

i-vouch-for-this certificate for the updates that it has already received from g , sup-

plies g’s conflicting i-vouch-for-this certificates to peers during log exchange, and

demands i-vouch-for-this certificates for any new updates by g that it receives.

Below, we show that, as a result of the above mechanisms (POMs and i-

vouch-for-this certificates), k colluding faulty nodes in a group of n nodes cannot

cause correct nodes to evict faulty nodes or observe more than (n − k) · (2k − 1)

forks (this number might seem high, but we expect POMs to circulate and cut off

faulty nodes much more quickly than that). Thus, Depot ensures:

• Valid eviction. No correct node is ever evicted.

• Bounded forks. In a n-node system with k faulty nodes, no correct node will

ever observe more than (n − k) · (2k − 1) forks introduced by faulty nodes.

We next explain the intuition for these two properties based on our eviction

and update checks.

Valid eviction Eviction occurs only if nodes sign messages constituting a cryp-

tographic proof of misbehavior. If a faulty node is merely unresponsive, that is

handled exactly as SLA violations are today.

Bounded forks To define an upper bound, we first consider the conditions under

which faulty nodes can produce the maximum number of forks. To do so, faulty

nodes must expose different sets of forks to different correct nodes. Moreover, these

correct nodes should not exchange i-vouch-for-this certificates or POMs until the

very end of execution, when faulty nodes have revealed as many forks as possible to
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each correct node. (If a correct node received a POM or i-vouch-for-this certificate

earlier, a faulty node could be flagged as such, causing correct nodes to reject forks,

lowering the number of exposed forks.) Based on the foregoing, the number of forks

observed by a set of correct nodes will be a product of the number of correct nodes

and the maximum number of forks that each correct node can observe.

We now argue that the maximum number of forks observed by a correct

node in the presence of k colluding faulty nodes is 2k−1. We induct over k . For the

base case, k = 1, a correct node can observe at most one fork if there is one faulty

node. For the induction step, we assume the claim holds for k .

Now, consider an execution with 1 correct node and k + 1 colluding faulty

nodes (k ≥ 1) that exposes the maximum number of forks to the correct node p.

Note that in an execution that exposes the maximum number of forks to correct

nodes, each faulty node will attempt to expose multiple forks to correct nodes;

otherwise, in an execution with multiple faulty nodes, we can increase the number

of forks exposed to correct nodes by laundering one faulty node’s forks through

other faulty nodes. Now, because of our eviction checks, multiple forks from a node

must be accompanied by a corresponding i-vouch-for-this certificate by a node not

known to be faulty. Hence, in an execution that contains multiple faulty nodes and in

which correct nodes observe the maximum number of forks, each correct node will

ultimately receive i-vouch-for-this certificate(s) against at least some faulty node.

Now consider the last such i-vouch-for-this certificate that a correct node p accepts;

since all nodes other than p are faulty, this i-vouch-for-this has been created by

a faulty node f . Since p accepts this i-vouch-for-this certificate, p must not have

observed an i-vouch-for-this certificate against f yet.

Hence, the execution until p’s acceptance of f ’s last i-vouch-for-this certifi-

cate must look like a correct execution with 2 correct nodes and k faulty nodes. By
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the induction hypothesis and by our worst-case assumption that correct nodes are

observing independent forks, the correct node p and the seemingly correct node f

can together accept a maximum of 2 · (2k − 1) = 2k+1 − 2 forks in this execution

prefix. However, in addition to these forks that are created by the other k faulty

nodes, the correct node p has also accepted updates (in the form of i-vouch-for-this

certificates) from the seemingly correct, but actually faulty, node N . These updates

constitute yet another fork that has been observed by p (even though p may only

later realize that the node f is faulty). Therefore, p can observe a maximum of

2k+1 − 2 + 1 = 2k+1 − 1 forks. Hence, the claim holds for k + 1.

Combining the bound on the maximum number of forks that each correct

node can observe in the presence of k colluding faulty nodes with the claim that

each correct node could observe independent distinct forks (in the worst case), we

get our desired bound that k colluding faulty nodes can force n − k correct nodes

to observe a maximum of (n − k) · (2k − 1) forks.

2.6 Garbage collection

Garbage collection ensures that the metadata and data stored at clients and

servers have bounded size. Depot, as described so far, requires the clients to store all

the metadata they receive and the data they create while Depot servers must store

all the data and metadata until garbage collected. Garbage collection allows both

clients and servers to discard a prefix of their logs and limit their storage costs. The

frequency of garbage collection can be configured to be every day, every 6 hours,

or to any other convenient period depending on the size of the deployment and the

update frequency.

The key challenge in implementing a garbage collection protocol is to en-
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sure that it does not affect Depot’s liveness properties. A particular challenge is to

ensure that garbage collection never prevents correct nodes from sharing updates

with each other. As explained in §2.4.2, each update in Depot includes its history

and a correct node C accepts an update only if the update’s history is included in

C ’s local history. Unfortunately, premature garbage collection of updates by a cor-

rect node C may render updates accepted by other correct nodes unverifiable to C ,

preventing C from accepting them.

Depot’s garbage collection protocol ensures liveness by ensuring that no

correct node will require the garbage collected prefix of the history to verify subse-

quent writes. To enforce this invariant, nodes pick a prefix that is already included

in the most recent update by each node. Because the dVV attached to each update

is incremental (§2.4.1), subsequent updates by each correct node will not depend

on updates in this prefix and hence can be verified even if this prefix is garbage

collected. However, faulty nodes can create forked updates that depend directly on

the garbage collected prefix and in an asynchronous system, a correct node cannot

be sure that other correct nodes have not concurrently accepted such forked updates

that conflict with a garbage collection prefix. To eliminate this possibility, Depot

requires unanimous consent from nodes not yet known to be faulty before process-

ing a garbage collection proposal. When a node proposes to garbage collect a cut

defining a prefix of the updates, correct nodes respond with an ack on accepting a

proposal and promise to not accept updates that with it.

Unfortunately, these checks are not enough yet; a faulty node can still lie to

different nodes by showing an ack to one correct node while forcing another correct

node to believe that the proposal should be aborted. Our protocol overcomes this

challenge by requiring |N | − |F | rounds of acks, where N is the set of all nodes in

the system and F contains all the faulty nodes known to all the correct nodes before
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the start of garbage collection. In each round, each node receives acks from all other

nodes and a node only advances its rounds, if it receives unanimous consent from

all the other known correct nodes. Using this basic communication structure, our

protocol can enforce the following two invariants:

I1 If a correct node completes garbage collection after |N | − |F |+ 1 rounds of

acking, then all other correct nodes also complete garbage collection.

I2 If a correct node aborts the garbage collection, then no correct node com-

pletes it.

If there are no faulty nodes, then the correct nodes can easily agree on not

accepting conflicting updates as soon as they receive the proposal and complete the

garbage collection.

If there are nodes that are actively faulty and trying to violate invariants I 1

and I 2 of our garbage collection protocol, then either such nodes will induce enough

faults to force a correct node to abort the garbage collection or the number of faults

will not be enough. For a node in round k , our protocol uses a threshold of k faults to

decide whether to abort garbage collection or not. If a correct node observes enough

new faults since the start of garbage collection, it aborts the garbage collection

instance and votes nack to all other nodes in the next round.

It is easy to see that if a correct node chooses to abort in the garbage collec-

tion instance in round r , then no correct node can complete the garbage collection

in round r + 1:

1. Garbage collection completes in round |N | − |F | + 1 (from our protocol

definition).
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2. If a correct node p aborts garbage collection in round |N | − |F |, it must have

seen |N | − |F | new faults since the garbage collection—a requirement for

aborting garbage collection.

3. p already knew of F faults before starting garbage collection.

4. Combining (2) and (3), we get that all the |N | nodes must be faulty. But we

know that p is correct. Therefore, by contradiction, this invariant holds.

Conversely, if a correct node completes garbage collection in round r , then no other

correct node aborts it in round r − 1 (using a similar argument). Therefore, if a cor-

rect node aborts garbage collection in round r , it must vote nack in round r + 1

and forcing all the remaining correct nodes to abort garbage collection (I 2). Con-

versely, if a correct node completes garbage collection in round r , then all other

correct nodes must also complete in round r (I 1).

Our protocol’s liveness depends on getting a response from every node that

is not known to be faulty. If a node corrupts data or forks, Depot’s eviction pro-

tocol will expunge it from the system. Alternatively, nodes that fail by crashing,

can be rebooted, either by a monitoring service or by an administrator, to reload

their persistent state on new machines. Finally, if nodes fail by losing data, then

a replacement node can be reinstated with the same identity as the original node,

using a mechanism similar to the one used for the crash faults. Such replacement

nodes will cause a split-brain error and induce a fork, which can be handled by our

eviction protocol.

Depot’s garbage collection protocol Algorithms 1 and 2 describe Depot’s garbage

collection protocol. This protocol assumes that nodes communicate by writing to
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ALGORITHM 1: Garbage collection in Depot (Part 1)
1 State

/* State common across views */
2 NodeId N [] // set of all the nodes
3 NodeId myId // my node id
4 NodeId F [] // set of known faulty nodes
5 View v // the current view
6 Proposal lastProposal // Last applied GC proposal
7 Update lastUpdates[] // Last update by each correct node
8 i-vouch-for-this certificates certificates[]

/* State local to a view */
9 Round myR // the current round

10 Nodes myAcks // nodes that have ACKed in the current round
11 Proposal myProposal // proposal received for this view
12 Messages
13 Proposal (NodeId proposer, View view, VersionVector cut, NodeId F[]) // GC proposal
14 Ack (NodeId n, View v, Round round) // node’s ack for garbage collection
15 Nack (NodeId n, View v, Round round) // node’s nack for GC
16 i-vouch-for-this-certificate(NodeId faultyNode, NodeId proposer, VersionVector cut)
17 Function ReceiveProposal (Proposal pr )

/* If proposal has the expected fields */
18 if (pr .view = v AND pr .proposer = v%N AND myProposal = φ AND
19 lastProposal .cutΠ(N /pr .F ) ∈ pr .cut AND /* projection of lastProposal .cut

over non faulty nodes is included in pr .cut */
20 lastProposal .F ∈ pr .F AND
21 (pr .cut ∈ min∀n∈N/F (closure(lastUpdates[n].dVV ))) AND
22 i − vouch − for − this−certificates from N /pr .F against pr .F AND
23 myProposal .proposer 6∈ pr .F ) then
24 myProposal := pr// accept pr and ack
25 myR + +
26 if (F/myProposal .F = 0) then
27 Send ack(myId , v , myR) to nodes in N
28 myR + +

/* Nodes promise to not accept any updates that conflict
with pr .cut in this view */

29 else
30 Send nack(myId , v , myR) to nodes in N
31 myR + +
32 AdvanceView();
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ALGORITHM 2: Garbage collection in Depot (Part 2)
33 Function ReceiveAck (Ack ack )
34 if (ack .view = v AND ack .round = myR) then
35 Add ack .node to myAcks

/* if enough myAcks */
36 if (N /F ⊆ myAcks) then
37 Clear myAcks
38 myR + +

/* enough rounds */
39 if (myR = |N /myProposal .F |+ 1) then
40 Garbage collect myProposal /* garbage collect updates

included in myProposal .cut and updates by nodes in
myProposal .F. Correct nodes promise to never accept new
updates by myProposal .F */

41 lastProposal := myProposal // Update last applied proposal
42 AdvanceView()
43 else
44 Send ack(myId , v , myR) to nodes in N
45 Function NewFaultyNode (Node f )
46 Add f to F
47 if (|F/myProposal .F | > (myR − 1)) then
48 myR + +
49 Send nack(myId , v , myR) to nodes in N

/* discard view for this garbage collection instance */
50 AdvanceView();
51 Function ReceiveNack (Nack nack )
52 if (nack .view = v AND nack .round = myR AND nack .node 6∈ F AND

|F/myProposal .F | > (myR − 2)) then
/* discard view for this GC instance and send nack */

53 Send nack(myId , v , myR) to nodes in N
54 AdvanceView();
55 Function AdvanceView ()
56 v + +
57 while (v%|N | ∈ F ) do
58 v + +
59 clear myAcks
60 myProposal := φ
61 myR := 0
62 if (v%|N | = myId ) then
63 wait until i − vouch − for − this − certificates from N /F against F
64 myProposal :=

proposal(myId , v , myR, min∀n∈N/F (closure(lastUpdates[n].dVV )), F )
/* compute the closure of the dVV of last update to find a

cut that is likely to be seen by all the nodes */
65 Send myProposal to nodes in N // Send proposal to all nodes
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special objects that are fully replicated. Therefore, we expect that the the depen-

dency preservation property will apply to the communication for garbage collection.

In particular, we expect that if a correct node sends a message m after observing

a set of events (faults, message receipts, etc.) then the receiver must also observe

those events before receiving m. We also assume that two correct connected nodes

will eventually be able to exchange messages.

The execution proceeds in views and nodes take turn in proposing the garbage

collection cut in different views. The execution starts with the nodes invoking the

AdvanceView function. Node v%|N | is responsible for proposing in view v . We call

the proposing node for a view, the leader of that view.

A leader waits to collect i-vouch-for-this certificates against all the faulty

nodes from all known correct nodes before proposing anything (Line 63). On re-

ceiving enough i-vouch-for-this certificates, the leader creates a proposal using a

prefix (cut) that includes all the writes that it knows to be accepted by all correct

nodes (Line 64).

Definition 1. We say that a proposal pr conflicts with an update u if either u.nodeId ∈
pr .F or for some correct node p, u.dVV [p] < pr .cut .

As explained earlier, if no forks occur, this prefix can be safely garbage

collected. However, in presence of faults, garbage collecting this prefix without

any additional safeguard is dangerous: some correct node might have accepted an

update from a node that was previously not known to be faulty such that this update

conflicts with the prefix that is proposed for garbage collection.

Therefore, before acting on the proposal, our protocol requires unanimous

consent from all nodes not yet known to be faulty. Each correct node p ensures that

the proposal pr that it accepts is for its current view (Line 18); the node proposing
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it is the leader for that view (Line 18); and that it has not previously received a

proposal for the same view (Line 18). p then performs two checks to ensure that

the proposal pr is newer than the last applied proposal: (1) pr includes a cut larger

than the projection over non-faulty nodes of the cut of the last applied pr (Line 19)

and (2) pr ’s faulty node set is at least as large as the corresponding faulty node set

of last applied pr (Line 20). Next, p checks the proposal for well-formedness by

checking that the cut in pr includes only the writes that p knows have already been

accepted by all correct nodes (Line 21). Finally, p checks that the leader correctly

gathered the i-vouch-for-this certificates (Line 22) and that p is not included in the

faulty set of the proposal (Line 23).

If a correct node p cannot accept a proposal because some of the require-

ments for accepting a proposal are not met, then it can silently ignore the proposal.

Depot’s replication protocol and the checks for accepting a proposal are designed

such that other correct nodes must also reject this proposal.

On the other hand, if p accepts the proposal, it checks for the existence of

new faults, not reported in the proposal (Line 23). If it finds any such new fault,

it aborts the current garbage collection view by advancing its view (Line 32), and

notifies other correct nodes of this abortion via a nack message (Line 30). Alterna-

tively, if p does not find any such new faults, it accepts the proposal by broadcasting

an ack and promises to not accept any updates that conflict with the proposal pr .

If the garbage collection in this view fails, then nodes can resume accepting

conflicting updates in the next view. However, if the garbage collection succeeds,

then nodes must never accept updates that conflict with the proposal that succeeded.

When a node gathers acks from all but the known faulty nodes, it advances

its round, creates a new ack , and broadcasts it, until it reaches safeRound =

|N /proposal .F |+1 (Line 39). After performing all-to-all ack transfers for safeRound
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number of rounds, a node can safely garbage collect the prefix of its log proposed in

the proposal for this view. Whenever a node learns of a new faulty node, it checks

if this fault causes the number of new faults unaccounted in the proposal to exceed

the number of rounds of acks that have been circulated (Line 47). If so, the node

aborts the garbage collection as described above (Line 49 and Line 50).

Because nodes advance their rounds asynchronously, it is possible that a

correct node p1 is still in the preceding round compared to another correct node

p2’s round. In such a situation, it is possible that the node p1 observes enough faults

to force the abortion of the garbage collection in this view. In this case, p1 creates a

nack message (Line 49) that can be used by the correct node p2 to stop waiting for

acks and abort its garbage collection view (Line 51). Note that the nack message

cannot be exploited by the faulty nodes to force correct nodes to abort legitimate

garbage collection because such nack messages are only accepted when accompa-

nied with appropriate number of new faults (Line 52).
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Chapter 3

Depot: Implementation, evaluation, and deployment

The previous chapter described various protocols that Depot uses to enforce

its properties. In this chapter, we describe how Depot’s implementation unifies these

protocols using a modular software architecture. We then evaluate a Java based

prototype implementation of Depot to answer the question: “What is the price of

distrust?”.

3.1 Implementation

Figure 3.1 depicts Depot’s software architecture. The architecture comprises

modules that enforce the properties described in §2.5. The core replication mod-

ule, which enforces FJC consistency on updates, is at the core of the system. The

other modules are layered on top of this module, in one or both of two ways. First,

the bounded staleness and availability and durability modules are invoked when

the client GETs and PUTs. Second, the eviction, valid discard, and integrity mod-

ules, and the receipt management logic in the availability and durability module

are filters that screen incoming updates en route to the core replication module (as

indicated by the horizontal block arrows in Figure 3.1) and optionally issue read-

/write requests to the core replication module (as indicated by the thin arrows in

Figure 3.1).

Two design choices simplify the filter implementation in Depot. First, Depot
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Figure 3.1: Overview of Depot’s software architecture. Block arrows denote mes-
sages, and thin arrows denote function calls. The core replication module replicates
updates and ensures fork-join-causally consistent access to these updates. These up-
dates are exchanged as collections called bundles. A bundle is processed atomically
by all modules in that all of the updates in a bundle are accepted or all are rejected.
The availability module separates data from metadata by handing hashes of values
to the core replication module. The availability module also fetches values on GETs
and ensures that insufficiently replicated updates are accompanied by their corre-
sponding values, as described in §2.5.3. Likewise, the bounded staleness, eviction,
valid discard, and integrity modules implement the checks described in §2.5. These
modules are implemented as filters: Incoming bundles that do not satisfy the checks
are rejected.
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nodes exchange collections of updates called bundles that are processed atomically

by all the modules: either all the updates in a bundle are accepted or all are rejected.

Second, these screening modules are implemented using a 2-phase approach. In the

first phase, each module performs its checks and votes for accepting or rejecting

the bundle without committing any changes. In the second phase, the changes are

made persistent if no module voted to reject the bundle in the first phase. Hence, if

an update bundle is rejected by a module that appears later on the update path, then

changes in earlier modules that are influenced by that update bundle are also rolled

back, which avoids inconsistencies in module state.

In the remainder of this section, we detail the implementation of GETs and

PUTs, describe optimizations that save bandwidth and storage, and say a few words

about our prototype.

Implementation of GET and PUT The main complexity in implementing GETs

and PUTs in Depot results from the separation of data and metadata. Recall that an

update is only the metadata (§2.4.1) and that the core replication module replicates

updates across a configurable topology and at a configurable frequency. In our pro-

totype, servers exchange updates with each other, whereas each client node chooses

a (usually nearby) primary server and fetches updates from that server periodically.

The availability and durability module selectively replicates values depending on

the receipt logic and depending on whether a node is configured as a client or as a

server; this module also serves GETs and PUTs.

On a PUT, a client creates an update and stores the value and update locally.

Next, the client attempts to transfer the update and value to the client’s primary

server for ensuring the availability and durability properties (§2.5.3) and for receipt

generation. As an optimization, rather than initiate the log exchange protocol, a
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client sends only the update and value of the PUT to its primary server. If the update

passes all consistency checks and if the value matches the hash in the update, the

server adds these items to its log and checkpoint. Otherwise, the client and server

fall back on log-exchange.

On receiving a new update and value, the primary server forwards the update

and associated value to the other servers for receipt generation. Each server veri-

fies the update and value and, if the verification succeeds, responds with a receipt.

The primary server gathers these receipt responses into a receipt set and sends this

receipt set to the client and other servers. The receipt set constitutes the evidence

that the update and its associated value is durably replicated at sufficient nodes. The

client’s availability module stores these receipts and attaches them to the updates

that are propagated via log exchange so that other nodes are convinced that they

are receiving durable updates. Any correct node that obtains an update without a

receipt ensures that it also obtains the value as described in §2.5.3.

On a GET, a client first checks the beacons needed to enforce the bounded

staleness property (§2.5.4). If the beacon checks succeed, the client determines the

hash of values to fetch based on its current state—a client’s current state consists of

an update log and a checkpoint consisting of the hash(es) of most recent value(s)

that were PUT to each key. The client uses the value hash(es) to request the value(s)

for the specified key k , by sending k along with a value-digest to the client’s primary

server. The value-digest is a set of two-byte digests, one per logically latest update

of k that the client has received via background gossip; note that unless there are

concurrent updates to k , the value-digest contains just one element.

If the value-digest matches the latest updates known to the server, the server

responds with the corresponding values. The client then checks that these values

correspond to the H (value) entries in the previously received updates. If so, the
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client returns the values, completing the GET. If the server rejects the value-digest

or if the values do not match, then the client initiates a value and update transfer by

sending to its primary server (a) its version vector and (b) k . The server replies with

(a) the missing updates, which the client verifies (§2.4.2), and (b) the most recent

set of values for k .

If a client cannot reach its primary server, it randomly selects another server

(and does likewise if it cannot reach that server). If no servers are available, the

client enters client-to-client mode for a configurable length of time, during which

it gossips with the other clients. In this mode, on a PUT, the client responds to the

application as soon as the data reaches the local store. On a GET, the client fetches

the values from the clients that created the latest known updates of the desired key.

Optimizing bandwidth and storage for scalability Bandwidth and storage are

the most expensive resources that Depot uses. To reduce its consumption of these

resources, Depot reduces the average size of an update and its associated dVV to

about 300 bytes. It does so via several optimizations:

• The dependency version vector, dVV, included with each update (§2.4.2) log-

ically specifies a full version vector. However, an update by node N includes

only the entries that have changed since node N ’s last write. Since updates

are received in FIFO order from each node, a receiver can always construct

the full version vector from the dVV [122].

• We also use a similar technique to optimize the gossip request message sent

when a node asks another for recent updates. Though the requester logically

sends its entire version vector VV , we optimize for the case of repeated
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fetches from the same node by sending a diff since the last request and re-

sending the full version vector only if the nodes lose synchronization.

• Lastly, when sending an update, we further optimize the dVV encoding by ex-

ploiting the temporal locality of various logical times present in an update’s

dVV and its accept stamp. We expect that in a Depot deployment, these log-

ical times will be close to one another. Therefore, when sending dVV, we

transmit only the delta between the logical time in the dVV entries and the

accept stamp. Temporal locality makes this delta small, and smaller integers

take fewer bytes to transmit (our implementation uses a custom serialization),

reducing the overall bandwidth consumed by dVV.

These optimizations ensure that version vectors create very little bandwidth

and storage overhead. For example, with 8 nodes, the first and third optimizations

above make the size of an encoded dVV only a few bytes. Similarly, in the common

case, a gossip request message is only a few bytes long.

Prototype Our prototype is implemented in Java. It keeps every version written so

does not implement laddered backups or garbage collection (§2.5.6); implementing

these features is future work. The implementation is otherwise complete (but not op-

timized). It uses Berkeley DB (BDB) for local storage and does so synchronously:

after writing to BDB, Depot calls commit before returning to the caller, and we

configure BDB to call fsync on every commit.1

1This approach aids, but does not quite guarantee, persistence of committed data: “Synchronous”
disk writes in today’s systems do not always push data all the way to the disk’s platter [103]. Note
that if a node commits data and subsequently loses it because of an ill-timed crash, Depot handles
that case as it does any other faulty node.
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Depot adds modest latency relative to a baseline system. Depot’s addi-
tional GET latency is comparable to checksumming data with SHA-256.
For PUTs, 99-percentile latency for 10KB objects increases from 8.4 ms
to 28.7 ms.

§3.2.1

Depot’s main resource overheads are client-side storage and client- and
server-side CPU use on PUTs.

§3.2.1

Depot imposes little additional cost for read-mostly workloads. For ex-
ample, Depot’s weighted dollar cost of 10KB GETs and PUTs are 2% and
109% higher than the baseline.

§3.2.2

When failures occur, Depot continues operating correctly, with little im-
pact on latency or resource consumption.

§3.2.3

Figure 3.2: Summary of main evaluation results.

3.2 Experimental evaluation

In evaluating Depot, our principal question is: what is the “price of dis-

trust?” That is, how much do Depot’s guarantees cost, relative to a baseline storage

system? We measure latency, network traffic, storage at both clients and servers,

and CPU cycles consumed at both clients and servers (§3.2.1). We then convert

the resource overheads into a common currency [62] using a cost model loosely

based on the prices charged by today’s storage and compute services (§3.2.2). We

then move from “stick” to “carrot”, illustrating Depot’s end-to-end guarantees un-

der faults (§3.2.3). Figure 3.2 summarizes our results.

Method and environment Most of our experiments compare our Depot imple-

mentation to a set of baseline storage systems, described in Figure 3.3. All of them

replicate key-value pairs to a set of servers, using version vectors to detect prece-

dence, but omit some of Depot’s safeguards. In none of the variants do clients check

version vectors or maintain history hashes. These baselines use the same code base

as Depot, so they are not heavily optimized. For example, as in Depot, the base-

lines separate data from metadata, causing writes to two Berkeley DB tables on
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Baseline Clients trust the server to handle their PUTs and GETs correctly. Clients
neither maintain local state nor perform checks on returned data.

B+Hash Clients attach SHA-256 hashes to the values that they PUT and verify
these hashes on GETs.

B+H+Sig Clients sign the values that they PUT and verify these signatures on GETs.

B+H+S+Store The same checks as B+H+Sig, plus clients locally store the values that
they PUT, for durability and availability despite server failures.

Depot-R B+H+S+Store, plus history hashes are attached to updates, and are veri-
fied by each client and server.

Depot Depot-R, plus receipts and beaconing.

Figure 3.3: Several baseline variants and a Depot variant whose costs we com-
pare to Depot’s. Two of the main differences between B+H+S+Store (the strongest
baseline) and the Depot variants (Depot-R and Depot) are that the Depot variants
include history hashes and use local storage at clients. In comparison to Depot-R,
Depot also adds receipts and beaconing.

every PUT, which may be inefficient compared to a production system. Such inef-

ficiencies may lead to our underestimating Depot’s overhead. In addition to several

baseline systems, we also compare Depot with a Depot-R configuration in which

the receipt and beaconing protocols have been disabled so that we can analyze the

cost of these features.

Our default configuration is as follows. There are 8 clients and 4 servers

with the servers connected in a mesh and two clients connecting to each server. This

configuration models the example scenario in which the Depot clients are running

on the Web servers of a medium-sized Web service (§2.2). Servers gossip with each

other once per second; a client gossips with its primary server every 5 seconds. RSA

moduli are 1024 bits, and our hash function is SHA-256.

Our default workload is as follows. Clients issue a sequence of PUTs and

GETs against a volume preloaded with 1000 key-value pairs. We partition the write

key set into several non-overlapping ranges, one for each client. As a result, a GET
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Latency (ms) CPU
Operation Size (µ± σ) (ms/req)

SHA-256 3B 0.1±0.2 0.0
SHA-256 10KB 0.2±0.4 0.0
SHA-256 1MB 15.7±0.5 14.2

RSA-Sign 300B 4.2±0.7 3.2
RSA-Verify 300B 0.3±0.5 0.0

BDB local get 3B 0.2±0.5 1.0
BDB local get 10KB 0.3±0.9 1.2
BDB local get 1MB 7.6±8.6 10.1

BDB local put 3B 1.3±1.9 1.0
BDB local put 10KB 2.6±2.4 1.2
BDB local put 1MB 19.3±12.4 9.4

Figure 3.4: Statistics for the costly low-level operations that Depot uses, which
contribute to end-to-end costs.

returns a single value, never a set. A client chooses write keys randomly from its

write key range and read keys randomly from the entire volume. We fix the key size

at 32 bytes. In each run, each client issues 600 requests at roughly one request per

second. We examine three different value sizes (3 bytes, 10 KB, and 1 MB) and the

following read-write percentages: 0/100, 10/90, 50/50, 90/10, and 100/0. (We do

not report the 10/90 and 90/10 results; their results are consistent with, and can be

predicted by, those from the other workloads.)

We use a local Emulab [144]. All hosts run Linux FC 8 (version 2.6.25.14-

69) and are Dell PowerEdge r200 servers, each with a quad-core Intel Xeon X3220

2.40 GHz processor, 8 GB of RAM, two 7200RPM local disks, and one Gigabit

Ethernet port.

3.2.1 Overhead of Depot
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Microbenchmarks To put our results in perspective, we begin by measuring the

costs of low-level cryptographic and storage operations that Depot and the baseline

systems compose to execute a single PUT or GET. The cryptographic operations

are SHA-256, RSA-Sign, and RSA-Verify and use the Sun Java security library.

We issue 1000 operations, measuring CPU time and latency. Similarly for local

BDB storage operations, we issue 1500 local “DB get” or “DB put” operations on a

dummy table on randomly chosen keys from a set of 1000 keys, measuring latency

and CPU utilization for various object sizes. We set the BDB cache to 100 MB.

The statistics from these runs are reported in Figure 3.4. The BDB latencies have

significant variance, which we speculate comes from variation in disk access times.

Latency We compare the latencies of the Depot variants and the baseline systems

as measured from the point of view of the application; the latency of an operation is

counted from when it invokes GET or PUT at the local library until that call returns.

Note that for a PUT, the client commits the PUT locally (if it is a Depot-R, Depot,

or B+H+S+Store client) and only then contacts the server, which replies only after

committing the PUT. We report means, standard deviations, and 99th percentiles,

from the GET (i.e., 100/0) and PUT (i.e., 0/100) workloads.

Figure 3.5 depicts the results. For the GET runs, the difference in means

between Baseline and B+Hash are 0.1, 0.2, and 15.8 ms for 3B, 10KB, and 1MB,

respectively, which are explained by our measurements (Figure 3.4) of mean SHA-

256 latencies in the cryptographic library that Depot uses:2 0.1, 0.2, and 15.7 ms

for those object sizes. Similarly, the means of RSA-Verify operations explain the

difference between B+Hash and B+H+Sign. The GET latency for Depot variants is

actually lower than that of the strongest two baselines because Depot clients verify

2FlexiProvider: www.flexiprovider.de
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Figure 3.5: Latencies ((a) mean and standard deviation and (b) 99th percentile) for

GETs and PUTs for various object sizes in Depot and the four baseline variants and

two Depot configurations. For small- and medium-sized requests, Depot introduces

negligible GET latency and sizeable latency on PUTs, the extra overhead coming

from signing for updates and receipts, synchronously storing a local copy, and De-

pot’s additional checks.
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signatures in the background (as part of exchanging updates), whereas the baselines

do so on the critical path. Thus, for GETs, Depot does not introduce much latency

beyond applying a collision-resistant hash to data stored in an SSP—which prudent

applications likely do anyway [18, 22].

For PUTs, the latency is higher. Each step from B+Hash to B+H+Sign to

B+H+S+Store to Depot-R to Depot adds significantly to mean latency, and for large

requests, going from Baseline to B+Hash does as well. For example, the mean la-

tency for 10KB PUTs ascends 2.4 ms, 2.61 ms, 6.8 ms, 8.1 ms, 9.5 ms, 16.7 ms as

we step through the systems; 99th percentile latency goes 8.4 ms, 8.4 ms, 8.8 ms,

13.4 ms, 17.4 ms, 28.7.

We can explain the observed Depot PUT latency with a model based on our

measurements above of the main steps in the protocol (see Figure 3.4). We start

by explaining Depot-R PUT latency. For 10KB Depot-R PUTs, the client hashes

the value (mean measured time: 0.2 ms), hashes the history (≈ 0.1 ms), signs the

update (4.2 ms), stores the body and update (2.6 ms, with the DB cache enabled),

and transfers the update and body over the 1 Gbps network (≈ 0.1 ms); the server

verifies the signature (0.3 ms), hashes the value (0.2 ms), hashes history (≈ 0.1 ms),

and stores the body and update (2.6 ms). The sum of the means (10.4 ms) matches

the observed latency (9.5 ms). We can similarly explain the PUT latencies for other

object sizes.

PUTs in Depot incur the additional overhead of generating the receipt and

processing the receipt certificate. The primary server forwards the update to other

servers (≈ 0.1 ms) which verify the update and store it. The cost of verification

does not add to the critical path, however, because both the primary servers and the

secondary servers perform the verification in parallel. After storing the update, the

primary and secondary servers create a signed receipt (4.2 ms). The primary server
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Figure 3.6: Per-request average resource use of Baseline (B), B+Hash (H),
B+H+Sig (S), B+H+S+Store (St), Depot-R (R) and Depot (D) in the 100/0 (GET)
and 0/100 (PUT) workloads with 10KB objects. The bar heights represent resource
use normalized to Depot. The labels indicate the absolute per-request averages. (C)
and (S) indicate resource use at clients and servers, respectively. (C-S) and (C-S)
are client-server and server-server network use, respectively. For storage costs, we
report the cost of storing a version of an object.

gathers these receipts (≈ 0.1 ms) and send a receipt certificate to the client. The

client verifies the receipt certificate (2 · 0.3 ms) and stores the receipt certificate in

its local store (2.6 ms). The sum total of additional overhead (7.6 ms) matches the

difference in PUT latency of Depot (16.7 ms) and Depot-R (9.5 ms). The model is

similarly accurate for the 3B and 1MB experiments.

These PUT latencies could be reduced. For example, we have not exploited

obvious pipelining opportunities. Also, we experiment on a 1Gbit/s LAN; in many

cloud storage deployments, WAN delays would dominate latencies, shrinking De-

pot’s percentage overhead.
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Resource use Figure 3.6 depicts the average use of various resources in the exper-

iments above for 10KB objects. We measure CPU use at the end of a run, summing

the user and system time from /proc/<pid>/stat on Linux and dividing by

the number of requests. We measure network use as the number of bytes handed

to TCP. We report the overhead of a PUT as including the cost of propagating the

resulting update to all the nodes (clients and servers) and storing the update at these

nodes.

As shown in Figure 3.6(a), Depot’s overheads range from small to modest

for network use and server storage. The network overheads on GETs is insignificant.

On PUTs, Depot’s receipt certificates and other metadata fields require about 40%

additional bandwidth (≈ 20% from receipts and≈ 20% from other fields). Receipts

also cause a small increase of about 6% in server-server bandwidth utilization. Sim-

ilarly, storing the receipts at servers requires about 6% of additional storage space

at the servers. The substantial client storage overheads result from clients’ storing

data for the PUTs that they create and metadata for all PUTs.

Figure 3.6(b) shows Depot’s CPU overheads. On GETs, the client and server

CPU overheads are small relative to the B+H+S+Sign baseline. On PUTs, The sub-

stantial PUT CPU overheads are due to additional Berkeley DB accesses (which

cost CPU cycles, per our microbenchmarks) and cryptographic operations, which

happen intensively during gossiping and receipt generation.

3.2.2 Dollar cost

Is Depot’s added consumption of CPU cycles and client-side storage truly

costly? To answer this question, we must weight Depot’s resource use by the costs

of the various resources. To do so, we convert the measured overheads from the

prior subsection into dollars (to pick a convenient currency). We use the following
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cost model, loosely based on what customers pay to use existing cloud storage and

compute resources.

Client-server network bandwidth $.10/GB
Server-server network bandwidth $.01/GB
Disk storage (one client or server) $.025/GB per month
CPU processing (client or server) $.10 per hour

For intuition, note that 4ms of CPU time to sign a small message costs about the

same as sending 1KB between a client and a server or storing 4KB at one node for

a month.

Figure 3.7 shows the overheads from Figure 3.6 weighted by these costs.

Depot’s overheads are modest for read-mostly workloads. Depot’s GET costs are

only slightly higher than Baseline’s: $107.40 v. $105.50 for 108 GET operations

on 10KB objects. However, Depot’s PUT costs are over 109% higher: $307.50 v.

$146.70 for 108 operations on 10KB objects. Most of the extra cost is from gossip-

ing and cryptographic operations performed for receipts. So, the relative overheads

would fall for larger objects. Depot’s storage costs are 37% higher than Baseline’s:

$143.70 v. $105.20 to store 108 10KB objects for a month. Most of the extra cost
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is from storing a copy of each object at the issuing client, in addition to the copies

stored at the four servers; the rest is from storing metadata and receipts.

3.2.3 Experiments with faults

We now examine Depot’s behavior when servers become unavailable and

when clients create forking writes.

Server unavailability In this experiment, 8 clients access 8 objects on 4 servers.

The objects are 10KB, and the workload is 50/50 GET/PUT. Servers gossip with

random servers every second, and clients gossip with their chosen partner (initially

a server) every 5 seconds. At about 220 seconds into the experiment, we kill all

servers, and 300 seconds after that, we start a set of replacement servers on the

same physical nodes. The replacement servers do not retain the pre-failure state;

they begin with fresh state. We compare Depot with B+H+S+Store.

By post-processing logs, we measure the staleness of GET results, compared

to instantaneous propagation of all updates: the staleness of a GET’s result is the

time since that result was overwritten by a later PUT. If the GET returns the most

recent update, the staleness is 0. We also report the latency of GETs and PUTs issued

by a client. Finally, we measure CPU consumption at each client; we create a time

series by combining the second-on-second increase in user time and the second-

on-second increase in system time, as obtained from /proc/<pid>/stat. This

CPU consumption roughly corresponds to the per-request CPU cost because, in

these experiments, clients issue one request (PUT or GET) every second.

Figure 3.8(a) depicts the staleness observed at one client. Before the servers

fail, GETs in both Depot and B+H+S+Store have low staleness. After the failure,

B+H+S+Store blocks forever. Depot, however, switches to client-to-client mode,
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continuing to service requests. Later, when a new set of servers is started, these

servers rebuild their state from the clients and the clients switch back to client-

server mode. Staleness increases noticeably in client-to-client mode because (1)

disseminating updates takes more network hops and (2) the lower gossip frequency

increases the delay between hops. However, on recovery, the staleness value falls

back to its original value.

Figure 3.8(b) depicts the latency of GETs observed by the same client. Prior

to the failure, Depot’s GET latency is significantly higher than in the experiments

in §3.2.1 because each object is often updated (because there are few objects in the

workload), so the optimization described in §3.1 often fails, making the client and

server perform a log exchange to complete the GET. When the servers fail, Depot

continues to function, and GET latency actually improves: rather than requesting

the “current value” from the server (which requires a log exchange to get the new

metadata for validating the newest update), in client-to-client mode, a client fetches

the version mentioned in the update it already has from the writer.

Figure 3.8(c) shows the PUT latency observed by the same client. PUT la-

tency follows a pattern similar to the GET latency and improves in client-to-client

mode: PUTs return as soon as the update and value are stored locally, with no round

trip to a server. On recovery, PUT latency rises to its former value.

Figure 3.8(d) depicts the per-request CPU utilization observed by the same

client. Like latency, the mean per-request CPU utilization drops slightly on failure

because less work is happening in the system (no transfers on PUTs, fewer fetches

on GETs). On recovery, the mean per-request CPU utilization rises again.

Client fork In this experiment, 8 correct clients (8C0F), 6 correct clients and 2

faulty clients (6C2F), and 6 correct clients (6C0F) access 1000 objects on 4 servers.
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Figure 3.9: PUT and GET latency and CPU consumption over the trailing second at
a correct client with Depot in three runs: 8 correct clients (8C0F), 6 correct clients
and 2 faulty clients (6C2F), and 6 correct clients (6C0F). Depot survives a fork
introduced at 300 seconds into the execution without affecting the client-perceived
latency and the CPU consumption.

The objects are 10KB, and the workload is 50/50 GET/PUT. 300 seconds into the
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experiment, faulty clients begin to issue forking writes. When a correct client ob-

serves a fork, it publishes a proof of misbehavior (POM) against the faulty client,

and when servers or other clients receive the POM, they stop accepting new writes

directly from the faulty client.

Figure 3.9(a) and Figure 3.9(b) depict the results for GETs and PUTs respec-

tively. Forks introduced by faulty clients do not have obvious effect on GET or PUT

latency; note that the spikes in GET latency prior to t = 300 are unrelated to client

failures.

Figure 3.9(c) shows CPU consumption over the trailing second (as described

in the discussion of Figure 3.8(d)) at a correct client during this experiment. Any

additional processing caused by the forking clients is small compared to the normal

variation that we see across time for all configurations of this experiment.

3.3 Deployment and limitations

We next discuss a sample deployment scenario which illustrates how a real-

world system might use Depot and benefit from its properties. We also discuss

the limitations of our prototype and sketch a few approaches of addressing these

limitations.

3.3.1 The CloudPic example

We consider the example of CloudPic, a hypothetical photo sharing web-

site that uses an outsourced storage to store all its data. CloudPic also maintains its

own servers for processing client requests. Depot runs as a library on these servers.
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Figure 3.10: Example of a CloudPic, a photo sharing website that uses Depot library
to store its data in an outsourced SSP.

CloudPic design. CloudPic stores all data pertaining to a single user, such as

albums, pictures, and comments on pictures or albums in a single Depot volume.

This partitioning strategy provides a simple technique to ensure scalability with

the number of users while retaining the dependency preservation property of FJC

consistency on operations that span a user’s data. For example, commenting on a

photo will still be considered dependent on the addition of the photo; hence, users

will be prevented from observing orphan comments.

CloudPic organizes a user’s data as follows: The information for each album

including its access permissions, title, list of pictures is stored in an albumObject.

Similarly, a pictureObject stores the details of a picture and a rawPictureObject

stores the actual picture. An albumObject contains references (in form of filenames)

to the pictures that are included in the corresponding album. Similarly, the com-

ments for each album or picture are stored in a commentObject and references to

this object are included in the corresponding albumObject or pictureObject .

Let us see how CloudPic servers process user requests. Consider a user Al-

ice who uses CloudPic to share pictures with her dad, Bob. Alice recently went
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on a secret trip with her college friends and wanted to share a few pictures of that

trip with them. Alice does not want her dad to see the pictures of her secret trip.

Therefore, before uploading the pictures, Alice removes Bob from the list of people

authorized to see her college picture album (say collegeAlbum). A CloudPic server

processes Alice’s request by updating the authorizedViewers list in the collegeAl-

bum object. Then, Alice adds new pictures from the trip to this album. Each picture

addition is performed in three steps. First, a rawPictureObject containing the raw

picture data is created. Second, a pictureObject is created with a reference to the

corresponding rawPictureObject and other attributes such as caption. Finally, the

collegeAlbum object is updated to include a reference to the pictureObject created

in the second step.

Benefits of Depot’s FJC consistency. Consider how Depot’s FJC consistency can

be useful for both CloudPic and its users. Recall that FJC consistency ensures the

following dependency preservation property: if update u1 by a correct node depends

on an update u0 by any node, then u0 becomes observable before u1 at any correct

node. The dependency preservation property simplifies the design of CloudPic by

ensuring that the CloudPic servers do not have to deal with undefined references:

references that point to non-existent objects. The dependency preservation property

ensures that despite arbitrary failures happening in the cloud servers, the reference

to an object will only become visible to a node after the object has become visible

to that node. In contrast, systems like Amazon S3 do not provide the dependency

preservation property. Therefore, applications in such systems must be designed to

handle the problem of undefined references.

FJC consistency can also benefit the users of CloudPic by providing more

intuitive semantics for operations. Consider the example scenario described above.
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When Alice adds new pictures to her college album after removing Bob from the

authorizedViewers list, she expects that Bob will not be able to view her pictures.

The dependency preservation property can enable CloudPic to fulfill this expecta-

tion; the new pictureObject that Alice creates can be made to depend on her earlier

update (modification of the authorizedViewers list). Therefore, any node (CloudPic

server) that observes Alice’s new pictures will also be guaranteed to observe her

new authorizedViewers list.

In order to ensure that its users observe the benefits of Depot’s FJC consis-

tency, CloudPic needs to ensure that the application level dependencies are properly

encoded as dependencies in Depot. This goal can be achieved by ensuring that de-

pendent application operations are processed by the same CloudPic server as oper-

ations performed by the same server are considered dependent in Depot. CloudPic

can use consistent load-balancing to ensure that all the requests of a given user are

processed by the same CloudPic server. Alternatively, CloudPic can install a cookie,

consisting of a version vector summarizing Alice’s previous updates, in Alice’s

browser’s cookie collection. Using this version vector, a CloudPic server that pro-

cesses Alice’s picture uploads can check if it has the most recent authorizedViewers

list for Alice’s account. If the server’s state is not up-to-date, it can either route the

request to an appropriate server or use the version vector to identify and fetch the

missing updates from other servers. Facebook uses a similar approach of exploiting

users’ browser state to ensure that users observe their recent updates [121].

Handling conflicts. It is easy to handle conflicts created by concurrent updates

in CloudPic. For an albumObject, which enumerates a list of pictures included in

the album, CloudPic resolves conflicts by merging the concurrent edits to the list of

pictures. CloudPic adopts a similar policy for comments. For the remaining objects,
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CloudPic picks the last writer as the winner. In each of these cases, CloudPic issues

a superseding update that writes the resolved state of the object to indicate that the

conflict has been resolved.

Using local storage to handle SSP failures. CloudPic is rapidly growing with an

ever-increasing user base which is very happy with the quality of CloudPic’s ser-

vices. However, CloudPic’s SSP suffers an unplanned outage due to a software bug.

Fortunately, CloudPic’s Depot library is configured to store a copy of data locally

to handle such scenarios. CloudPic’s Depot library detects that the SSP is down

and switches to the peer-to-peer mode in which CloudPic servers (Depot clients)

stop contacting the SSP servers to process GET and PUT requests and instead start

processing these requests locally. CloudPic users notice a slight degradation in the

service quality as CloudPic servers have lower read/write throughput compared to

the SSP servers, but they are happy to know that their data is safe and accessible

despite a major cloud outage. Later, when the SSP recovers, it acknowledges that

some data was lost during the outage but CloudPic need not worry; all its data is

safe in its local store. Later, CloudPic reloads its locally stored data into recovered

SSP servers and switches back to the client-server mode for efficiency.

As the popularity of CloudPic continues to increase, it recognizes that its

local servers cannot deal with another SSP-wide outage. Therefore, it decides to

use multiple SSPs to safeguard its valuable data. To ensure low-latency, CloudPic

configures its Depot library as follows: Clients (CloudPic servers) first commit a

request by storing data locally and at the primary SSP. Later, in the background,

data is replicated to the secondary SSP by CloudPic. CloudPic servers only delete

the data when both the SSPs acknowledge that they have durably stored the data.

In this case, the receipt quorum is configured to include a threshold of servers from
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both the SSPs.

3.3.2 Limitations and future work

Next, we identify limitations of current Depot prototype and describe a few

approaches to address these limitations in future implementations.

Re-replicating insufficiently replicated volumes. The current Depot prototype

does not include any mechanism to detect or replace failed hoarding nodes. It is im-

portant to replace such nodes to ensure the desired replication levels and durability

guarantees for a volume. We sketch a simple approach to replace such failed nodes.

Our objective is to replace a failed node with another node that hoards the

objects that were previously hoarded by the failed node. First, we detect a failed

node using a monitoring service that also tracks the usage of various nodes and

suggests a replacement node for the failed node [55]. The replacement node is then

bootstrapped by transferring all the data (metadata and bodies) from another hoard-

ing node responsible for storing the failed node’s volume. All the clients and servers

create a mapping from the failed node’s nodeID to the replacement node’s nodeID

so that subsequently, the replacement node can be treated as a proxy for the failed

node. For example, clients can contact the replacement node to fetch bodies that

were assigned to the failed node.

Furthermore, we can set up mechanisms to incentivize the replacement of

failed nodes by a SSP. For example, SLAs between clients and SSPs can be modi-

fied to indicate that the loss of receipted data will result in heavy fines on the SSPs.

Additionally, a client can employ SafeStore [76] like auditing techniques to period-

ically check that its data is safely stored.
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GET transactions. GET transactions can simplify the design of applications [87].

For example, GET transactions can be used to avoid the time-of-check-to-time-of-

use error [87]. While Depot does not support GET transactions, it can be easily

extended to provide such transactions. The key to extending Depot to support GET

transactions is to note that clients in Depot already have a consistent view of the

system state via their local checkpoint. A GET transaction simply needs to ensure

that all the GETs in the transaction are performed on the same consistent view; i.e.

the checkpoint is not modified while a transaction is in progress. Using this key

idea, a GET transaction can be implemented as follows:

1. Lock the checkpoint before starting a GET transaction (or perhaps perform a

copy-on-write).

2. Issue all the GETs present in the transaction and wait for their completion.

3. Unlock the checkpoint (or discard the copy-on-write) when all the GETs com-

plete.

Load-balancing servers. Our current prototype does not include mechanisms to

migrate a volume from an overloaded set of servers to an underloaded set. However,

we speculate that by using virtual nodes [47] and consistent hashing [47], we can

effectively load-balance our servers. In particular, in this approach, each physical

node hosts a number of virtual nodes and volumes are assigned to each virtual node

using consistent hashing. If a set of physical nodes get overloaded, the number

of virtual nodes hosted on that physical node can be reduced by migrating a few

overloaded virtual nodes to other physical nodes. A monitoring service would be

needed to perform this load-balancing but we speculate that existing services should

work seamlessly with Depot.
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Detecting inactive faulty nodes. Nodes can become unresponsive without in-

ducing forks. In this case, we rely on a monitoring service to detect such nodes.

Typically, such a detection would involve pinging the node periodically and taking

remedial actions if a node misses a certain number of pings. An administrator may

first try to fix these machines by rebooting them with the same identity (nodeID

and publicKey). Nodes in Depot log their persistent state to disk, so they should be

able to continue operating after the reboot. If rebooting a node does not fix the prob-

lem then it can be removed as follows: A server can be removed by simply taking

it offline and assigning another node to hoard the removed server’s objects. Clients

cannot be simply removed because Depot’s garbage collection protocol relies on the

votes of all non-faulty clients. Therefore, to remove an unresponsive client, an ad-

ministrator must set up a clean machine with the identity (nodeID and publicKey)

of the unresponsive node. This action will cause the faulty client to create a fork and

become actively faulty because the new node will have no recollection of its pre-

vious state. Subsequently, Depot’s eviction protocol will evict this actively faulty

node.

Breaking the black box abstraction. One of the limitations of Depot is that it

breaks the clean, black-box abstraction provided by current cloud storage services

by exposing details about the nodes (in form of receipts, signatures) and by expos-

ing a broader interface (in form of syncs, data fetches etc). This greater exposure

may reduce the appeal of a cloud storage service; a narrow interface allows for

greater flexibility in the design and enables the providers to seamlessly change the

internal implementation without breaking existing implementations.

This limitation can be addressed in two ways. First, the interface exposed

by Depot can be stripped down to include only the essential components. For ex-
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ample, server receipts for an object can be replaced by a receipt certificate from

the cloud provider stating that an object has been sufficiently replicated. Later, the

clients can use this certificate to hold the cloud provider accountable for data loss.

Second, using Depot as a guideline, services that provide Depot-like properties but

without requiring a broad interface can be designed. Our preliminary efforts along

this direction were reported in our research [90]. In the future, we intend to explore

the limits of properties that can be provided in a minimally modified cloud storage

service and compare the performance cost of these approaches to Depot.

Expanding the feature set. Compared to a mature cloud storage service, De-

pot lacks many features such as authentication, dynamic access control, controlling

placement of data, self-certifying links to read objects, and flexibility in controlling

the visibility of various objects. We speculate that a mature cloud storage deploy-

ment can provide Depot’s properties in conjunction to the rich feature set provided

by existing services. Depot’s FJC consistency can prove to be a useful building

block for providing these other features.
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Chapter 4

Limits of available consistency semantics

In this chapter, we introduce a new framework that we use to examine the

limits of consistency semantics that are achievable by highly available distributed

storage systems.

The tradeoffs between consistency and availability [23, 56, 86] have been

widely used in guiding system design. The CAP theorem [56] is often cited as

the reason why systems designed for high availability, such as Dynamo [47] and

Cassandra [35], choose to enforce the very weak eventual consistency [141] se-

mantics [35, 47, 141]. Conversely, the CAP theorem has guided designers of Ama-

zon SimpleDB [20] to renounce high availability when strong consistency is re-

quired [38].

This research expands the scope of these tradeoffs in two ways. First, we

strengthen the CAP theorem to identify the limits of properties that can be achieved,

not just those that cannot be achieved. Second, we identify similar limits for envi-

ronments where nodes can be Byzantine. In contrast, existing consistency-availability

tradeoffs only apply to environments with omission failures.

We introduce a new property—convergence—to identify these limits. Con-

vergence, a key contribution of this work, enables us to explore the consistency-

availability tradeoff in a useful manner. Convergence formalizes one of the most

basic requirement of a storage system: writes by one correct node must eventually

become observable to other connected correct nodes. By requiring the consistency
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semantics that we explore to admit convergent implementations, we can rule out

extremely strong, but trivial and practically useless consistency semantics in a prin-

cipled way. Similarly, we can use convergence to rule out useless implementations

of otherwise strong and useful consistency semantics.

In the next section, we expand on the use of convergence in analyzing

systems and consistency semantics,and we illustrate how to use convergence to

strengthen existing tradeoffs.

4.1 Contributions

Convergence properties. The introduction and formalization of convergence is

the key contribution of this work. Convergence helps us formalize a fundamental

property desired of distributed storage systems: writes by one correct node must

eventually become observable to other correct connected nodes. Intuitively, con-

vergence fills a gap between the consistency property, which constrains the result

that a completed operation can return, and the availability property, which defines

the conditions under which an operation must complete, by stating when must an

operation become visible to other nodes.

Like consistency and availability, there exists a number of convergence prop-

erties of varying strength. A particular convergence property specifies the condi-

tions under which the system converges (i.e. writes by one node become visible to

other nodes).

We argue that system designers should use convergence, along with consis-

tency and availability, to characterize their systems. While practitioners typically

have a sense of which consistency semantics are useful and which are not, conver-

gence enables us to formally and objectively assess the usefulness of new consis-
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tency semantics and systems. For example, we show that a large class of recently

introduced fork-X consistency semantics [30, 32, 84, 85, 91, 106] are fundamentally

incompatible with convergence: no highly available implementation of these con-

sistency semantics can ensure convergence. Similarly, we show that absent a use-

ful convergence requirement, trivial implementations of otherwise useful sequential

consistency and causal consistency semantics can be constructed. Therefore, we ar-

gue that a useful convergence property must be viewed as an essential requirement

for systems.

Focusing on convergent systems enables us to concentrate on practically

useful consistency semantics thereby circumventing the technical challenges in ex-

ploring the consistency-availability tradeoff. In particular, we use convergence to

determine the limits of consistency achievable in highly available fault-tolerant sys-

tems. We investigate asynchronous systems both with and without Byzantine nodes

and derive a number of new results that we explain next.

Consistency-availability tradeoff with unreliable networks. In asynchronous

systems with unreliable networks, we close the gap between what is known to be

impossible (i.e. CAP theorem, sequential impossibility) and known systems that are

highly available but provide weaker consistency such as causal [12, 27, 60, 79, 87,

109, 120]. In particular, we show the following results to establish a tight bound

• Natural causal consistency, a slight strengthening of causal consistency, can

be provided in an always-available and one-way convergent system.

• No consistency stronger than natural causal consistency can be provided in

an always-available and one-way convergent system.
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An always-available system allows reads and writes to complete regardless of which

messages are lost, and a one-way convergent system guarantees that if node p can

receive messages from node q , then eventually p’s state reflects updates known to

q . We introduce natural causal consistency as a slight technical strengthening of

causal consistency that is already enforced by many systems that claim to enforce

causal consistency.

We use the term “tight bound” to indicate that while natural causal consis-

tency is achievable, nothing stronger than natural causal consistency can be achieved.

However, we note that such tight bounds may not be unique: there might be other

achievable consistency semantics such that nothing stronger than those semantics

is achievable.

Consistency-availability tradeoff with unreliable networks and Byzantine fail-

ures. In systems subject to Byzantine failures, we do not establish a tight bound,

but we come close. We start by showing the following impossibility result.

• Causal consistency cannot be enforced by an always-available, pairwise con-

vergent system if Byzantine failures can occur.

A pairwise convergent system ensures that any subset of correct connected nodes

can achieve eventual consistency. Pairwise convergence is weaker than one-way

convergence, hence this result is more general than a similar result with one-way

convergence. This result rules out causal consistency as a feasible starting point

for consistency semantics that are enforceable by always-available and pairwise

convergent implementations in environments with Byzantine nodes. In contrast, as

the result for natural causal consistency indicates, both causal consistency and its
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strengthening natural causal consistency are enforceable in environments without

Byzantine failures.

We next introduce fork-causal consistency as a weakening of causal consis-

tency for environments with Byzantine failures. Fork-causal consistency, inspired

by SUNDR’s [84] fork-linearizability, ensures that each correct node only sees

causally consistent prefix of the global history. Fork-causal (FC) consistency is

weaker than many recently proposed fork-X consistency semantics [30, 32, 84, 85,

91, 106]. Hence, FC consistency is useful in analyzing the availability and conver-

gence of these semantics. Towards this goal, we show the following impossibility

result.

• Fork-causal or stronger semantics cannot be enforced by an always-available

and pairwise convergent system in the presence of Byzantine failures.

Notice that this result rules out always-available and pairwise convergent imple-

mentations of existing fork-X consistency semantics. In these systems, a faulty node

can cause correct nodes to become permanently partitioned in that correct nodes

that have observed mutually incompatible, forked histories, cannot observe each

other’s subsequent writes.

Finally, we show that, fortunately, it is not necessary to sacrifice liveness to

have sensible, well-defined consistency semantics despite Byzantine failures.

• View-Fork-Join-Causal consistency can be provided to correct nodes in an

always-available, one-way convergent system with an arbitrary number of

Byzantine failures.

We introduce view-fork-join-causal (VFJC) consistency as weakening of causal

consistency to deal with Byzantine failures without compromising availability and
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convergence. While, fork-causal consistency permanently partitions forked nodes,

VFJC consistency allows partitioned correct nodes to repair their partitions at the

cost of observing causally inconsistent histories. In particular, VFJC consistency

treats inconsistent writes by a Byzantine faulty node as concurrent writes by differ-

ent virtual nodes that correspond to the faulty node. VFJC consistency strengthens

Depot’s fork-join-causal (FJC) consistency to ensure that only the forks that were

admitted by a correct node unaware of the fault are admitted. Consequently, VFJC

consistency limits the number of forks accepted from a faulty node, bounding the

number of virtual nodes needed to represent each faulty node. In contrast, FJC con-

sistency admits infinitely many forks.

In the remainder of this chapter, we explore the consistency, availability,

and convergence in more detail and derive the results stated above. We first state

our assumptions about the environment and the implementation.

4.2 Framework and assumptions

Figure 4.1 illustrates the basic components of our framework. In our frame-

work, a storage implementation, also referred to as a node, processes an applica-

tion’s request to read and write objects that are replicated across a set of distributed

storage implementations. A storage implementations uses a local-clock to obtain

the timing information and the channel to exchange messages with other storage

implementations.

We assume an asynchronous system and we model this assumption in two

ways. First, the channel models a faulty network which is permitted to reorder,

drop, or delay messages. Second, the storage implementation does not have access

to any global or real-time clock and each storage implementation’s local-clock can
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Figure 4.1: (a) A storage implementation and (b) a distributed storage implemen-
tation (b) constructed by connecting several storage implementations through an
asynchronous channel. Note that the asynchronous channel also controls the opera-
tion of local clocks at the various implementations.

run arbitrarily fast or slow compared to the similar local clocks at other storage

implementations. Figure 4.1(a) shows a storage implementation with its input and

output events.

In addition to asynchrony, nodes in our framework can operate in a variety

of modes that we describe next.

• No failures. In this mode, nodes do not fail. Note that the network may still

drop messages sent by nodes thereby preventing them from communicating.

• Omission failures. In this mode, nodes can fail by crashing or they may fail

to send or receive one or more messages.

• Byzantine failures. In this mode, the failed nodes can behave arbitrarily [82].

Because we assume a faulty network that can drop messages, omission failures do

not introduce any new challenge. Therefore, all of our results for non-Byzantine

failures apply to both omission failure and no failure modes. Unless otherwise
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stated, we are considering the no failure/omission failure mode. We explicitly spec-

ify the failure mode when we consider Byzantine failures.

For ease of explanation, we abstract the environment of a storage implementation—

application, channel, and local-clock—using a graph called environment graph. An

environment graph precisely captures the inputs to a particular storage implemen-

tation enabling us to compare the state of different storage implementations using

their respective environments. Using an environment graph, we construct the run

of a distributed storage implementation, consisting of multiple storage implemen-

tations. A run shows when various events were issued and which responses (if any)

were generated by the storage implementations. Finally, we define an execution in

our framework, that we use later to describe various consistency semantics. We

expand on our framework below.

4.2.1 Storage implementation

A storage implementation is a deterministic I/O automaton with input events

read-start (objId,uid), write-start (objId,uid,value), clock-tick

(), recv-msg (nodeId,m) and output events read-complete (uid,wl),

write-complete (uid), send-msg (nodeId,m) where oId denotes

the object identifier, value denotes the value being written, uid denotes unique

identifier assigned by the application to each read and write operation, nodeId de-

notes the unique identifier of the storage implementation, m denotes content of the

message, wl denotes the writeList which is a set of tuples of the form (uid,d)

indicating that multiple values can be returned on a read [47,90]. Reads can also re-

turn⊥ (the implementation returns an empty writeList), if no appropriate write

is found.

As we discuss below (§4.3.1), allowing a read to return multiple values pro-
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vides a clean way to handle logically concurrent updates without making restrictive

assumptions about conflict resolution. Various conflict resolution strategies can then

be layered above our implementation.

We assume that the automaton implements a classical memory system in

which a read does not change the outcome of later reads [52]. Note, however, that a

read can trigger message sends and/or block for receiving messages or for timeouts

and receipt of these messages can change the state of a node. For example, a lease

expiration can cause a cached object to become unavailable or the arrival of an

update can cause a cached version to be updated. In all these cases, it is not the read

and then that changes the state of the object—rather the object state changes only if

the timer event or message arrival event occurs.

We assume that an implementation orders operations and is oblivious to

the actual values being written to objects and that reads return values written by

write operations. Therefore to avoid ambiguity, when discussing the result of a read,

our formalism focuses on the write operation that wrote the value that the read

returns [52].

A distributed storage implementation consists of a collection of storage

implementations that communicate through an asynchronous channel. Figure 4.1

shows a storage implementation and a distributed storage implementation con-

nected through an asynchronous channel.

4.2.2 Application

An application issues read-start and write-start input events to a

particular storage implementation and gets read-end and write-end outputs

as responses. We assume that events issued by an application are asynchronously
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received by the store at a later time. Similarly, events produced by the storage im-

plementation are received by the application at a later time.

We further assume that the workload issued by an application is not re-

stricted in any way. Any application can issue reads/writes to any object. However,

we do assume that each application issues at most one outstanding operation at a

time. We make this assumption for simplicity but we conjecture that issuing multi-

ple outstanding requests will not change the fundamental tradeoffs that our results

present.

4.2.3 Channel

The channel models the network in our framework. Because we assume an

asynchronous model with an unreliable network, messages may be dropped, re-

ordered, or delayed for an arbitrary but finite duration by the channel. The channel

controls the behavior of the network by issuing recv-msg events to various stor-

age implementations and receiving send-msg events from them.

4.2.4 Local-clock

Each storage implementation has access to an unsynchronized local-clock.

The local-clock is the only source of timing information available to a storage im-

plementation; the implementation does not have access to the real-time clock. The

local-clock issues clock-tick events to the implementation which can be used

by the implementation to schedule or trigger other events. We assume that the local-

clocks at different node can run arbitrarily fast or slow compared to each other.

In contrast, to reason about consistency, we assume that an oracle has access

to a real-time clock which it can use to identify the real-time(s) at which various

events occur. As explained later in Section 4.2.6, these real-time(s) can be used to
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specify the consistency condition. We assume that the real-time clock accessible

to the oracle has infinite precision. We do not care about the precision of of the

local-clock as our proofs do not rely on them.

Finally, we emphasize that storage implementations cannot see the real-time

reported by the real-time clock; they can only see their respective local-clock time.

We do not guarantee any correspondence between the local-clock time and the real-

time owing to the asynchronous nature of our system.

4.2.5 Environment

We describe the environmental conditions (behavior of the channel, local-

clocks, and applications) through an environment graph. In particular, an envi-

ronment graph specifies (1) the behavior of the local clocks by indicating when

clock-tick events are issued, (2) the behavior of the application by indicating

when read-start and write-start events are issued, and (3) the behavior

of the asynchronous channel by indicating which transmitted messages are received

and when, and which are dropped.

There is an issue when specifying the behavior of a channel—we don’t know

a priori when and which messages will be sent by a storage implementation. There-

fore, we label messages using a combination of the clock-tick value and an

identifier of the storage implementation that produced the message. For example, if

the channel wants to deliver the message that was produced by storage implemen-

tation p1 at local time t1 for storage implementation p2 at local time t2, then the

corresponding environment graph will contain a send-msg-stub at p1 at local

time t1 connected using a directed edge to a recv-msg-stub at p2 at local time

t2.

An environment graph is a directed acyclic graph with read-start, write-start,
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(b) A run graph

Figure 4.2: (a) A sample environment graph and (b) a run of a causally consis-
tent implementation constructed using the environment graph in (a). In the envi-
ronment graph, the channel allows the delivery of messages sent from p2 to p1 at
local-clock time(s) 3 and 5 as indicated by the send-msg-stub vertices. As the
corresponding recv-msg-stub vertices indicate, these messages are delivered at
local-clock time(s) 4 and 6 respectively. All other messages are dropped as indicated
by the lack of any other send-msg-stub and recv-msg-stub vertices. The
local-clock events in the graph depicts how the local-clocks at different nodes
can run at different speeds and may differ from the real-time clock. The environ-
ment graph also indicates the application events: p2 issues a write operation w0 as
indicated by the write-start event and p1 issues a read operation r0 as indicated
by the read-start event. All operations operate on the same object X , which
is not shown in the figure for brevity. In the corresponding run, node p2’s write w2

completes as indicated by the write-end at local-clock time 4. p2 then sends an
update to node p1 at time 5 which p1 receives and applies. p1’s later issues a read
r0 which also completes as shown by the corresponding read-end event at local-
clock time 12. Note that the unused send-msg-stub and recv-msg-stub
vertices of an environment graph are removed from the corresponding run graph.
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clock-tick, send-msg-stub, and recv-msg-stub vertices. It contains

edges connecting successive events at each storage implementation and edges con-

necting the send of a message to its receive if the message was successfully deliv-

ered. Thus, an environment graph provides the complete specification of inputs to

a distributed storage implementation, and the state of a distributed storage imple-

mentation is a function of the environment graph that defines its input. Figure 4.2(a)

illustrates a sample environment graph.

4.2.6 Run

Generating inputs to a distributed storage implementation using an environ-

ment graph and obtaining the output produces a run of the distributed storage im-

plementation. We represent a run using another directed acyclic graph that is similar

to an environment graph, but augmented to include write-end and read-end

vertices and send-msg and recv-msg vertices in place of send-msg-stub

and recv-msg-stub vertices. Figure 4.2(b) illustrates the run graph produced

using a causally consistent implementation [13] and the environment graph shown

in Figure 4.2(a).

For vertices u and v , we use the notation u ≺ρ v to denote that there exists a

path from u to v in the run ρ. For operations u and v , we use the notation u ≺ρ v to

denote that there exists a path from the end of operation u to the start of operation

v in the run ρ

4.2.7 Execution

We represent the application’s view of a run of distributed storage imple-

mentation using an execution. An execution consists of a set of read and write op-

erations. Intuitively, an execution eliminates the details of a run that are not needed
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r0

(p2, X, “A”, p2 : 0, 0, 85)

(p1, X,w0, p1 : 8, 165, 250)

Figure 4.3: The execution corresponding to the run shown in Figure 4.2(b). The
execution has only two vertices corresponding to the write operation by p2 and the
read operation by p1. Each of these vertices contain the relevant details from the
corresponding run vertices.

for defining consistency while retaining the essential details. An execution is repre-

sented using a set of read and write operations that carry the following fields:

Read = (nodeId, objId, wl, uid, startTime, endTime)

Write = (nodeId, objId, value, uid, startTime, endTime)

Most of the fields above are taken from the fields of the start and end event

of the corresponding operation in the run. For example, the nodeId corresponds to

the identifier of the storage implementation at which the corresponding start and end

events occur, startTime corresponds to the real-time at which the read-start/write-

start event occurs in the run.

The real-times (startTime and endTime) of an operation reflect when

that operation is issued at the application and when the operation is reported to be

complete to the application respectively. Because propagation of an application’s

read/write request to the storage implementation and vice-versa can take some posi-

tive, non-zero time depending on the scheduling and propagation delays, we require

that for each operation o, ostartTime < ostoreStartTime < ostoreEndTime < oendTime ,

where ostoreStartTime and ostoreEndTime denote the real-time at which the request and

response event are processed at the storage implementation. These real-time assign-

ments are useful for characterizing semantics like linearizability where the real-time
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ordering of operations must be respected [70]. We require that each operation takes

positive, non-zero time to complete.

4.3 Consistency, Availability, and Convergence (CAC)

We next introduce the CAC properties—consistency, availability, and convergence—

using the framework introduced in the previous section. Consistency and availabil-

ity are well-studied properties. We formalize existing intuition about these proper-

ties in a relatively standard way. For convergence, we provide a new formalism and

new definitions because it is a novel property that has not been described in prior

work.

4.3.1 Consistency

Consistency restricts the order in which reads and writes appear to occur.

Formally, a consistency semantic is a test on an execution—if an execution e passes

the test for consistency C , we say e is C-consistent.

We say that a consistency semantics Cs is stronger than another consistency

semantics Cw if the set of executions accepted by Cs is a strict subset of the set of

executions accepted by Cw . We say that Cs is equivalent to Cw they admit the same

set of executions (Cs = Cw ). We say that two non-equivalent consistency semantics

are incomparable if neither of them is stronger. Intuitively, a stronger consistency

semantics permits fewer behaviors and therefore, is easier to reason about. Hence,

a stronger consistency semantics is preferable over a weaker one.

We say that an implementation I enforces a consistency semantics C if

any execution e produced by I is accepted by C regardless of the workload—the

sequences of read and write operations issued by nodes—and the environment—
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which messages are dropped, delayed, duplicated, and delivered and how quickly

local clocks run relative to each other and to global time.

We next define the notation that we use to formally define consistency se-

mantics and to prove our results.

Definition 2. Precedes. Let H be directed acyclic graph. We say that the graph H

imposes a partial order that we denote by≺H . We say that v precedes u in graph H

(denoted by v ≺H u) if there exists a path from v to u in H .

Definition 3. Concurrent vertices. We say two vertices u and v are concurrent in

H (denoted by v ||Hu) if neither of them precedes the other in H .

Causal consistency. Causal consistency [12, 78] captures the requirement that

operations that depend on each other are observed by nodes in the same order. The

following definition states this requirement formally.

Definition 4. An execution e is causally consistent if there exists a directed acyclic

graph G , called a happens before (HB) graph, containing a read/write vertex for

each read/write operation in e such that G satisfies the following consistency check:

C1 Serial ordering at each node. The ordering of operations at any node is re-

flected in G . Specifically, if v and v ′ are vertices corresponding to operations

by the same node, then v .startTime < v ′.startTime ⇔ v ≺G v ′.

C2 A read returns the latest preceding concurrent writes. For any vertex r cor-

responding to a read operation of object objId, r ’s writeList wl contains all

writes w of objId that precede r in G and that have not been overwritten by

another write of objId that both follows w and precedes r :

w ∈ r .wl ⇔ (w ≺G r ∧ w .objId = r .objId) ∧ (6 ∃w ′ : (w ≺G w ′ ≺G

r ∧ w ′.objId = r .objId))
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Note that our definition separates consistency from conflict resolution for

dealing with conflicting, concurrent writes to the same object. Some causally con-

sistent systems employ a conflict resolution algorithm to pick a winner (e.g., highest-

node-ID wins) or to merge conflicting writes (e.g., allowing a directory to include

all differently-named files concurrently created in the directory) [12, 27, 60, 75, 79,

87,135]. Instead, our definition models the fundamental causal-ordering abstraction

shared by all these approaches without attempting to impose a particular conflict

resolution strategy. In our approach, logically concurrent writes are returned to the

reader, who can then apply any standard or application-specific conflict resolver to

pick a winner, or merge concurrent writes [27, 47, 90]. This logic is encoded in an

application-specific conflict-handler layered over the consistency algorithm.

We further note that this formulation of causal consistency is incomparable

with Ahamad el al’s [13] formulation for causal consistency. Our definition sep-

arates consistency from conflict resolution because the former orders a system’s

reads and writes [10] and may identify a set of writes as logically concurrent [80]

while the latter defines how the system handles concurrent writes of the same ob-

ject [75, 116, 135]. This separation collapses many otherwise incomparable vari-

ations of causal consistency into a single consistency semantic that exposes con-

currency but does not try to resolve it. This separation makes our formulation more

flexible as it can be combined with a suitable conflict resolver to create the same be-

havior as Ahamad’s causal consistency. Similarly, combined with a suitable conflict

resolver, our formulation can simulate a consistency semantics strictly stronger than

Ahamad’s causal consistency by disallowing certain conflict resolution strategies.

Finally, we emphasize that a HB graph is a hypothetical construct created

after-the-fact, while performing the consistency checks. An implementation need

not maintain any data structure to store or update a HB graph. Instead, an execution
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is considered C -consistent if an oracle, with the knowledge of the entire execution,

can produce a C -consistent HB graph for that execution.

4.3.2 Availability

Availability, informally, refers to an implementation’s ability to ensure that

read and write operations complete. The availability of an implementation is for-

mally defined by describing the environmental conditions (network and local-clocks)

under which all issued operations complete. An implementation I is available un-

der an environment graph ψ if ψ produces a available run on I . In an available run,

each read-start input event has a corresponding read-end output event and

each write-start input event has a corresponding write-end output event.

Now, we can compare the availability of two implementations. An imple-

mentation I is more available than implementation I ′ if the set of environment

graphs under which I is available is a strict superset of the set of environment

graphs under which I ′ is available. Intuitively, a more available implementation is

preferable over a less available one because the more available implementation can

serve reads and writes under a more diverse set of conditions.

Definition 5. An implementation is always-available if, for any workload, all reads

and writes can eventually complete regardless of which messages are lost and which

nodes can communicate. In terms of our environment graph abstraction, we can

say that an implementation I is always available if any environment graph can

can be extended to form an available environment graph for I by adding only the

clock-tick events at each node. An implementation in which one storage imple-

mentation needs to communicate with another before processing some read or write

request is not always-available; there exist environments in which a storage imple-

mentation cannot complete such read or write requests because it is partitioned from
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others.

4.3.3 Convergence

Informally, convergence refers to an implementation’s ability to ensure that

writes issued by one node are observed by others. Convergence can be formally de-

fined by describing the set of environmental conditions (network and local clocks)

under which nodes can observe each other’s writes.

We formalize convergence to better explore the fundamental trade-off be-

tween safety (consistency) and liveness (availability and convergence). Absent con-

vergence conditions, both strong consistency and high availability can be simulta-

neously achieved. In particular, a problem with focusing on only strong consistency

and high availability is that systems that fail to propagate information among nodes

(i.e. are not convergent) may technically have very strong consistency and availabil-

ity. For example, consider a gossip-based system that provides causal consistency

but restricts a node to share its updates only if it has performed a prime number of

writes. Similarly, a causally consistent system may completely eliminate commu-

nication among its nodes so that each read of an object returns the latest write of

that object by the reader. Each of these systems offer semantics that are technically

stronger than causal consistency; each also guarantees that reads and writes are al-

ways available; yet, these semantics also feel “artificial” or less useful than causal.

Convergence allows us to formalize this intuition.

Like consistency and availability, different convergence properties of vary-

ing strength exist. We describe some of these properties below.

Eventual consistency. A simple convergence property is eventual consistency,

which is commonly defined as follows: the storage system guarantees that if no new
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updates are made to the object, eventually all accesses will return the last updated

value [141] . This formulation defines a weak convergence property; for example, it

makes no promises about intervals in which some nodes are partitioned from others.

Therefore, an implementation may provide such eventual consistency in less robust,

yet legal ways. For example, an implementation may designate a special master

node responsible for resolving conflicts and assigning a global sequence number

for ordering updates [135].

Pairwise convergence. Most systems designed for high-availability are interested

in ensuring liveness (in form of availability and convergence) despite failure of an

arbitrary subset of nodes. In these systems, it is desired that a correct connected

subset of nodes are always able to attain eventual consistency among themselves.

Below, we define a strengthening of eventual consistency for such systems. The

basic idea behind this notion is simply that any pair of nodes s and d should be able

to converge without requiring communication with any other node.

Definition 6. Pairwise converged. We say that nodes s and d have pairwise con-

verged if s and d are in a state in which the reads of the same object by s and d

returns the same result.

Now we can say that a system ensures pairwise convergence if it ensures

that s and d can become pairwise converged through communication between s to

d :

Definition 7. Pairwise convergent. A system is pairwise convergent if for any nodes

s and d , if s and d issue no writes and receives no messages from other nodes, then

eventually they will exchange a set of messages such that receiving these messages

causes s and d to become pairwise converged.
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One-way convergence. To maximize liveness, we would like to say that any

subset of connected nodes should converge on a common state. For example, we

want to model the anti-entropy approach used in systems like Bayou [109] and Dy-

namo [47]. We therefore define one-way convergence.

The basic idea behind this notion is simply that any pair of nodes s and d

should be able to converge with two steps of one-way communication: first s sends

updates to d , next d sends updates to s; henceforth, both nodes would read the same

values for all objects. To this end, we first define an intermediate state where d has

received whatever updates it needs from s . The defining property of this state is

that, intuitively, once d is in it, it suffices for d to send updates to s for d and s to

converge to a common state. We now make this intuition more precise.

Definition 8. Semi-pairwise converged. We say that node s has semi-pairwise con-

verged with node d if s and d are in a state such that if they issue no writes and

communicate with no other nodes, then eventually d will send a set of messages

such that if s receives these messages, then subsequent reads of the same object by

s and d will return the same result.

Now we can say that a system provides one-way convergence if it ensures

that s and d can become semi-pairwise converged through communication from s

to d :

Definition 9. One-way convergent. A system is one-way convergent if for any nodes

s and d , if s issues no writes and receives no messages, then eventually s will send

a set of messages such that if d receives these messages, then s will have semi-

pairwise converged with d .

Note that the preconditions in the above definitions may seem hard to estab-

lish, but they conform to our goal of establishing a set of really weak convergence
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conditions that any practical system must satisfy. Indeed, there exist environment

graphs and runs where these preconditions are satisfied. Broadly speaking, our in-

tent is to argue that if a system cannot ensure convergence even in such unlikely

conditions, then it is less likely to be useful in practice.

4.4 CAC limits with network failures

We begin by considering environments where only network failures occur.

We first introduce natural causal consistency for this environment (§4.4.1). We then

show that natural causal consistency is optimal for such environments. Towards

that goal, we show two key results: (1) First, we show that semantics stronger than

natural causal consistency cannot be provided by one-way convergent and always-

available implementations. (§4.4.2), (2) Second, we show that natural causal can be

provided by always-available and one-way convergent implementations.

4.4.1 Consistency semantics for network failures

Causal consistency is a widely used in systems where high availability is de-

sired [27, 87, 135]. We defined causal consistency in Section 4.3.1. Unfortunately,

causal consistency is not quite strong enough to represent a tight bound on consis-

tency semantics that are enforceable by always-available and one-way convergent

implementations. In this section, we define natural causal consistency, a strength-

ening of causal consistency for environments with network failures We later use

natural causal consistency to establish our desired tight bound.

Natural causal consistency. Natural causal consistency strengthens causal con-

sistency to ensure that the logical happens before (HB) order on operations does

not violate their real-time assignment: operations that happen later in time are not
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ordered before earlier operations. The following definition expresses this constraint.

Definition 10. An execution e is said to be naturally causally consistent if its hap-

pens before (HB) graph satisfies the following checks (Note that the NC1 and NC2

checks are identical to the C1 and C2 checks for causal consistency).

NC1 Serial ordering at each node. The ordering of operations at any node is re-

flected in G . Specifically, if v and v ′ are vertices corresponding to operations

by the same node, then v .startTime < v ′.startTime ⇔ v ≺G v ′.

NC2 A read returns the latest preceding concurrent writes. For any vertex r cor-

responding to a read operation of object objId, r ’s writeList wl contains all

writes w of objId that precede r in G and that have not been overwritten by

another write of objId that both follows w and precedes r :

w ∈ r .wl ⇔ (w ≺G r ∧ w .objId = r .objId) ∧ (6 ∃w ′ : (w ≺G w ′ ≺G

r ∧ w ′.objId = r .objId))

NC3 Time does not travel backward. For any operations u, v : u.endTime ≤ v .startTime ⇒
v 6≺G u.

Natural causal consistency is not a new semantics. Although we are the

first to formally define natural causal consistency, it appears that most systems that

claim to enforce causal consistency actually enforce the stronger natural causal

consistency semantics, sometimes modified to support a system-specific conflict

resolution policy [12, 27, 60, 75, 79, 87, 90, 135]. This observation should not be

surprising—although a later operation can be considered concurrent to an earlier

operation in the HB graph, it would indeed be strange for a practical implementa-

tion to order an operation that occurred later in real-time before an earlier operation.

Our definition of natural causal consistency simply makes the time does not travel
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(a) A causal run. Only the relevant details are shown. Message stubs and start and end ver-
tices are omitted.
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Figure 4.4: (a) A causal run, its corresponding executions (b,c,d), and their corre-
sponding causal HB graphs (e,f,g,h). Only the relevant details are shown. All oper-
ations operate on the same object. p1 issues a write w1 and communicates this write
to p2. At a later time, p2 issues a superseding write w2 to the same object. Finally, p2

issues a read r1 to the same object. In a causal implementation, the read can return
all three possible responses: {w1, w2}, {w1}, {w2} corresponding to three different
executions (labeled as e1, e2, and e3 respectively). Figures e-h show four different
causal HB graphs (H1, H2, H3, H4) that correspond to these three executions (both
H3 and H4 correspond to e3). In contrast, an natural causal implementation does not
admit the execution e2 because H2 is not a valid natural causal HB graph—it vio-
lates the NC3 condition by ordering a later operation w2 before an earlier operation
w1.
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backward condition explicit whereas all existing systems enforce this condition im-

plicitly without including it in their consistency definition.

This clear and explicit addition of the time does not travel backward condi-

tion to the causal consistency definition has two benefits. First, following the com-

mon wisdom that stronger consistency is better, it is useful to know the strongest

consistency that an implementation is enforcing so that the application writers can

exploit this property in reducing their application’s complexity. For example, appli-

cations can use the stronger consistency to limit the type of conflicts they need to

handle.

Secondly, the stronger natural causal consistency semantics is essential to

prove a tight bound as we show later in our proof in Section 4.4.2. Absent this

requirement, an implementation could hide logical concurrency by transparently

and undetectably resolving conflicts by imposing an unnatural order on operations

in certain scenarios. In particular, the implementation can choose to return only a

subset of the logically concurrent set of writes on a read. The NC3 condition ensures

that writes that are logically concurrent should be exposed as concurrent writes to

the application so that a uniform and application-specific conflict resolution policy

can be enforced.

We illustrate the effect of NC3 condition with the help of an example. Con-

sider the run in Figure 4.4(a). p1 issues a write w1 to an object X and completes

it. It then sends a message containing the write w1 to p2 that the channel deliv-

ers. At a later time, p2 issues and completes another write w2 to the same object.

Finally, p2 issues a read r1 to X . In a causal implementation, the read can return

all three possible responses: {w1, w2}, {w1}, {w2} corresponding to three different

executions (labeled as e1, e2, and e3 respectively) as shown in Figure 4.4(b,c,d).

Figure 4.4(e,f,g,h) shows four different causal HB graphs (H1, H2, H3, H4) that cor-
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respond to these three executions (both H3 and H4 correspond to e3). In contrast,

a natural causal implementation does not admit the execution e2 because H2 is not

a valid natural causal HB graph—it violates the NC3 condition by ordering a later

operation w2 before an earlier operation w1.

4.4.2 CAC impossibility result

Using the natural causal consistency defined above, we show in Theorem 4.4.1

that in an asynchronous system, it is impossible to provide any consistency stronger

than natural causal while ensuring always-availability and one-way convergence.

The theorem holds even if all nodes are assumed to be correct.

We prove this theorem by showing that we can take any system that claims

to provide consistency stronger than natural causal consistency and force-feed it a

workload under which it must either (i) block reads or writes (sacrificing always-

availability); (ii) fail to propagate updates among connected nodes (sacrificing one-

way convergence); or (iii) violate natural causal (showing that it is not, in fact,

stronger than natural causal).

Theorem 4.4.1. CAC-impossibility theorem. No consistency semantics stronger

than natural causal consistency can be enforced by a one-way convergent and always-

available distributed storage implementation.

Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose a one-way convergent and always-available

distributed storage implementation, ISC , enforces a semantics SC that is stronger

than natural causal consistency. Let e be a natural causal execution that ISc does

not admit. We will construct a run of ISC that produces the rejected execution e,

thereby contradicting the claim that ISC enforces SC . The proof goes through the

following stages.
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In Stage 1, we use the HB graph G for e to construct a direct HB graph H

for e such that H contains a directed edge for every pair of non-local vertices (i.e.

vertices at different nodes) that are connected via a directed path in G . Note that

there must exist a naturally causally HB graph G for e because e is assumed to be

naturally causally consistent.

In Stage 2, we use H to construct an augmented run ρa (and the corre-

sponding execution ea) by issuing operations at nodes in ISC and by controlling

the behavior of the network and of the local clocks at each node. Augmented run

ρa and augmented execution ea contain a few additional read operations (beyond

those present in H ), called augmented reads, that we issue to inspect the state of

our implementation during the execution.

In Stage 3, we argue that the augmented execution ea is similar to the desired

execution e. In particular, we show that (1) both ea and e contain the same set of

writes and ea contains all the reads present in e, (2) reads common to ea and e will

return identical responses in both these execution, and (3) operations common to e

and ea will start and end at the same real-time in both these executions.

Finally, to complete the proof, we argue that we can remove the additional

reads added in Stage 2, to obtain a run ρr that produces an execution er that we

prove is identical to our desired execution e. The argument behind this claim fol-

lows from the observation that the implementation ISC models a classical memory

system, in which the outcome of a read operation is not influenced by prior reads.

Hence, removing a few reads from ρa should not influence the outcome of remain-

ing operations. Furthermore, because ea is identical to the desired execution e in all

the unremoved operations, removing the additional reads from ρa must produce the

desired execution e.

We next describe these stages in more detail.
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(a) A natural causal HB graph
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(b) A direct HB graph

Figure 4.5: (a) A natural causal HB graph G and (b) its corresponding direct HB
graph H generated in Stage 1 of Theorem 4.4.1 proof. A direct edge is added from
w1 to r1 in H ; w1 had an indirect path to r1 in G . For brevity, only the relevant de-
tails are shown in the HB graphs. All operations are performed on the same object.
The values in square brackets indicate the execution interval in real-time for each
operation.

Stage 1: Creating a direct HB graph for the execution e

In Stage 1, we use G , the natural causal HB graph for e, to construct H , a

direct HB graph for e. The direct HB graph H contains a directed edge connecting

an operation u to an operation v whenever u and v occur at different nodes and are

connected via a directed path in G . The construction is simple and is illustrated in

Figure 4.5.

1. First, copy all the vertices and edges from G to H .

2. Second, for every operation v ∈ G and for each operation u ≺G v such that

u and v occur at different nodes, add a directed edge from u to v in H .

3. Finally, remove all non-local edges (i.e. edges that connect vertices at differ-

ent nodes) of G from H .

Corollary 4.4.2. Direct HB graph equivalence. It is easy to see that the partial

order ≺H imposed by the graph H is the same as the partial order ≺G imposed by
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the graph G : H contains the same vertices as G and two vertices u and v have a

directed path between them in G iff they have a directed path between them in H .

Therefore, if G is a HB graph for the execution e, then H must also be a HB graph

for e.

Stage 2: Constructing augmented run ρa and execution ea

In Stage 2, we produce the run ρa and the corresponding execution ea such

that ea is similar to our desired execution e. We produce ρa by using the graph H to

issue a series of reads and writes while controlling the network and local clocks. We

issue a few additional augmented reads to inspect the state of the implementation.

In order to produce an execution that is similar to the reference execution e,

we need to ensure two construction invariants.

Real-time(s) match invariant First, we must ensure that the real-time execution in-

terval of a non-augmented operation at the storage implementation falls be-

tween the application observed execution interval of that operation in the ref-

erence execution. By enforcing this invariant and by controlling the propaga-

tion of messages, we can force (shown in Stage 4) the application observed

execution interval of each non-augmented operation in our augmented run to

be identical to its corresponding execution interval in the reference execution.

Correct writes returned invariant Second, we must ensure that the set of writes

returned by a non-augmented read is identical to the set of writes returned by

the corresponding read in the reference execution.

Our construction proceeds in two phases to enforce these invariants. In the

first phase, we identify the real-time(s) at which we execute our operations so that

the real-time(s) match invariant is satisfied. In the second phase, we issue these
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operations by controlling the network and local-clocks. We prove in Stage 3 that

our construction enforces the two invariants stated above and in Stage 4, we show

that enforcing these invariants is sufficient to prove that the reference execution e

is accepted by the always-available, one-way convergent distributed storage imple-

mentation ISC .

Phase 1 (Timestamp assignment). Phase 1 assigns the store execution interval to

each operation while maintaining the real-time(s) match invariant stated above (as

proved in Lemma 4.4.6 below): the store execution interval for an operation v , de-

noted by ( v.assignedStartTime, v.assignedEndTime), falls between

its corresponding execution interval (v.startTime, v.endTime) in the refer-

ence execution e.

Algorithm 3 describes our approach to assign the real-time intervals to each

operation. For simplicity, our algorithm assigns non-overlapping real-time intervals

to different operations of our execution (including operations by different nodes).

We start by constructing a time-sensitive topological sort T of graph H such that T

satisfies the following time-sensitivity property: u ≺T v ⇒ u ≺H v∨u.startTime ≤
v.startTime. We build such a topological sort by traversing H in a way that

whenever there is a choice of multiple vertices that can be traversed next, the vertex

with smallest startTime is chosen. Its easy to see that our traversal strategy leads

to the creation of a time-sensitive topological sort of HB graph H . Figure 4.6(a)

shows a time-sensitive topological sort for our example scenario.

Let N denote the number of vertices in H . We first identify the length of the

largest real-time interval ∆, such that we can assign a non-overlapping real-time

interval of length ∆ to each operation while maintaining the real-time(s) match

invariant. Note that because T is time-sensitive, we are guaranteed that ∆, as com-

puted in step 2 in Algorithm 3, will be positive (Lemma 4.4.3). We then schedule
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[480,640][220,420][200,360][0,160]
(a) Time-sensitive topological sort

[0, 40] [200, 240] [240, 280] [480, 520]
(b) Assigned time

0, 20, 30, 35, ....39.99... 200, 220, 230, 235, ....239.99... 480, 500, 510, 515, ....519.99...240, 260, 270, 275, ....279.99...

tsw2tsw1 tsw3 tsw4

(c) Time-series

Figure 4.6: (a) A time-sensitive topological sort for the HB graphs shown in Fig-
ure 4.5, (b) its corresponding time-assignment computed using ∆ = 40, and (c)
time-series, as computed by the Algorithm 3 in Stage 2 of the proof of Theo-
rem 4.4.1 proof.

an operation at the earliest time permitted by its real-time execution interval and

after the previous operation has finished. Figure 4.6(b) shows the assigned times

for operations in our example scenario.

We ensure that an operation and all its associated events finish in no more

than ∆ time. For each operation v , we create an infinite series of increasing times-

tamps, denoted by tsv ,i (0 < i ), such that these timestamps fall inside v ’s assigned

real-time interval in steps 4 and 5 in Algorithm 3. Steps 6− 8 in Algorithm 3 show

how to generate these timestamps. We denote the series of timestamps for a ver-

tex v as tsv . We use these timestamps to schedule all the events that we need to

execute for operation v and we force the implementation to complete operation v

in its assigned real-time interval. Figure 4.6(c) shows the time-series generated for

operations in our example scenario.
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ALGORITHM 3: Algorithm for assigning real-time intervals to operations.

1 Let T be a time-sensitive topological sort of H constructed by traversing the directed HB
graph H such that whenever there is a choice between multiple vertices that can be
traversed next, the vertex with smallest startTime is chosen

2 ∆ := min∀v ((v .endTime − v .startTime)/N ,∀u:v≺Tu(u.endTime − v .startTime)/N )
where N is the total number of vertices in G

3 for v : T do
4 v .assignedStartTime := max(v .startTime, prec(v).assignedEndTime) where

prec(v) denotes the operation immediately preceding v in T
5 v .assignedEndTime := v .assignedStartTime + ∆
6 tsv ,1 := (v .assignedStartTime + v .assignedEndTime)/2
7 for i ← 2 to∞ do
8 tsv ,i := (tsv ,i−1 + v .assignedEndTime)/2

Lemma 4.4.3. Delta positive. Let T be the time-sensitive topological sort of the

natural causal HB graph H with N vertices.

∆ := min∀v((v .endTime−v .startTime)/N ,∀u:v≺Tu(u.endTime−v .startTime)/N )

is a positive value.

Proof. If ∆ is chosen from the first term in the min function, then ∆ must be posi-

tive and non-zero from the assumption that each operation takes positive, non-zero

time to complete. Next we consider the case in which ∆ is chosen from the second

term in the min function. From the time-sensitivity property of the topological sort

T , we have: v ≺T u ⇒ v ≺H u ∨ v .startTime < u.startTime. We will show

that if v ≺T u then u.endTime − v .startTime would be positive. Consider two

cases. If v ≺H u, then u.endTime − v .startTime would be positive from the time

does not travel backward property of natural causal consistency. Alternatively, if

v .startTime < u.startTime, then v .startTime < u.endTime would be positive

again because u.endTime > u.startTime. Hence, ∆ must be a positive value.

Lemma 4.4.4. Timestamps ordered. Timestamps produced by Algorithm 3 for a
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time-sensitive topological sort T , satisfy the following property: u ≺T v ∨ (u =

v ∧ i < j )⇒ tsu,i < tsv ,j .

Proof. Let u1, u2, ..., uk be the topological sort T . From Step 4 and from know-

ing that ∆ > 0, we get the following ordering property: u1.assignedStartTime <

u1.assignedEndTime ≤ u2.assignedStartTime < u2.assignedEndTime ≤ ... ≤
uk .assignedStartTime < uk .assignedEndTime. From Step 6 − 8 in Algorithm 3,

we observe that the timestamps tsv for a vertex v must be monotonically increasing

and should be confined between v .assignedStartTime and v .assignedEndTime.

Combining the ordering property with this observation about tsv , we get our de-

sired result.

Lemma 4.4.5. AssignedStartTime progression. For every v , v .assignedStartTime =

u.startTime + j ·∆, where j is a non-negative integer smaller than k , the position

of v in the topological sort T , and u is either equal to v or u ≺T v .

Proof. We show this result by induction on the value of k . When k = 1, the result

follows trivially. Let the result be true for k = m. We next show that the result is

also true for k = m+1. Consider two cases on the execution of max function in Step

4 in Algorithm 3. If v .startTime was chosen in the max function, then the desired

result follows immediately. If prec(v).assignedEndTime was chosen in the max

function, then by induction, prec(v).assignedStartTime = u.startTime + j · ∆,

where j < m and u will either equal to prec(v) or u ≺T prec(v). Therefore,

prec(v).assignedEndTime = u.startTime+j ·∆, where j < (m+1) and u ≺T v .

Since we have prec(v).assignedEndTime = v .assignedStartTime, the desired

result follows in this case too.

Lemma 4.4.6. Assigned time inequality. For any operation v , we must have v .startTime ≤
v .assignedStartTime < v .assignedEndTime ≤ v .endTime.
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Figure 4.7: Schedule of operations and message exchanges generated by Phase 2
of Stage 2 of the proof of Theorem 4.4.1 proof for our example scenario. Thick
arrows indicate the one-way convergent messages sent from one node to another.
An operations execution interval is denoted by thick lines.

Proof. Its easy to see that v .startTime ≤ v .assignedStartTime from the Step

4 in Algorithm 3. From Lemma 4.4.3, it follows that v .assignedStartTime <

v .assignedEndTime.

We next show that v .assignedEndTime ≤ v .endTime. We know from

Lemma 4.4.5 that v .assignedStartTime = u.startTime + j ·∆, where j is a non-

negative integer smaller than k , the position of v in the topological sort T , and u is

either equal to v or u ≺T v . From Step 5 in Algorithm 3, we get v .assignedEndTime =

u.startTime + j · ∆, where 0 < j ≤ k . Now, k ≤ N , so using this we get the

inequality: v .assignedEndTime ≤ u.startTime + N · ∆. We know that ∆ ≤
(v .endTime − u.startTime)/N from Step 2 in Algorithm 3. Using this value of

∆ in our inequality, we get: v .assignedEndTime ≤ v .endTime, our desired re-

sult.

Phase 2 (Issuing operations to produce the augmented execution ea). Now we issue

operations based on T to produce the augmented execution ea . Let v iterate over

T . We start by resetting our real-time clock to 0. For each vertex v at a node pv :
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1. Wait until the real-time clock reads tsv1; because timestamps of successive

vertices in T are monotonically increasing (Lemma 4.4.4), this Step does not

block indefinitely. Now, we perform the events described below (i.e. read-start,

write-start, clock-tick, recv-msg, send-msg, read-complete,

and write-complete) at consecutive timestamps from tsv .

2. For each non-local incoming edge to v from a write w to object o, do the

following: (a) deliver the messages that were sent when the outgoing edges

of vertex w were processed (see Step 4 below) and (b) add an additional read

ro to object o at node pv and wait until this read finishes.

3. Perform v ’s operation at node pv . Wait until the operation completes. (Be-

cause ISC is always available, the operation must eventually complete).

4. For each outgoing edge to vertex v ′ at node pv ′ , perform the following Steps:

wait until pv sends the set of messages Mpv ,pv′
that are sufficient to bring d

into a semi-pairwise converged state with s . From the one-way convergence

requirement, pv must eventually send such messages. Buffer Mpv ,pv′
for de-

livery in Step (1) when v ′, the end point of this outgoing edge is processed.

Let ρa be the run produced by the above construction and let ea be the cor-

responding execution. Let ψa denote the environment graph that models the input

events generated by the above algorithm. ψa contains vertices for read-start,

write-start, and clock-tick events and we add send-msg-stub and

recv-msg-stub vertices for the send and receive of each message in the above

execution. We draw edges connecting consecutive events at a given node and edges

that connect the send of a message to its corresponding receive.

Stage 3: Augmented execution ea is similar to the reference execution e

In this stage of the proof, we argue that the augmented execution ea con-

structed above is similar to the reference execution e by showing that ea satisfies
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the three requirements of similarity: (1) both ea and e contain the same set of writes

and ea contains all the reads present in e, (2) reads common to ea and e will return

identical responses in both these execution, and (3) operations common to e and ea

will start and end at the same real-time in both these executions. Its easy to see that

all the operations that are present in reference execution e must also be present in

augmented execution ea (requirement 1) since we issued each of these operations

in our construction.

We then prove other requirements for similarity. In particular, we show that

writes that precede an operation in G must precede that operation in any happens

before graph Ga for ea . Similarly, due to the real-time constraint, concurrent writes

returned on a read in e cannot be ordered in Ga . Using these observations, we can

show that unaugmented reads in ea must return the same set of writes in both e and

ea (requirement 2). We then show that by controlling the network and local-clocks,

we can force unaugmented operations to start and end at the same real time in both

the augmented and reference executions (requirement 3).

We start by showing a very basic requirement for deterministic execution:

writes precede the reads that return them. Intuitively, there must be a causal path

(containing message transfers and local state) from the write to the read that returns

that write. The following lemma formalizes this intuition.

Lemma 4.4.7. Writes must have a communication path to the reads that return

them. In augmented execution ea , a write w appears in the writeList wl of a read r

only if w precedes r in the run ρa . (w ∈ r .wl ⇒ w ≺ρa r .)

Proof. Since an implementation can only read values produced by writes, there

must exist a communication path from pw after the issue of write w to pr prior to

the issue of read r . Therefore, we must have w ≺ρa r .
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Lemma 4.4.8. Precedence in the run implies precedence in the HB graph. Con-

sider two non-augmented vertices u and v . u precedes v in run ρa only if u precedes

v in G .

Proof. Follows from construction Stage 2: a path from u to v can exist only if

u ≺G v .

We next show a key property of one-way convergent natural causal imple-

mentations that we use later to argue that dependent writes in our reference HB

graph must remain dependent in any natural causal HB graph for our augmented

run.

Lemma 4.4.9. Reads return preceding writes in absence of superseding writes.

Let ν be a run of a naturally causally-consistent implementation. Let w be a write

to an object o and r be a read to o such that pw is semi-pairwise converged with pr

in ν. If there does not exist another write w ′ that precedes r and succeeds w in ν

(i.e. 6 ∃w ′ : w ≺ν w ′ ≺ν r ), then we must have w ∈ r .wl .

Proof. Consider a prefix νpre of ν that consists of only the events and edges that

have a path to the start of r or w in ν. Now extend this prefix to form ν ′ as de-

scribed next. (1) Add clock-tick events to ensure termination of r using the

availability requirement of ISC . (2) Wait until pr sends messages to force pw into

a pairwise converged state and deliver these messages at pw . Because pw is semi-

pairwise converged with pr in ν and our implementation is one-way convergent, pr

must eventually send such messages. (3) Add a read r ′ at pw to the object that . (4)

Finally, add clock-tick events to ensure termination of r ′. From the one-way

convergence requirement, we must have r ′.wl = r .wl .
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It suffices to show that w ∈ r ′.wl . Suppose, for the sake of contradiction,

that w 6∈ r ′.wl . We now make the following sequence of claims.

Claim 1. There exists a write w ′ such that (a) w ≺J w ′ ≺J r ′ in any natural

causal HB graph J for ν ′ and (b) w ′||ν′w . We note that in any natural causal

HB graph J for ν ′, we must have w ≺J r ′ (From NC1—both r ′ and w occur

at the same node and w was completed first). So, w /∈ r ′.wl implies that from

NC2, there exists a write w ′ to object o such that w ≺J w ′ ≺J r ′ (Claim 1a)

and w ′ ∈ r ′.wl . But reads r and r ′ must return identical response, therefore,

we must have w ′ ∈ r .wl . Applying Lemma 4.4.7 to w ′ ∈ r .wl , we get that

w ′ ≺ν′ r . We know that from our assumption that there does not exist any

write w ′ such that w ≺ν w ′ ≺ν r . Because ν ′ does not contain any new writes

or any new paths between existing writes, it follows that there does not exist

any write w ′ such that w ≺ν′ w
′ ≺ν′ r .

Consider cases on the precedence of w and w ′ in ν. w ≺ν w ′ would imply

w ≺ν w ′ ≺ν r contradicting our assumption that there does not exist any

write w ′ that precedes r and succeeds w . w ′ ≺ν w is ruled out by the claim

that w ≺J w ′ where J satisfies NC3 condition of natural causal HB graphs.

Therefore , w ′ must be concurrent to w in ν and ν ′ (Claim 1b).

Claim 2. There exists a run ν ′′ such that (a) in ν ′′, w starts after w ′ finishes, and

(b) ν ′′ is indistinguishable to the implementation from the run ν ′. If w and

w ′ are concurrent in ν ′, we can construct a run ν ′′ in which w starts after w ′

finishes as follows: add |w ′.endTime − w .startTime| to all the vertices that

are reachable from the w ’s write-start vertex in ν ′ (Claim 2a). Because

these timestamps are not visible to the implementation, ν ′′ is indistinguish-

able to the implementation from ν ′ (Claim 2b).
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These two claims together create a contradiction as follows. The run ν ′′ is

indistinguishable to the implementation from the run ν ′. Hence, the run ν ′′ should

still satisfy Claim 1a. In addition, the run ν ′′ also satisfies Claim 2a. But, Claim 1a

(w ≺J w ′ ≺J r ′) and Claim 2a (w starts after w ′ finishes) cannot be simultaneously

satisfied by a run of a natural causal-consistent implementation owing to the NC3

condition (time does not travel backwards). By contradiction, our assumption that

w 6∈ r ′.wl must be wrong. Hence, we must have w ∈ r ′.wl . Furthermore, because

r and r ′ were issued in a pairwise converged state, we have r .wl = r ′.wl . Hence,

w ∈ r .wl in the run ν ′′ and in run ν ′.

We next claim that w ∈ r .wl even in the run ν. The argument behind this

claim relies on the deterministic nature of our implementation. In particular, we ar-

gue that when r is issued, node pr receives that same set of messages and observes

the same set of events in the run ν ′ as it observes in the run ν. Therefore, the re-

sponse of the implementation to the read r in both these runs should be identical.

Hence, w ∈ r .wl in run ν.

Next, we apply the lemma proved above along directed paths from a write

w to a read r in our augmented run ρa such that the r and w satisfy the following

condition: there does not exist a write that supersedes w and precedes r in the run

ρa . To identify such reads and writes, we first define write-rooted paths and max-

write paths.

Definition 11. Write-rooted path. We say that a path v1 ≺G v2 ≺G ... ≺G vk is

write-rooted if whenever pvm 6= pvm+1 , pvm is a write operation.

Definition 12. Max-write path. We say that a write-rooted path is the max-write

path for vertices u and v in graph G , if it contains the maximum number of non-

terminal writes among all the write-rooted paths from u to v in G .
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Lemma 4.4.10. Write dependencies are preserved in the augmented HB graph.

If a write w precedes an operation u in e’s HB graph G then w precedes u in any

HB graph Ga for the augmented execution ea . (w ≺G u ⇒ w ≺Ga u)

Proof. From Corollary 4.4.2, w precedes u in G implies that w must precede u

in H , the direct HB graph constructed using G . Let Pmax denote the max-write

path from w to u in H . There must exist one such write-rooted path because while

converting a general HB graph into a direct HB graph in Stage 1, we must have

created at least one such write-rooted path by adding an edge from the write w to

the vertex u.

We complete the remainder of this proof by using mathematical induction

on the number of writes in the max-write path (Pmax ) from w to u. We first consider

the base case where the number of non-terminal writes in Pmax is 0. If w and u

occur on the same node, then the claim follows from NC1. Consider the case when

pw 6= pu . In this case, H must have a direct edge from w to u from construction in

Stage 1. Processing this edge from w to u in Stage 2 involved performing one-way

convergence from pw to pu and inserting before u, an augmented read rf at pu to

the object that w was writing.

Consider the run ν constructed after adding the augmented read rf . It con-

tains a write w and a read rf such that pw has semi-pairwise converged with prf

(Stage 2, Phase 2, Step 2a). Furthermore, both the read rf and write w are operating

on the same object o (Stage 2, Phase 2, Step 2b). Finally, because the path from w

to u was a max-write path with no non-terminal writes, it follows that there does not

exist a write w ′ such that w ≺H w ′ ≺H u (from definition of max-write). Applying
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Figure 4.8: (a) A set of write-rooted and max-write paths and (b) a set of augmented
reads on max-write paths and their result. Figure (a) shows a set of write-rooted
paths: w1 ≺H w2, w1 ≺H r1, w2 ≺H r1, and w3 ≺H r1. Only paths w1 ≺H

w2, w2 ≺H r1, and w3 ≺H r1 are max-write paths. As Figure (b) illustrates and
Lemma 4.4.10 proves, the augmented reads on such max-write paths return the
preceding write on that path. Augmented read ra

1 must include the write w1 in its
writeList. Similarly, the augmented read ra

3 must include the write w2 in its
writeList. On the other hand, for a non-max-write path w1 ≺H r1, ra

3 is not
guaranteed to include w1 in its writeList and indeed, r1’s writeList does
not include w1 in our illustration.
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Lemma 4.4.8, we get that there does not exist a write w ′ such that w ≺ν w ′ ≺ν rf .

Now we can apply Lemma 4.4.9 to get that w ∈ rf .wl .

From NC2, we must have w ≺Ga rf and from NC1, we have rf ≺Ga u, it

follows by transitivity that w ≺Ga u.

After completing the base case, we now prove the induction Step. Suppose

that our lemma holds true for max-write paths containing up to k(≥ 0) non-terminal

writes. We show that the lemma must also hold for max-write paths with k + 1 non-

terminal writes. Consider the last non-terminal write wl on the max-write path. We

note that a max-write path with k +1 non-terminal writes must consist of max-write

path with k vertices ending at wl and a max-write path with 0 non-terminal vertices

from wl to u. Now, from mathematical inducting, we must have w ≺Ga wl and

wl ≺Ga u. Using transitivity of ≺Ga relation, we get our desired result: w ≺Ga u.

Therefore, by induction, Lemma 4.4.10 is true.

Now we show that if a read appears in both e and ea , then it must return

identical responses in both these executions.

Lemma 4.4.11. Common reads return identical responses. For every read r ∈ e

with writeList wl in e and wla in ea , wl = wla

Proof. Consider the following two cases:

Case 1: w ∈ wla ∧ w 6∈ wl : From Lemma 4.4.7 and Lemma 4.4.8, w ∈ wla ⇒
w ≺G r , so for r to not return w there must exist a w ′ such that w ≺G w ′∧w ′ ≺G r .

But from Lemma 4.4.10 , w ≺G w ′ ∧ w ′ ≺G r ⇒ w ≺Ga w ′ ∧ w ′ ≺Ga r so r .wla

could not include w (from NC2). Contradiction.

Case 2: w ∈ wl∧w 6∈ wla: From NC2, w ≺G r , and from Lemma 4.4.10, w ≺Ga r .

So, from NC2, for r to not return w in ea , there must exist w ′ such that r returns w ′
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in Ga and w ≺Ga w ′. From Case 1, we know that w ′ ∈ wl . Combining these two

observations, it must be the case that w ||Gw ′ (w is concurrent to w ′ in G) whereas

w ≺Ga w ′.

As in the proof of Lemma 4.4.9, because w and w ′ are concurrent in G , they

must be concurrent in ρa from construction. Hence, as before, we can construct a

different environment graph ρ′a in which w starts after w ′ finishes in real-time. Be-

cause the implementation does not have access to real-time, it must produce iden-

tical responses in both ρa and ρ′a . In particular, the write lists wla and wl ′a returned

respectively by read r in ρa and ρ′a must be identical. However this cannot be, since

by NC3 we cannot have w ≺G′a w ′ in any HB graph G ′a for the execution for the

run ρ′a . Contradiction.

Lemma 4.4.12. Feasible real-time assignment. For each operation v in the run

ρa , ψa , v .startTime < v .storeStartTime < v .storeEndTime < v .endTime.

Proof. We know that v .assignedStartTime < v .assignedEndTime from Step 5

in Algorithm 4.4.3 and from knowing that ∆ > 0 (Lemma 4.4.3). Combing this

observation with Step 6 in Algorithm 3, we get that tsv ,1 > v .assignedStartTime.

From construction in Phase 2 of Stage 2, we know that v .storeStartTime = tsv ,1.

Combining them, we get v .assignedStartTime < v .storeStartTime.

Its easy to see that v .storeEndtime < v .assignedEndTime because we cre-

ate an infinite series of timestamps between v .assignedStartTime and v .assignedEndTime

(Step 6− 8, Algorithm 3), and we force the implementation to finish v before mov-

ing on to the timestamps beyond v .assignedEndTime (we only advance timestamps

in construction Step 1, in Stage 2). Of these infinite timestamps, only a finite num-

ber will be used to perform the operation v . Hence, we get v .storeEndTime <

v .assignedEndTime.
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Combining the inequalities above, we get: v .assignedStartTime < v .storeStartTime <

v .storeEndTime < v .assignedEndTime. Combining this result with Lemma 4.4.6,

we get our desired result.

Lemma 4.4.11 shows that the reads common to ea and e return identical

set of writes. Lemma 4.4.12 shows that by controlling the delivery of application

events to the storage implementation and vice-versa, we can ensure that the store

execution time-interval of an unaugmented operation in ea falls between its exe-

cution interval in e. Therefore, by controlling the delivery of these events between

the application layer and the storage implementation layer, we can ensure that the

execution interval of unaugmented operations in ea is identical to their execution

interval in e. Recall that controlling the delay between the application observed

startTime of an operation, which is reported in th execution, and the store ob-

served storeStartTime is possible because we assume that these layers com-

municate asynchronously (Section 4.2.7). Similarly, we can also control the delay

between the store observed storeEndTime for an operation and the application

observed endTime for an operation.

So far, we have shown that the augmented execution ea matches the ref-

erence execution e. We next show how we can construct an execution er that is

identical to the reference execution e.

Stage 4: ISC accepts the execution e.

In this stage, we complete our proof by showing that the always-available,

and one-way convergent distributed storage implementation ISC accepts the execu-

tion e. In stages 1 through 3, we showed a construction to produce an augmented

execution ea that is similar to our desired reference execution e. We next show the

construction to produce a run ρr that produces an execution er that is identical to
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the reference execution e.

We construct the run ρr by eliminating the augmented reads from ρa that

we added in Stage 2. Because our implementation is assumed to be classical and

hence not influenced by reads, ρr should produce an execution er that must be

identical to e: (1) the executions er and e contain the same set of operations, (2)

reads common to both these executions return the same response in both e and er ,

and (3) operations start and end at the same real-time in both the executions e and

er . Therefore, Theorem 4.4.1 holds.

In this section, we showed that consistency semantics stronger than natural

causal consistency cannot be enforced by an always-available and one-way con-

vergent implementation. The key idea that made this result possible is our use of

one-way convergence as a requirement on the implementations that we consider.

In the next section, we prove that natural causal consistency is indeed achievable

by one-way convergent and always-available implementations. Both these results

together complete the proof for our claim that natural causal consistency provides a

tight bound on consistency semantics that are enforceable by always-available and

one-way convergent implementations.

4.4.3 Natural causal consistency is enforceable by an always-available and
one-way convergent implementation

We next show that natural causal consistency can be enforced using an

always-available and one-way convergent implementation. This result is trivial be-

cause, as argued earlier, many existing systems such as Bayou [135] and PRACTI [27]

provide natural causal consistency. However, for completeness, Theorem 4.4.13

proves this result. Because the proof for environments without Byzantine nodes
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follows from the proof for environments with Byzantine nodes, we avoid present-

ing the complete proof here. Instead, Theorem 4.4.13 derives its result from Theo-

rem 4.5.22.

Theorem 4.4.13. Natural causal consistency can be enforced by an always-available

and one-way convergent implementation.

Proof. Follows from Theorem 4.5.22 (proved later) which shows that view-fork-

join-causal (VFJC) consistency can be provided using an always-available and

one-way convergent implementation and from noting that in absence of Byzantine

nodes, the VFJC consistency reduces to natural causal consistency.

4.5 CAC limits with Byzantine failures

The previous section considered only network failures. In this section, we

consider a Byzantine failure model. We introduce fork-causal (FC) consistency,

fork-join-causal (FJC) consistency, and view-fork-join-causal (VFJC) consistency

semantics for Byzantine failure environments that require high availability. We then

show that fork-causal consistency and stronger consistency semantics cannot be

implemented without sacrificing availability or convergence. Finally, we show that

VFJC consistency can be enforced by a one-way convergent and always-available

implementation.

4.5.1 Consistency semantics for Byzantine failures

In this section, we introduce a number of consistency semantics that are

designed for a environments that must ensure high availability despite the potential

presence of Byzantine participants. We start by defining fork-causal consistency, in-

spired by SUNDR’s [84] fork-linearizable consistency, for environments that desire
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high availability. We find that while fork-causal consistency fulfills our availability

goals, it does not guarantee convergence. Therefore, we further weaken fork-causal

consistency to define Depot’s fork-join-causal consistency designed for environ-

ments desiring both convergence and high availability. Finally, in an attempt to find

the strongest achievable consistency semantics that still fulfills our convergence and

availability goals, we define view-fork-join-causal consistency, a strengthening of

fork-join-causal consistency, which limits the set of forks that faulty nodes can in-

troduce.

Fork-causal consistency. Fork-causal consistency ensures that each correct node

sees a causally consistent subset of the global execution. Such a consistency seman-

tics is appealing because applications designed for causal consistency will continue

to be safe under fork-causal consistency. Fork-causal consistency maintains the key

property of causal consistency: reads return the most recent concurrent writes, while

weakening the other properties to account for Byzantine faulty nodes as described

below.

Definition 13. An execution e is fork-causally consistent (FC-consistent) if there

exists a directed acyclic graph G , called a HB (happens before) graph, containing

vertices for operations by correct nodes and vertices for write operations by faulty

nodes that were returned on reads by correct nodes, such that G satisfies the fol-

lowing consistency check.

FC1 Serial ordering of operations by correct nodes. The operations of a correct

node are totally ordered in G . This total ordering of operations by a correct

node p must be consistent with the real-time at which these operations were

issued by p. Specifically, if p is a correct node and v and v ′ are vertices corre-

sponding to operations by p, then v .startTime < v ′.startTime ⇔ v ≺G v ′.
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FC2 A read returns the latest preceding concurrent writes. For any vertex r cor-

responding to a read operation of object objId, r ’s writeList wl contains all

writes w of objId that precede r in G and that have not been overwritten by

another write of objId that both follows w and precedes r :

w ∈ r .wl ⇔ (w ≺G r ∧ w .objId = r .objId) ∧ (6 ∃w ′ : (w ≺G w ′ ≺G

r ∧ w ′.objId = r .objId))

FC3 Serial ordering of each node’s operations that are observed by a correct node.

An operation u is said to be observed by a correct node p in G if either

p executes u or if p executes an operation v such that u ≺G v . For any

operation o by a correct node and for all operations u1 and u2 by a node p,

u1 ≺G o ∧ u2 ≺G o ⇒ u1 ≺G u2 ∨ u2 ≺G u1.

As the name suggests, fork-causal consistency induces forks that we define

next.

Definition 14. Fault-tree. A fault-tree for a faulty node f is a directed tree consist-

ing of operations by f .

Definition 15. Fork. In a fault-tree for a faulty node, we call a directed path from

the root to a leaf, a fork. The total set of forks induced by a faulty node is the union

of the set of forks induced by each of its fault-trees.

Observation 4.5.1. Fork-causal fault-tree creation property. For each faulty node

in a fork-causally consistent execution e, the fork-causal HB graph for e induces a

set of fault-trees over the operations of f that are observed by some correct node.

The fault-tree creation property states that the operations of a faulty node

f that are observed by correct nodes in a fork-causal HB graph can be made to
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Figure 4.9: Illustration of fork-causal consistency and its comparison with fork-
causal consistency. (a) A run with a faulty node f that issues two non-serial writes
w2 and w3, (b) the corresponding execution, and (c) a fork-causal happens before
graph for this execution. The figures show only the relevant fields of various vertices
for brevity. In the run, the faulty node f issues non-serial writes w2 and w3 and
exposes these writes to correct nodes p1 and p2 respectively. There is no causally
consistent happens before graph for this execution because in the execution w2 and
w3 are not serially ordered according to any possible history of node f —p1 observed
w2 without observing w3 and p2 observe w3 without observing w2. The HB graph
is fork-causally consistent because fork-causal consistency does not require total
ordering of faulty node f ’s operations.
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form a set of fault-trees. To construct the fault-tree set for a faulty node, we first

identify the vertices that need to be included in the tree—i.e. the operations of f

that are observed by some correct node. Next, we connect these vertices using the

HB graph as follows. For each vertex u, v that are selected in the first step, we

add an edge from u to v if u precedes v in the HB graph. The resulting graph is a

fault-tree for the given fork-causal HB graph.

The fault-tree creation property follows directly from the FC3 property of

fork-causal consistency as two branches of a fault tree, a.k.a. forks, never join

in a fork-causal HB graph. Indeed, such joined branches would violate the FC3

property—serial ordering for each node’s operations that are observed by a correct

node. More concretely, for two branches to join, there must be an operation v with

two parents v1 and v2 such that v1 and v2 are concurrent. Furthermore, v must be

observed by some correct node (say p)—precondition for this property. But, v1 and

v2 are also observed by p (because of the definition of observed) contradicting the

FC3 property. Therefore, from FC3, all FC HB graphs must satisfy the fault-tree

creation property.

Comparison with causal consistency. Causal consistency enforces conditions that

are analogous to those enforced by FC consistency, but it requires them to hold for

operations issued by all nodes, not just correct ones. In particular, while FC consis-

tency imposes the serial ordering constraint on only the operations by correct nodes,

causal consistency imposes this constraint on all operations. In addition, because

faulty nodes can behave arbitrarily, fork-causal consistency makes no guarantees

about the results of reads issued at faulty nodes.

Figure 4.9(a) shows a run that is fork-causally consistent but not causally

consistent. In this example, node f is faulty and produces four writes w0, w1, w2, and

w3. Node p1 observes w0, w1, and w2 but not w3, and node p2 observes w0, w1, and
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Figure 4.10: (a) A fault-tree, and its two forks (b,c).

w3 but not w2. Figure 4.9(b) shows the corresponding execution. As Figure 4.9(c)

illustrates, we can produce an edge assignment and observer graph that passes all

tests for FC consistency by dispensing with the serial ordering constraint at the

faulty node. Conversely, it is impossible to produce an edge assignment to produce

an observer graph G ′ that passes the causal consistency checks.

Figure 4.10(a) shows the fault-tree for node f and Figure 4.10(b,c) shows

the corresponding forks. Note that in fork-causal consistency, no correct node can

observe more than one fork.

Fork-join-causal consistency. Unfortunately, as we prove later (Section 4.5.2), a

fundamental limitation of the existing forking-based consistency semantics [30,32,

84, 85, 91, 106] is that they compromise convergence by preventing forked nodes

from observing each other’s updates. Fork-causal consistency also relies on forking

to handle Byzantine failures. Hence, it also suffers from the same limitation. The

Depot system described in Chapter 2, overcomes this limitation by permitting forks

to be joined to enforce a slightly weaker, but convergent, fork-join-causal consis-

tency as its correctness requirement. We next define fork-join-causal consistency.
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Definition 16. An execution e is fork-join-causally consistent (FJC-consistent) if

there exists a directed acyclic graph G , called a HB (happens before) graph, con-

taining a vertex for every operation by a correct node and a vertex for every write

operation by a faulty node that is returned on a read by a correct node, such that G

satisfies the following consistency check.

FJC1 Serial ordering of operations by correct nodes. The operations of a correct

node are totally ordered in G . This total ordering of operations by a correct node

p must be consistent with the real-time at which these operations were issued

by p. Specifically, if v and v ′ are operations by the p, then v .startTime <

v ′.startTime ⇔ v ≺G v ′.

FJC2 A read return the latest preceding concurrent writes. For any vertex r corre-

sponding to a read operation of object objId, r ’s writeList wl contains all writes

w of objId that precede r in G and that have not been overwritten by another

write of objId that both follows w and precedes r :

w ∈ r .wl ⇔ (w ≺G r ∧ w .objId = r .objId) ∧ (6 ∃w ′ : (w ≺G w ′ ≺G

r ∧ w ′.objId = r .objId))

Comparison with fork-causal consistency. Fork-join-causal consistency weakens

fork-causal consistency by eliminating the FC3 condition to ensure convergence.

The FC3 condition requires that operations by any node seen by each correct node

must be serially ordered. Hence, correct nodes that have seen non-serial writes by

the same faulty node cannot observe each other’s operations without violating FC3.

By eliminating the FC3 requirement, FJC consistency permits such forked correct

nodes to join these forks at the cost of observing concurrent forked writes by a

faulty node, a behavior not possible in fork-causal consistency. FJC implementa-
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(c) Fork-join-causal HB graph

Figure 4.11: Illustration of fork-join-causal consistency and its comparison with
fork-causal consistency. (a) A run with a faulty node f that issues two non-serial
writes w2 and w3, (b) the corresponding execution, and (c) a fork-join-causal hap-
pens before graph for this execution. The figures show only the relevant fields of
various vertices for brevity. In the run, the faulty node f issues non-serial writes
w2 and w3 and exposes these writes to correct nodes p1 and p2 respectively. Later,
p1 and p2 exchange forked writes w2 and w3. There is no fork-causally consistent
happens before graph for this execution because in the execution w2 and w3 are
observed by both the correct nodes p1 and p2 violating the FC3 condition of fork-
causal consistency. The HB graph is fork-join-causally consistent because fork-
join-causal consistency does not require total ordering of faulty node f ’s operations
that are observed by a correct node.
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tions, such as Depot, expose such forked writes as multiple concurrent writes by

different virtual nodes that correspond to the same faulty node.

Figure 4.11 illustrates this difference. Figure 4.11 extends the scenario illus-

trated in Figure 4.9. The faulty node f issues writes w0, w1, w2 and w3 and exposes

w0, w1, and w2 to p0 and w0, w1, and w3 to p1 thereby forking correct nodes p1 and

p2. Later, p1 and p2 communicate and exchange forked writes w2 and w3 such that

both p1 and p2 observe both the forks, a phenomenon prohibited by fork-causal con-

sistency. This joining of forks enables p1 and p2 to converge to a common state in

which reads to identical objects return identical responses. No fork-causal happens

before graph exists for this execution because in any such happens before graph,

both w2 and w3 must be concurrent and yet be observed by correct nodes p1 and

p2; a violation of the FC3 condition of fork-causal consistency. FJC omits the FC3

condition for faulty nodes and hence admits a happens before graph in which writes

w2 and w3 by the faulty node f can be concurrent and yet be observed by correct

nodes p1 and p2.

View-fork-join-causal consistency. We designed view-fork-join-causal consis-

tency with the goal of identifying the strongest, always-available, and one-way

convergent consistency semantics that can be achieved in presence of Byzantine

participants. While we fail to show a tight bound, VFJC consistency provides an

effective and useful lower bound on the strength of consistency semantics that

can be achieved in such environments. As we show later (Section 4.5.2), neither

causal consistency nor fork-causal consistency is achievable in such environments.

Furthermore, Depot has shown that FJC consistency is indeed achievable. VFJC

consistency further tightens the gap between Depot’s FJC consistency that permits

nodes to converge, and fork-causal, causal, and natural causal consistency that are
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stronger but not achievable.

Like FJC consistency, VFJC consistency permits forks to be joined, thereby

allowing convergent implementations. However, unlike Depot’s FJC consistency,

which admits an unbounded number of forks, VFJC consistency limits the set of

forks that are admitted in an execution to only those that are unavoidable with-

out compromising liveness. This restriction on the set of admitted forks effectively

forces VFJC implementations to force the eviction of faulty nodes and limit the

damage such nodes can cause in an execution.

To describe the checks for limiting the set of admissible forks, we use a

set of view vertices in addition to the read and write vertices in a VFJC HB graph.

In addition, VFJC consistency includes natural causal consistency’s time does not

travel backward requirement and fork-causal consistency’s fault-tree creation prop-

erty. We next define VFJC consistency and then contrast VFJC consistency with

FJC consistency. We first define a few terms to simplify the description of VFJC

consistency checks.

Definition 17. Non-local edge. Two vertices v1 and v2 are said to be connected

through a non-local directed edge from v1 to v2 if v1 and v2 correspond to operations

occurring at different nodes, v1 precedes v2, and there does not exist a vertex u such

that v1 precedes u and u precedes v2.

Definition 18. Local edge. Two vertices v1 and v2 are said to be connected through

a local directed edge from v1 to v2 if v1 and v2 correspond to operations by the

same node p, v1 precedes v2, and there does not exist a vertex u corresponding to

an operation by p such that v1 precedes u and u precedes v2.

Definition 19. Edge. Two vertices v1 and v2 are said to be connected through a

directed edge from v1 to v2 (denoted by v1 → v2) iff v1 and v2 are connected through

either a local or a non-local directed edge.
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(c) Fork-join-causal but not view-fork-join-causal HB graph

Figure 4.12: Illustration of view-fork-join-causal consistency and its comparison
with fork-join-causal consistency. (a) A run with a faulty node f that issues three
non-serial writes w2, w3, and w4, (b) the corresponding execution, and (c) a fork-
join-causal happens before graph for this execution. The figures show only the rel-
evant fields of various vertices for brevity. In the run, the faulty node f first issues
two non-serial writes w2 and w3 and exposes these writes to nodes p1 and p2 respec-
tively. Subsequently, f issues another write w4 concurrent to w2 and w3 and exposes
it to p1. There is no view-fork-join-causally consistent happens before graph for
this execution because node p1 has accepted two forks from the faulty node f ; in
a VFJC-consistent execution, correct nodes only accept forks from nodes that are
known to be correct. The HB graph is fork-causally consistent because fork-join-
causal consistency does not restrict the set of forks that are accepted by correct
nodes.
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Definition 20. Projection of a vertex v in a graph G . The projection Gv of a

vertex v in graph G consists of the subgraph rooted at v with all the vertices v ′ :

v ′ ≺G v ∨ v ′ = v and edges connecting these vertices.

Definition 21. Correct node in a subgraph. We say that a node p is correct in a

graph H if all the vertices of node p in graph H are totally ordered. In a happens

before graph, these vertices may include read, write, or view vertices.

Definition 22. An execution e is view-fork-join-causally consistent (VFJC-consistent)

if there exists a directed acyclic graph G , called a HB (happens before) graph, con-

taining a vertex for every operation by a correct node, a vertex for every write oper-

ation by a faulty node that is returned on a read by a correct node, and a set of view

vertices to restrict the set of admitted forks, such that G satisfies the consistency

checks enumerated below.

VFJC1 Serial ordering of operations by correct nodes. All vertices of a correct

node are totally ordered in G . This total ordering of vertices of a correct node

p must be consistent with the real-time at which the corresponding opera-

tions were issued by p. Specifically, if v and v ′ are operations by the p, then

v .startTime < v ′.startTime ⇔ v ≺G v ′.

VFJC2 A read return the latest preceding concurrent writes. For any vertex r cor-

responding to a read operation of object objId, r ’s writeList wl contains all

writes w of objId that precede r in G and that have not been overwritten by

another write of objId that both follows w and precedes r :

w ∈ r .wl ⇔ (w ≺G r ∧ w .objId = r .objId) ∧ (6 ∃w ′ : (w ≺G w ′ ≺G

r ∧ w ′.objId = r .objId))
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VFJC3 Sharing with correct nodes. If there exists an edge from a vertex v1 at node

p1 to a vertex v2 at node p2 then both p1 and p2 are correct in the projection

Gv2 .

VFJC4 Time does not travel backward. For any read/write operations u, v by cor-

rect nodes:

u.endTime < v .startTime ⇒ v 6≺G u.

Next, we make the following observation about VFJC HB graphs.

Observation 4.5.2. VFJC Fault-tree creation property. For each faulty node in

a view-fork-join-causally consistent execution e, the VFJC HB graph for e induces

a set of fault-trees over the operations of f that are observed by some correct node.

This property follows directly from the acyclic nature of a HB graph and the sharing

with correct nodes property (VFJC3) of VFJC HB graphs—a non-tree graph would

violate the VFJC3 property of VFJC consistency.

Comparison with fork-join-causal consistency. VJFC consistency strengthens FJC

consistency with the goal of providing a tighter bound for achievable, always-

available, and one-way convergent consistency semantics in environments with

Byzantine participants. As explained earlier, VFJC consistency admits a limited set

of unavoidable forks, in contrast to the unbounded number of forks admitted by FJC

consistency. Intuitively, the VFJC3 property—sharing with correct nodes—ensures

that the correct nodes only share information with nodes that appear to be correct.

Though this check does not guarantee that a correct node never receives updates

from a faulty node, it gets close. In particular, the VFJC3 property ensures that in

an always-available and one-way convergent (or pairwise convergent) implemen-

tation, if a correct node p1 accepts updates from a faulty node f in an execution e
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then, p1 cannot distinguish e from some other execution e ′ in which f is correct. We

use this intuition to prove a bound on the number of forks that VFJC consistency

admits (Theorem 4.5.29 in Section 4.5.4).

In addition to limiting the set of admissible forks, VFJC consistency in-

cludes the time does not travel backward requirement of natural causal consistency

to ensure that the precede relation does not violate the real-time assignment of op-

erations issued by correct nodes.

Figure 4.12 illustrates this difference. Figure 4.12 extends the scenario illus-

trated in Figure 4.9 to form a run which is FJC-consistent but not VFJC-consistent.

Like before, the faulty node f issues writes w0, w1, w2, and w3 and exposes w0, w1,

and w2 to p0 and w0, w1, and w3 to p1 thereby forking nodes p1 and p2. Later, the

faulty node f creates another fork by issuing another write w4 and sending it to p1.

In a FJC consistent execution, p1 can accept this new write because FJC consistency

does not preclude accepting multiple forks from a known faulty node. Later, read

r4 by node p1 returns writes w2 and w4, from two different forks of the faulty node

f . In contrast, the VFJC3 condition of VFJC consistency prohibits the correct node

p1 from directly accepting two forks from the faulty node f . Therefore, no VFJC

happens before graph for this execution can exist.

Note that this situation can be easily avoided. The correct node p1 can be

configured to not accept new updates from a known faulty node and as soon as

node p1 sees the write w4 concurrent to other writes from node f , it can infer that f

is faulty and reject write w4 coming directly from the faulty node f .

A more complicated situation can arise when node p1 is also faulty and

colludes with the faulty node f . In this case p1 can accept both the forks, knowing

that they are from the faulty node f and can later try to expose these forks to the

correct node p2. In a FJC consistent execution, p2 can accept both the forks leading
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to an execution where a faulty node has colluded with another faulty node to expose

3 forks to a correct node.

In contrast, in a VFJC consistent execution, the correct node p2 cannot ac-

cept 3 forks in presence of just 2 faulty nodes. VFJC consistency admits only the

unavoidable set of forks and is able to minimize the number of forks observed by

correct nodes in a given execution. In a VFJC-consistent execution, p1 will have to

produce proof that it accepted both the forks without knowing that f was faulty and

p1 cannot produce such a proof because p1 must have realized that f is faulty when

p1 was accepting the second fork. More concretely, no VFJC consistent happens

before graph can exist for this run. We present the argument for this claim next. For

the read r5 to return both w4 and w2, there must be path from w4 to r5. The existence

of such a path implies that there must be a fault-edge from w4 to either p1 or to p2.

Let v be the vertex at which such an edge terminates. This fault-edge connecting w4

to p1 (or p2) must violate the VFJC3 condition (sharing with correct nodes) because

f must be faulty in the projection of v , the other end point of this fault-edge. Hence,

no VFJC consistency HB graph can exist for this run.

Note that the run shown in Figure 4.11 is both FJC consistent and VFJC

consistent because in that run, all edges satisfy the VFJC3 condition.

4.5.2 CAC Byzantine impossibility results

In this section, we show impossibility results for environments with Byzan-

tine nodes. We start by showing that causal consistency is not achievable using

an always-available and pairwise convergent implementation if Byzantine failures

can happen (Theorem 4.5.3). We then strengthen our impossibility result by show-

ing that fork-causal consistency, a weakening of causal consistency designed for

environments with Byzantine faulty nodes, is also not achievable using an always-
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available and pairwise convergent implementation (Theorem 4.5.4). Note that be-

cause pairwise convergence is less convergent than one-way convergence, by show-

ing that no pairwise convergent implementation can provide a certain consistency,

we also implicitly prove that no one-way convergent implementation can provide

our desired consistency.

Theorem 4.5.3. Causal not achievable. Causal consistency and stronger semantics

are not enforceable using an always-available and pairwise convergent distributed

storage implementation if nodes can be Byzantine.

Proof. Let S be a consistency semantics which is at least as strong as causal consis-

tency. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that an always-available and pairwise

convergent implementation IS enforces S . Consider an execution of three nodes

p1, p2, and f . Nodes p1 and p2 are correct and node f is faulty. In particular, f simu-

lates the actions of two correct nodes, f1 and f2, both with the identity of f . Execute

the following sequence of operations. Assume that the network drops any messages

not described below.

1. Issue a write wa to an object a at f1 and let it complete. Similarly, issue a

write wb to an object b at f2 and let it complete.

2. Now, let f1 become pairwise converged with p1 by permitting sufficient ex-

change of messages between p1 and f1. Similarly, let f2 become pairwise con-

verged with p2.

3. Issue reads ra,p1 followed by rb,p1 at p1 and corresponding reads ra,f1 , and rb,f1

at f1. Similarly, issue reads rb,p2 and ra,p2 in that order at p2 and corresponding

reads rb,f2 and ra,f2 at f2.

We argue that the read ra,p1 at p1 must return the write wa and the read rb,p1

at p1 must return ⊥. Because the faulty node f is behaving like a correct node f1 in
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its interactions with p1, the execution involving the correct node p1 and the faulty

node f1 is indistinguishable to the implementation from an execution involving two

correct nodes (p1 and f1). Therefore, we can apply the serial ordering for operations

by correct nodes on the correct node f1’s reads to argue that the read ra,f1 must return

wa and the read rb,f1 must return ⊥. Furthermore, because the reads were issued

after p1 and f1 were pairwise converged, the reads ra,p1 and rb,p1 should return the

same set of writes as the reads ra,f1 and rb,f1 respectively. Hence, the read ra,p1 at p1

must return the write wa and the read rb,p1 at p1 must return ⊥. Similarly, we can

argue that the read rb,p2 at p2 must return wb and the read ra,p2 must return ⊥.

We argue that no causal HB graph exists for this execution. For the sake of

contradiction, assume that a causal HB graph G exists. Both writes w1 and w2 were

issued by the same node f and therefore, from the serial ordering at each node (C1)

requirement, either w1 precedes w2 in G or vice-versa. Suppose that w1 precedes w2

in G . In our execution, p2 has observed w1 without observing w2—its read rb,p2

returned w2 but a later read ra,p2 returned ⊥—violating the reads return the latest

preceding concurrent writes (C2) requirement of causal consistency. Similarly, w2

preceding w1 is not possible either. Hence, by contradiction, no causal HB graph

for this execution can exist and hence, no always-available and pairwise convergent

implementation can enforce causal consistency or stronger semantics if nodes can

be Byzantine.

Next, we strengthen our impossibility result by showing that fork-causal

consistency, a weakening of causal consistency designed for environments with

Byzantine nodes, is also not enforceable using always-available and pairwise con-

vergent implementations. Because fork-causal consistency is weaker than many of

the recently proposed forking based consistency semantics [30,31] designed to tol-

erate Byzantine nodes, this result establishes that none of these semantics can be
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enforced without compromising either convergence or availability.

Theorem 4.5.4. Fork-causal not achievable. Fork-causal consistency and stronger

semantics are not enforceable using an always-available and pairwise convergent

distributed storage implementation.

Proof. Let S be a consistency semantics which is at least as strong as fork-causal

consistency. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that an always-available and

pairwise convergent implementation IS enforces S . Consider an execution of three

nodes p1, p2, and f . Nodes p1 and p2 are correct and node f is faulty. In particular,

f simulates the actions of two correct nodes, f1 and f2, both with the identity of f .

Execute the following sequence of operations. Assume that the network drops any

messages not described below.

1. Issue a write wa to an object a at f1 and let it complete. Similarly, issue a

write wb to an object b at f2 and let it complete.

2. Now, let f1 become pairwise converged with p1 by permitting sufficient ex-

change of messages between p1 and f1. Similarly, let f2 become pairwise con-

verged with p2.

3. Issue reads ra,p1 followed by rb,p1 at p1 and corresponding reads ra,f1 , and rb,f1

at f1. Similarly, issue reads rb,p2 and ra,p2 in that order at p2 and corresponding

reads rb,f2 and ra,f2 at f2.

We first argue that the read ra,p1 at p1 must return the write wa and the read

rb,p1 at p1 must return⊥. Because the faulty node f is behaving like a correct node f1

in its interactions with p1, the execution involving the correct node p1 and the faulty

node f1 is indistinguishable to the implementation from an execution involving two

correct nodes (p1 and f1). Therefore, we can apply the serial ordering for operations
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by correct nodes on the correct node f1’s reads to argue that the read ra,f1 must return

wa and the read rb,f1 must return ⊥. Furthermore, because the reads were issued

after p1 and f1 were pairwise converged, the reads ra,p1 and rb,p1 should return the

same set of writes as the reads ra,f1 and rb,f1 respectively. Hence, the read ra,p1 at p1

must return the write wa and the read rb,p1 at p1 must return ⊥. Similarly, we can

argue that the read rb,p2 at p2 must return wb and the read ra,p2 must return ⊥.

We claim that the implementation cannot enforce pairwise convergence be-

tween p1 and p2 in this state. The primary reason behind this claim is that correct

nodes p1 and p2 have observed inconsistent histories that cannot be reconciled with-

out requiring them to observe the concurrent writes w1 and w2 issued by the same

node f : a violation of the serial ordering for operations seen by correct node prop-

erty that must be enforced by fork-causal consistency and stronger semantics.

We prove our claim by arguing that no fork-causal HB graph exists for this

execution. For the sake of contradiction, assume that the implementation IS can

attain pairwise convergence. Let p1 and p2 exchange enough messages to become

pairwise converged. Issue reads r ′a,p1
and r ′a,p2

to object a at p1 and p2 respectively

and let these reads finish. Consider the admissible HB graphs for this execution.

We argue that in any fork-causal HB graph for this execution, wa and wb must be

shown as concurrent. Graphs that order these writes (w1 ≺ w2 or w2 ≺ w1) will not

be admissible because p1 has observed w1 without observing w2—its reads returned

w1 but not w2, while p2 has observed w2 without observing w1—its reads returned

w2 but not w1.

Now consider the response returned to reads r ′a,p1
and r ′a,p2

. From one way

convergence requirement, both these reads must return the same answer. Further-

more, because only one write wa has been issued to object a, the reads can either

return wa or ⊥.
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If these reads returns ⊥, then no fork-causal HB graph can satisfy the reads

return the most recent concurrent write property (FC2) at correct node p1 because

a later read r ′a,p1
by p1 is returning an answer than is older than that returned by an

earlier read ra,p1 by p1. Conversely, if the reads return wa , then from FC2, we must

have wa ≺ ra,p2 . Hence, no fork-causal HB graph can satisfy the serial ordering

for operations seen by correct node at correct node p2 because p2 has observed

concurrent operations wa and wb from the faulty node f .

4.5.3 VFJC is enforceable by an always-available and one-way convergent
implementation

Theorem 4.5.4 rules out implementations of fork-causal consistency and

stronger semantics that can be implemented by an always-available, one-way or

pairwise convergent implementations. We next answer the question: What consis-

tency can be provided using an always-available and one-way or pairwise conver-

gent implementation? In Section 4.5.1, we introduced view-fork-join-causal (VFJC)

consistency that we believe is close to the strongest enforceable semantics using

an always-available, and one-way convergent implementation in an environment

with Byzantine nodes. In this section, we show that VFJC is enforceable using an

always-available and one-way convergent implementation. We show this result by

construction by providing an implementation that enforces VFJC and is always-

available and one-way convergent. Note that because, every one-way convergent

implementation is also pairwise convergent, it follows that VFJC consistency can

also be implemented by an always-available and pairwise convergent implementa-

tion.
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1 Messages
2 Update := {NodeID nodeID , OID oid , Value value ,
3 S e t 〈Hash〉 prevUpdate}σnodeID

4 / / prevUpdate i s a s e t c o n t a i n i n g ha sh es
5 / / o f u p d a t e s t h a t were s u p e r s e d e d by u

7 S t a t e ( a t each node p )
8 S t a t e := {Set〈Hash〉lastWrites , Update lastLocalWrite ,
9 HashMap{oid , 〈Hash〉}store , Map{Hash,Update}log ,

10 NodeID myNodeID , S e t 〈NodeID〉 nodes , (Kp ,Ku )}

12 / / lastWrites : S e t s t o r i n g t h e hash o f
13 / / l a s t u n s u p e r s e d e d non l o c a l u p d a t e s
14 / / lastLocalWrite : l a s t l o c a l up da t e
15 / / store : Map s t o r i n g t h e s e t o f most
16 / / r e c e n t up da t e ha sh es f o r e v e r y o b j e c t o i d
17 / / log : map o f u p d a t e s r e c e i v e d i n d e x e d
18 / / by t h e i r ha sh es
19 / / (Kp ,Ku ) : RSA key p a i r f o r s i g n i n g

21 MyState := l o c a l s t a t e

23 Methods
24 synchronized f u n c t i o n read ( OID oid ) :
25 re turn MyState.store{oid}

27 synchronized f u n c t i o n write ( OID oid , Value value ) :
28 w r i t e I n t (MyState , oid , value )
29 c r e a t e V i e w (MyState )

31 f u n c t i o n writeInt ( S t a t e s , OID oid , Value value ) :
32 c r e a t e a new s i g n e d u p d a t e u such t h a t
33 u.prevUpdates := s.LastWrites ∪ s.LastLocalWrite
34 u.oid := oid
35 u.value := value
36 u.nodeID := myNodeID
37 re turn i n t A p p l y ( s , u )

39 f u n c t i o n send ( ) :
40 whi le ( t rue )
41 synchronized
42 Let T be a l i s t o f a l l u p d a t e s s o r t e d
43 i n an o r d e r i n which t h e y were added
44 to MyState.Log
45 foreach p ∈ MyState.nodes send T to p
46 s l e e p 30

48 synchronized f u n c t i o n pktApply ( S e t 〈Update〉pkt ) :
49 i f (pkt c o n t a i n s on ly view u p d a t e s )
50 re turn f a l s e
51 S t a t e t e s t S t a t e = MyState . copy ( )
52 i f ( i n t P k t A p p l y ( testState, pkt )
53 i n t P k t A p p l y (MyState, pkt )
54 e l s e re turn f a l s e
55 re turn true

57 f u n c t i o n intPktApply ( S t a t e s , S e t 〈Update〉pkt ) :
58 s t a t u s = t rue
59 foreach w ∈ pkt
60 s t a t u s = s t a t u s ∧ i n t A p p l y ( s,w )
61 s t a t u s = s t a t u s ∧ l a s t W r i t e V i e w s ( s )
62 i f ( s t a t u s ∧ c r e a t e V i e w ( s ) )
63 re turn true
64 e l s e re turn f a l s e

66 f u n c t i o n lastWritesViews ( S t a t e s )
67 / / r e t u r n t r u e i f a l l t h e u p d a t e s i n
68 / / s t a t e . l a s t W r i t e s are v iew u p d a t e s

70 f u n c t i o n intApply ( S t a t e s , Update u ) :
71 i f ( s . l o g . c o n t a i n s K e y ( Hash (u ) ) )
72 re turn true
73 e l s e i f ( v e r i f y ( s, u ) )
74 / / up da t e s t a t e
75 foreach l ∈ s.lastWrites
76 i f ( p r e c ( s, l , u ) )
77 s.lastWrites := s.lastWrites− {l}
78 i f (u.nodeID = s.myNodeID )
79 s.LastLocalWrite := u
80 e l s e
81 s.lastWrites := s.lastWrites ∪ {u}
82 s . l o g {Hash(w)} = u
83 foreach l ∈ s.Store[u.oid ]
84 i f ( p r e c ( s, l , u ) )
85 s.Store{u.oid} := s.Store{u.oid} − {l}
86 s.Store{u.oid} := s.Store{u.oid} ∪ {u}
87 e l s e
88 re turn f a l s e

90 f u n c t i o n verify ( S t a t e s , Update u ) :
91 re turn s i g n e d (u.nodeID , u ) ∧
92 h i s t o r y L o c a l ( s, u ) ∧
93 n o F a u l t y C h i l d ( s, u )

95 / / r e t u r n s i f t h e h i s t o r y o f u i s p r e s e n t
96 / / i n l o c a l h i s t o r y o f s t a t e s
97 f u n c t i o n historyLocal ( S t a t e s , Update u ) :
98 foreach v ∈ u.prevUpdates
99 i f ( s.log.containsKey(Hash(v)) )

100 re turn f a l s e
101 re turn true

103 / / r e t u r n s f a l s e i f none o f t h e immed ia t e
104 / / c h i l d or c r e a t o r o f w i s f a u l t y
105 f u n c t i o n noFaultyChild ( S t a t e s , Update u ) :
106 i f (u.nodeID 6∈ getFaulty(s, u) )
107 foreach c ∈ u.prevUpdates
108 i f (c.nodeID ∈ getFaulty(s, u) )
109 re turn true
110 re turn f a l s e

112 f u n c t i o n getFaulty ( S t a t e s , Update u ) :
113 / / r e t u r n t h e s e t o f n o d e I d s t h a t have
114 / / c o n c u r r e n t u p d a t e s t h a t p r e c e d e u
115 / / i n S t a t e s

117 / / r e t u r n s t r u e i f u o c c u r s i n h i s t o r y o f v
118 f u n c t i o n prec ( S t a t e s , Update u , Update v ) :
119 i f (v = ⊥ ) re turn f a l s e
120 foreach Hw ∈ v .prevUpdates
121 w = s . l o g {Hw }
122 i f (u = w)
123 re turn true
124 e l s e i f ( p r e c (s, u,w) )
125 re turn true
126 re turn f a l s e

128 / / c r e a t e s a v iew
129 f u n c t i o n createView ( S t a t e s ) :
130 re turn w r i t e I n t ( s , VIEW, VIEW)

Figure 4.13: Listing for a VFJC-consistent implementation.
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4.5.3.1 VFJC protocol

This protocol is based on three key ideas which are oriented towards ensur-

ing the desired properties of always-availability, one-way convergence, and VFJC

consistency. For always-availability, we require each node to maintain enough state

so that it can serve reads of arbitrary objects without needing to contact other nodes.

Similarly, a node should also be able to perform a write without consulting other

nodes. For one-way convergence, a node should be able to receive messages from

other correct nodes such that processing these messages makes the receiver aware

of all the operations that the sender is aware of. Finally, to ensure VFJC con-

sistency, we must ensure that each message carries enough information to guard

against faulty nodes and correct nodes must stop communicating with nodes that

are deemed to be faulty.

Figure 4.13 describes our VFJC implementation. For simplicity of the ex-

istentiality proof, the implementation described here is inefficient. Depot shows an

efficient implementation of a similar protocol.

At the core of our VFJC protocol is the standard log-exchange protocol

similar to the one used in Bayou [109], PRACTI [27], or Depot where each write

produces an update with an object identifier and the object value (lines 27-37). In

addition, each update contains a representation of its history to determine prece-

dence of updates. Our implementation makes this history tamper-evident by sign-

ing each update and attaching to each update u, a cryptographic hash of the most

recent update(s) that u supersedes (line 33). When computed recursively, the cryp-

tographic hash of this recent update set is sufficient to encode the entire history on

which an update purports to depend.

Each node also maintains a store (line 9) with the most recent update(s)

to each object (lines 83-86) and a log (line 9) that stores all the updates that the
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node has received or created (line 82). On a read of an object o, the node returns the

most recent update(s) to o from its local store without requiring any communication

(lines 24-25). Conversely, on a write, an update is created and added to the local

store and the local log at the issuing node (lines 27-29). Our implementation is able

to ensure availability because in our implementation, correct nodes do not need to

communicate with other nodes to complete reads or writes.

Nodes periodically exchange updates from their local logs; newly received

updates are appended to the local log and then used to update the local store of a

node, replacing any old updates that precede the new update (lines 48-55). Each

node in our implementation periodically sends its log to all other nodes to ensure

one-way convergence (lines 39-46).

Our protocol includes a number of mechanisms to safeguard against Byzan-

tine faulty nodes (lines 90-93). First, correct nodes check the received updates

against their local history to prevent omission and reordering (lines 97-101) and

to detect concurrent updates from the same node, a.k.a. forks (lines 111-114). Sec-

ond, nodes that produce forks are considered to be faulty (lines 111-114) and correct

nodes stop communicating directly with such nodes (line 93). Third, nodes ensure

that updates created by known faulty nodes are not accepted unless some other po-

tentially correct node has accepted them without knowing that they were created

by a faulty node (line 61). This relaxation of update checks (compared to existing

fork-X protocols [30, 32, 84, 85, 91, 106]) allows forked correct nodes to join forks

and ensure one-way convergence in our protocol. Conceptually, a node joins a fork

by treating forked writes by a faulty node as concurrent writes by different virtual

correct nodes [90]. This approach is appealing because we can reduce the problem

of Byzantine faults to the well-studied problem of handling concurrency and con-

flicts in optimistic consistency systems [28, 48, 64, 75, 116, 135]. Finally, to bound
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the number of forks, a node issues a view update when it receives updates from

another node. Intuitively, a view update is a proof issued by a node that none of the

updates it accepted were issued by known faulty nodes (line 29).

We next prove that our implementation ensures the CAC properties—Consistency

(VFJC consistency), availability (always-availability), and convergence (one-way

convergence). We prove this claim by showing that any run of our implementation

in Figure 4.13 is VFJC-consistent. Let ρ be a run of our implementation and e be

the corresponding execution. Recall that an execution e consists of a set of read

and write operations with a few additional fields associated with each operation.

Each write operation includes the nodeId, objId, value, startTime,

and endTime fields. The startTime and endTime are chosen using the real-

time when the operations start and end. Likewise, each read operation includes the

nodeId, objId, writeList, startTime, and endTime fields.

We prove that the execution e is VJFC-consistent by describing the con-

struction to produce a VFJC HB graph for e. We first define a precede relation (≺)

on the read and write operations in e (§4.5.3.2). We use this partial order to prove

that our implementation is (1) consistent (§4.5.3.4, Lemma 4.5.22)—by construct-

ing a VFJC HB graph , always-available (§4.5.3.5, Lemma 4.5.17)—by showing

that operations do not block, and one-way convergent (§4.5.3.6, Lemma 4.5.21)—

by showing that connected nodes can exchange updates (Lemma 4.5.20) and nodes

with identical updates return identical responses on reads (Lemma 4.5.19).

4.5.3.2 Defining a VFJC HB graph and precede relation

We define a HB graph by defining a precede (≺) relation. Recall that VFJC

HB graph contains vertices, called views, in addition to the vertices for read and

write operations. So, we first describe the process of creating these view vertices
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from a run of our implementation. A view vertex (also referred to as a view opera-

tion) corresponds to an invocation of the createView function in our execution

and contains only the nodeId field. We use the term vertices and operations inter-

changeably in our discussion.

We next define a set of accepted operations that will be included in the BFJC

HB graph. As per the requirement for VFJC consistency, we must ensure that all the

operations by correct nodes are part of our HB graph. In addition, we must ensure

that writes by faulty nodes that have been returned by some read are also included

in the HB graph. Definition 23 describes the set of accepted operations precisely.

Definition 23. A write operation w (or a view operation v ) is accepted by a correct

node p if p has added the corresponding update w (or v ) to the log at its local state.

Note that we make a distinction between when an update is added to the copy of

the log (e.g. line 52) vs when the update is added to the actual log (e.g. line 53).

Also note that a node directly adds the updates it has created to the actual log (lines

28− 29). A read operation r is accepted by a correct node p if r is issued by p.

Intuitively, our goal in defining the HB graph is to capture the data flow in

an execution by identifying the operations that precede a given operation. We use

two techniques to accomplish this goal. First, we use the history of a write or a

view to determine the set of write and view operations that precede it. As indicated

in pseudocode line 3, each update has a prevUpdates field that contains hashes

of all immediately superseded updates. This field can be used to compute all the

superseded updates using recursion as shown in Definition 24.

However, reads do not have a corresponding update. Hence, to order reads

with respect to writes, views, and other reads, we define an accept time for each

node p and each operation u in our system. Intuitively, the accept time tsp,u indi-

cates at which the node p completes processing of operation u. Using the accept
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time, we can order reads after all previously accepted operations. We next define

the history of an operation and the accept time of accepted operations for each

operation-node pair.

Definition 24. For an update u, define history of u (denoted by Hu) as a set of

updates such that ∀v ∈ Hu∃w1, w2, ..., wk : H (v) ∈ w1.prevUpdates , H (w1) ∈
w2.prevUpdates , ..., H (wk) ∈ v .prevUpdates . H (u) denotes the cryptographic hash

of update u.

Definition 25. The accept time for an operation v that is accepted by a correct node

p is denoted by tsp,v , and is defined as follows:

• For a read r issued by a correct node p, tsp,r indicates the real time when the

monitor lock was acquired in Step 24 (get method call) at p.

• For a write or view w accepted by a correct node p, tsp,w indicates the real

time when the intApply method was called to add w to p’s log.

• For all other operation-node tuples (v , p), tsp,v is undefined.

Recall that nodes issue at most one outstanding request in our model (§4.2).

Hence, we have the following corollaries that will prove useful in our proof later.

Corollary 4.5.5. For a read or write operation u, u.startTime < tspu ,u < u.endTime

(Recall that pu denotes the node at which the operation u was issued).

Corollary 4.5.6. For operations u, v issued at the same correct node p, u.startTime <

v .startTime ⇔ tsp,u < tsp,v .

After having defined the set of operations that will be included in the HB

graph and the ordering relations (accept time and history) that we will use to define
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our precedes relation, we next define our precede relation in two steps. First, we

define a PRED set for each operation in our execution. Then, using these PRED

sets, we define the precede relation as the transitive closure of the set containment

relation on PRED sets.

Definition 26. The set PREDv for an operation v accepted by a correct node is

defined as follows:

1. If v is a write/view operation accepted by some correct node then PREDv

includes all u : H (u) ∈ v .prevUpdates .

2. If v is a read operation issued by a correct node p, then PREDv includes all

operations u accepted by p such that tsp,u < tsp,v .

3. If v is a write operation issued by a correct node p, then PREDv includes all

read operations u accepted by p such that tsp,u < tsp,v .

4. For any other operation u, PREDu = φ.

We denote u ∈ PREDv as u ≺PRED v .

Definition 27. Define u precedes v (u ≺ v ) if

1. u ≺PRED v , or

2. u ≺PRED w and w ≺ v .

Given the definition of our precedence relation (Definition 27) and our PRED

sets (Definition 26), it is easy to see the corollary stated below. Intuitively, this corol-

lary states that each directed path from a read r at a node p to a non-local operation
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o at a node q(6= p) must go through a write w at p. We use this corollary in our proof

below to eliminate reads from paths in our HB graph. The paths without reads are

based solely on the history of updates (Definition 26) and hence easier to analyze;

the history of an update is verified by a correct node before accepting it.

Corollary 4.5.7. Writes follow reads in any directed path. Consider a directed

path r ≺PRED u1 ≺PRED ... ≺PRED uk . pr 6= puk
⇒ ∃l : 1 ≤ l < k ∧ pul

= pr ∧ ul

is a write/view operation.

4.5.3.3 Properties of our precedence relation

We now prove a number of properties of our precedence relation that we use

later to prove the safety and liveness properties of our implementation. We start by

showing that our precedence relation is acyclic, a key requirement for a VFJC HB

graph.

Lemma 4.5.8. The precedence relation (≺) is acyclic.

Proof. For the sake of contradiction, assume that a path C exists with a cycle:

u1 ≺PRED u2 ≺PRED ... ≺PRED uk ≺PRED u1. First consider the case when C

has no reads. Without loss of generality, assume that u1 was accepted first by a

correct node p. But for u1 to be accepted by a correct node p, the historyLocal

check should have passed for u1. However, for the historyLocal check to pass, p’s

log must contain uk , contradicting the assumption that u1 was accepted first.

Now consider a cycle with at least one read ui . We show that such a cycle

is not possible either. First, we note that pui must be correct because the PRED set

for reads by faulty nodes is empty. We further note that pui must have accepted ui−1

(from the definition of the PRED set for reads). We now split this cycle into the

maximum number of sub-paths C1, C2, ..., Cl such that
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1. Each sub-path starts and ends at an operation issued by some correct node.

2. No operation by a correct node is present inside any sub-path (i.e. operations

that are not end-points of a sub-path must be issued by faulty nodes).

3. Each sub-path ends at an operation at which the next sub-path begins.

Suppose the above procedure produces l sub-paths. Because the cycle C

contains a read, it must contain at least two operations that are issued by a correct

node (from Corollary 4.5.7, a read must be followed by a write by the same node).

Hence, our sub-path construction is feasible and it must produce at least two sub-

paths (l ≥ 2).

From the definition of PRED (Definition 26[2]), each sub-path of length

greater than 2 must contain only write/view operations at all positions except, per-

haps, the last position. The internal operations must be writes/views as they must

be issued by faulty nodes as per the sub-path construction constraint 2. The first

operation cannot be a read because it is included in the PRED set of an operation

by a faulty node; reads are only included in the PRED set of operations by correct

nodes.

Let sk , ek denote the starting and end vertices of a sub-path Ck . Now, we

make the following two claims about the accept time(s) of operations in these sub-

paths that together show that a cycle with one or more read operations is not possi-

ble:

Lemma 4.5.9. Accept times within a sub-path are in an increasing order. For

each sub-path Ck , we show that pek accepts sk and ek , and tspek
,sk < tspek

,ek .

Proof. The proof for this lemma is as follows. There are four types of sub-paths:

r ≺PRED r , r ≺PRED w , and w ≺PRED w ≺PRED ... ≺PRED w , w ≺PRED
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w ≺PRED w ≺PRED ... ≺PRED r , (from the construction of sub-paths), where w

denotes a view/write operation and r denotes a read operation. In the first two cases,

the desired result follows from the definition of PRED and from the fact that the

PRED set of reads is only non-empty for reads issued by correct nodes.

Next, consider a sub-path Ck of the third type: w1 ≺PRED w2 ≺PRED

... ≺PRED wi . We must have w1 ∈ w2.prevUpdates , w2 ∈ w3.prevUpdates , ..., wi−1 ∈
wi .prevUpdates from the definition of PRED for writes. Now, for the historyLocal

(Step 97) check to pass, w1 must have been accepted by pk prior to accepting w2.

Similarly w2 must have been accepted before w3 and so on. Therefore, we must

have tspek
,w1 < tspek

,w2 < ... < tspek
,wi . Hence, we get our desired result.

Finally, consider the last type of sub-path: w ≺PRED w1 ≺PRED ...wk ≺PRED

r . If this sub-path contains only two elements, w and r , then the desired result fol-

lows from the definition of PRED for reads. If the sub-path contains more than

two elements, then tspr ,wk
< tspr ,r , from the definition of PRED . And, tspr ,w <

tspr ,w1 < ... < tspr ,wk
following the argument similar to the third case: each

write/view must have been accepted before the prior write/view. Combining these,

we get our desired result.

Lemma 4.5.10. Accept times across sub-paths are in a non-decreasing order.

For consecutive sub-paths, Ck , Ck+1, tspek
,ek ≤ tspek+1

,sk+1
.

Proof. We start by noting that ek = sk+1—requirement 3 in the sub-path construc-

tion. If pek = pek+1
then the above claim follows trivially as tspek

,ek = tspek+1
,sk+1

. If

pek 6= pek+1
then ek cannot be a read operation from Corollary 4.5.7. Hence ek must

be a view/write operation. In this case, we must have tspek
,ek < tspek+1

,ek as it will

take some finite time for ek to propagate from the issuing node pek to the receiving

node pek+1
.
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Combining Lemma 4.5.9 and Lemma 4.5.10, we get that tspe1 ,s1 < tspe1 ,e1 ≤
tspe2 ,s2 < tspe2 ,e2 ≤ ... ≤ tspel

,sl < tspel
,el ≤ tspe1 ,s1 . Since l ≥ 2, the above real

time assignment is not feasible and hence, by contradiction, no cycles with one or

more read can exist. Combining this result with the argument earlier that cycles

without reads are not possible, we get that no cycles can exist in our HB graph built

using the precede relation.

We next show updates performed by correct nodes supersede all prior up-

dates accepted by that correct node. This lemma will help us in proving the serial

ordering at correct nodes and reads return the latest preceding concurrent writes

requirements of VFJC consistency.

Lemma 4.5.11. New updates supersede older ones. Let w1 be a write/view oper-

ation accepted by a correct node p, and w2 be a write/view operation issued by p.

Then, tsp,w1 < tsp,w2 ⇒ w1 ∈ Hw2 .

Proof. If w1 ∈ w2.prevUpdates , then the desired result follows. Now, consider

the case when w1 6∈ w2.prevUpdates . p had accepted w1 when it issued w2 and

hence w1 must have been added to the lastWrites. So, for v to be removed from

lastWrites , p must have applied a series of updates v1, v2, ..., vl such that w1 ∈
v1.prevUpdates , v1 ∈ v2.prevUpdates , ..., vl ∈ w2.prevUpdates . Hence, w1 ∈ Hw2 .

Our next lemma show that our precedence relation respects the serial order-

ing requirement of VFJC consistency.

Lemma 4.5.12. Serial ordering at correct nodes. If pv = pv ′ and pv is correct,

then tspv ,v < tspv ,v ′ ⇔ v ≺ v ′.
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Proof. “if”. tspv ,v < tspv ,v ′ ⇒ v ≺ v ′. Recall that we assume that no outstanding

operations are issued at any node (Section 4.2). If either v or v ′ is a read, then

the desired result follows from Definition 26[2,3]. Otherwise if both v and v ′ are

non-reads then tspv ,v < tspv ,v ′ ⇒ v ∈ Hv ′ ⇒ v ≺ v ′ (using Lemma 4.5.11 and

Definition 26[1]).

“only if”. tspv ,v < tspv ,v ′ ⇐ v ≺ v ′. Both v and v ′ are performed by the same cor-

rect node and we know that operations performed by a node have non-overlapping

execution times in our execution. Therefore we must have either tspv ,v < tspv ,v ′ or

tspv ,v ′ < tspv ,v . If tspv ,v < tspv ,v ′ then the desired follows. If not, then by the “if”

part shown above, we must have v ′ ≺ v . Combining v ′ ≺ v with v ≺ v ′, we get

that our precedence relation must be cyclic violating Lemma 4.5.8. Therefore, by

contradiction, this scenario is not possible.

Lemma 4.5.13. Precedes implies containment in history. Let w2 be a write/view

operations accepted by a correct node p, then w1 ≺ w2 ⇒ w1 ∈ Hw2 .

Proof. Consider the path with fewest reads: w1 ≺PRED u1 ∧ u1 ≺PRED u2 ∧
...uk ≺PRED w2. If the operations in this path are writes then Lemma 4.5.13 fol-

lows from the definition of history (Definition 24) and the definition of PRED for

writes (Definition26[1]).

In the remaining part of this proof, we will show by contradiction that there

must exist a path with no reads. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, assume that

the path with fewest reads has m(> 0) reads. Let ul be one of the reads. Using

Corollary 4.5.7, there must exist a later write uj such that puj = pul
= p, where p

is correct (only reads from correct nodes are included in the definition of PRED)

and tsp,ul
< tsp,uj (from serial ordering at correct nodes—Lemma 4.5.12). Now,

consider the following two cases on ul−1.
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ul−1 is a read. In this case, pul−1
= p because only local reads are included in the

PRED set for reads. Furthermore, we must also have ul−1 ≺PRED uj from

the definition of PRED for writes. Now we can construct an alternative path

from w1 to w2 that does not have the read ul : w1 ≺PRED u1 ∧ u1 ≺PRED

u2 ∧ ...∧ ul−1 ≺PRED uj ∧ ...uk ≺PRED w2. This path will have one less read

than the earlier path because we have removed the read ul , contradicting the

assumption that our path has fewest reads.

ul−1 is not a read. In this case, we must have ul−1 ∈ Huj (from Lemma 4.5.11).

From the definition of PRED (Definition 26[1]) and precedes (Definition 27),

it follows that we must have a set of writes v1...vm such that ul−1 ≺PRED

v1 ≺PRED ... ≺PRED vm ≺PRED uj . Again, we can construct an alternative

path from w1 to w2 with at least one less read than the earlier path, contradict-

ing the assumption that our path has fewest reads.

Hence, by contradiction, it must be the case that the path with fewest reads has no

reads in which case our desired result follows.

Lemma 4.5.14. Correct nodes accept operations in≺ order. If w is a write/view

and v is an operation accepted by a correct node p, then w ≺ v ⇒ tsp,w < tsp,v .

Proof. By induction on the number of reads in the path Cmin with the fewest reads:

w ≺PRED u1 ≺PRED u2 ≺PRED ... ≺PRED uk ≺PRED v . If all the operations are

writes (base case), then Lemma 4.5.14 is true because of the historyLocal check

in the verify function in the pseudocode: p will only accept v when it has already

accepted uk , and p will only accept uk when it has already accepted uk−1 and so on.

Hence, p must have accepted w before v which gives us our desired result.
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Suppose the lemma holds true for up to m reads by induction hypothesis.

Consider the case when the path with fewest reads has m + 1 reads. We examine

two cases.

Case 1: v is a read. If the number of elements in the path is two, the result follows

from the definition of PRED for reads. If the number of elements is more than

two, we have uk ∈ PREDv . Because v is a read operation, it follows from

the definition of PRED for reads that tsp,uk
< tsp,v . We also have w ≺ uk

with one less read in the path. Hence, from the induction hypothesis, we have

tsp,w < tsp,uk
. Combining these two results, we get our desired result.

Case 2: v is not a read. From Lemma 4.5.13, we get that there must exist writes

u1...um such that w ≺PRED u1 ≺PRED ... ≺PRED um ≺PRED v giving a path

with no reads. Hence, from the induction hypothesis, we have tsp,w < tsp,uk
.

Combining these cases, we get our desired result.

4.5.3.4 Consistency

We next prove that our protocol enforces VFJC consistency by showing that

any execution of our protocol can be mapped to a VFJC HB graph.

Lemma 4.5.15. VFJC consistency lemma. Every execution of the pseudocode in

Figure 4.13 is VFJC consistent.

Proof. Let e be an arbitrary execution of the pseudocode in Figure 4.13. We next

describe the construction of a VFJC HB graph for e. Consider the graph G con-

structed using the precedence relation as follows:
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1. G contains vertices for all operations accepted by some correct node. In par-

ticular, G contains vertices for all operations issued by a correct node and

writes/views by faulty nodes that have been accepted by some correct node.

2. G contains a directed edge from a vertex u to v if u → v .

We make the following observation about our constructed graph G .

Observation 4.5.16. It is easy to see that for any two vertices u and v , u ≺G v ⇔
u ≺ v . We do not introduce paths between vertices that do not have paths and

likewise, we do not disrupt connectivity between vertices that were connected in

the precedence relation. Given this equivalence, we use u precedes v (u ≺ v ) to

imply that u precedes v in the HB graph G (u ≺G v ) and vice-versa.

Now, we need to show that the resulting graph is acyclic and upholds the

conditions of a VFJC HB graph.

G is acyclic. Follows from Lemma 4.5.8 which showed that the precedence rela-

tion is acyclic and from Observation 4.5.16.

Serial ordering for operations by correct nodes. If v .nodeID = v ′.nodeID

and nodeIDv is correct, then v .startTime < v ′.startTime ⇔ v ≺G v ′. Let p =

nodeIDv = nodeIDv ′ . Now, from Corollary 4.5.5, we know that v .endTime <

v ′.startTime ⇒ tsp,v < tsp,v ′ . Furthermore, because our implementation issues

at most one request at a time, it follows that tsp,v < tsp,v ′ ⇒ v .startTime <

v ′.startTime. Combining these results, we get the following temporal equivalence

property: tsp,v < tsp,v ′ ⇔ v .startTime < v ′.startTime.
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Now, combining Lemma 4.5.12 with Observation 4.5.16, we get the fol-

lowing serial ordering property based on accept times: tsp,v < tsp,v ′ ⇔ v ≺G v ′.

Combing this serial ordering property with the temporal equivalence property de-

rived in the previous paragraph, we get our desired serial ordering property based

on the startTime(s) of operations.

Reads return the latest preceding concurrent writes. For any vertex r corre-

sponding to a read operation of object objId, r ’s writeList wl contains all writes w

of objId that precede r in G and that have not been overwritten by another write of

objId that both follows w and precedes r :

w ∈ r .wl ⇔ (w ≺G r ∧ w .objId = r .objId) ∧ (6 ∃w ′ : (w ≺G w ′ ≺G

r ∧ w ′.objId = r .objId))

“if”. w ∈ r .wl ⇒ (w ≺G r ∧ w .objId = r .objId) ∧ (6 ∃w ′ : w ≺G w ′ ≺G

r ∧ w ′.objId = r .objId .

First, we will prove that w precedes r and w updates the object with id objId .

A correct node p issues a read r to object id objId that returns a set wl of

writes. Reads to an object id oId , return the value of the store map for key oId

(line 25). We make two observations. First, w must be a write to the object id

objId because only writes to object id objId are added to the store map entry

for objId (line 86). Second, w ∈ r .wl implies that w must have been accepted

by p before it issued r (i.e. tsp,w < tsp,r ); writes are first added to the log and

then to the store (as described in the applyInt function) and the monitor lock

must be released before processing a subsequent read r . From the definition

of PRED for reads (Definition 26[2]), tsp,w < tsp,r ⇒ w ≺PRED r . From

the definition of precede, we have w ≺ r and hence, w ≺G r .
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Next, we will show that there does not exist another write w ′ to the object

Id objId such that w precedes w ′ and w ′ precedes r . Suppose, for the sake

of contradiction, there exists w ′ such that w ≺G w ′ ≺G r . From Observa-

tion 4.5.16 we must have w ≺ w ′ ≺ r and from Lemma 4.5.14, w ′ should

have been accepted by p after it has accepted w but before it issued r . Further-

more, w ≺ w ′ ⇒ w ∈ Hw ′ from Lemma 4.5.13. Hence the prec invocation at

line 84 must have returned true. Therefore, by pseudocode line 85, p would

have removed w from the store map entry for object id objId on accepting w ′

and would not have returned w on read r contradicting the assumption that w

was returned on the read r . Hence, by contradiction, this case is true.

“only if”. w ∈ wl ⇐ w ≺G r ∧ 6 ∃w ′ : w ≺G w ′ ≺G r . For the sake of con-

tradiction assume that the read r ’s writeList wl does not include the write w .

Let p be the correct node that issued r . w ≺G r implies w ≺ r (Observa-

tion 4.5.16), which in turn implies that, from Lemma 4.5.14, p received w

before issuing read r . Therefore, by the pseudocode Step 86, w must have

been added to the store map with the key as objId . Suppose that a subse-

quent write w ′, accepted by p, removes w from the store at pseudocode line

86. For this removal, we must have w .objId = objId and the prec invocation

at line 85 must have returned true. Therefore, by the PRED construction for

writes/views (Definition 26[1]), we must have w ≺ w ′ and hence w ≺G w ′.

Also, by construction (Definition 26[2]), w ′ ≺ r and hence w ′ ≺G r . But

the precondition in our desired result precludes such a write w ′. Therefore,

by contradiction, the read r must have returned the write w .

Sharing with correct nodes. If there exists an edge from a vertex v1 at p1 to a

vertex v2 at p2 then both p1 and p2 are correct in the projection of vertex v2. Recall
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that a node p is correct in the projection of a vertex v if vertices of node p in the

subgraph Gv are totally ordered.

We first show that p1 must be correct in the view of vertex v2. Suppose,

for the sake of contradiction, that p1 is faulty in the view of vertex v2. p1 cannot

be a correct node because a correct node must be correct in the projection of all

vertices—VFJC1 requirement of the VFJC consistency. Recall that only writes

and views from faulty nodes are included in the HB graph. Therefore, v1 must be a

write or a view vertex. Now, consider the following two cases:

1. v2 is a view/write operation: We claim that we must have v1 ∈ v2.prevUpdates;

otherwise there exists some other write/view operation v such that v1 ≺ v ≺
v2 violating the assumption that v1 and v2 are connected through an edge.

Now, consider when a correct node p accepted v2. p must have checked that

nodes that issued updates in v2.prevUpdates are correct in the projection of

v2 from the check in noFaultyChild function. Therefore, none of the updates

in v2.prevUpdates can be from a node that is faulty in the projection of v2.

2. v2 is a read operation: p2 must be correct because we do not include read

operations by faulty nodes. Since, p2 is correct and p1 is faulty, they can only

be connected by a non-local edge. Now, consider when v1 was accepted by p2.

After processing the packet that contains v1, p2 must have performed a view

operation v (From Step 62) and hence v1 ≺ v (from Lemma 4.5.11). The read

v2 must be performed after the view operation completes. Hence, we must

have that v ≺ v2 (from the definition of PRED for reads). Combining these

two observations, we must have v1 ≺ v ≺ v2, contradicting the assumption

that v1 and v2 are connected through a non-local edge.
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Next, we show that p2 must be correct in the view of vertex v1. Again, for

the sake of contradiction, assume that p2 is faulty. As in the previous case, p2 must

be a faulty node for this contradiction to be true; correct nodes are correct in all

views. So, v2 must be a write/view operation from our construction of HB graph.

Furthermore, if p2 is faulty in the view of v1, it must also be faulty in the view

of vertex v2; subgraph Gv2 is a superset of the subgraph Gv1 . Now, we argue that

v2 cannot be accepted by any correct node (owing to line 106), contradicting the

assumption that v2 is included in the HB graph.

4.5.3.5 Availability

We next show that our implementation is always-available for operations

issued by correct nodes. To do so, we show that all invocations of read and write

methods in our pseudocode complete successfully. The intuition behind this claim is

that our protocol does not force nodes to communicate with other nodes to complete

an operation: reads can be completed by just reading the local state while writes

require both reading and writing the local state. Therefore, operations by correct

nodes must complete. Lemma 4.5.17 formalizes this intuition.

Lemma 4.5.17. VFJC availability theorem. The pseudocode in Figure 4.13 is

always-available for reads and writes by correct nodes.

Proof. We first observe that invocations of the write and read methods do not re-

quire any communication with other nodes before returning in our implementation

described in Figure 4.13. Hence, a node does not have to block waiting for a mes-

sage from another node. Furthermore, because nodes perform a bounded number

of operations while holding the shared lock, they must release the lock in a finite
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and bounded amount of time. This argument suffices for reads because as per our

definition of accept (Definition 25), all reads created by a correct node are accepted.

We need to show one additional property for writes: the update corresponding to a

write and the view update created after applying the write will be accepted by the

issuing correct node.

We first claim that the lastWrites set at a correct node is always empty after

the lock is released in our pseudocode. The proof for this claim is as follows. Ini-

tially, the lastWrites set must be empty. After a successful invocation of the write

method, it will again be empty as the new view update (line 29) will supersede all

previous entries. Similarly, after a successful packet receipt, the lastWrites set will

again be empty as the new view update (line 62) will supersede all previous entries.

Next we claim that the new write update and the following view update

created on a write method invocation will be successfully applied. (1) The history-

Local check (line 92) will pass as the prevUpdates is assigned from lastWrites and

lastLocalWrites; both these sets contain updates that have already been accepted.

(2) The noFaultyChild check (line 93) will pass because the only update in the pre-

vUpdates is from the correct node that is creating the update children. (3) Finally,

the signed check (line 91) will pass because a correct node will correctly sign the

update. Hence, the update and the view update will both be accepted and applied to

the log, ensuring that subsequent reads return the values written by these writes.

4.5.3.6 Convergence

Finally, we show that our implementation is one-way convergent. We de-

signed our protocol to permit any pair of correct connected nodes to exchange

updates. Furthermore, in our protocol, different correct nodes use the same prec

relation to decide precedence. The former property ensures that correct connected
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nodes will receive the same set of updates while the latter ensures that nodes that

have received identical set of updates will return identical responses on reads.

Our proof roughly corresponds to the intuition above. We first show that

nodes that have observed identical set of updates will return identical responses

on reads of identical objects (Lemma 4.5.19). Next, we show that any pair of cor-

rect connected nodes can achieve a state where they have observed identical set of

updates (Lemma 4.5.20). Combining these results, we get that any pair of correct

connected nodes can achieve one-way convergence (Lemma 4.5.21).

Lemma 4.5.18. Identical updates imply identical precedence. Let e be an exe-

cution in which correct nodes p and q have accepted identical updates. Let p and

q issue reads rp and rq respectively to an object o. For a view/write operation u, u

precedes rq iff u precedes rp .

Proof. We first prove the “only if” part of this lemma. u ≺ rq implies tsq,u < tsq,rq

(Using Lemma 4.5.14: correct nodes accept operations in≺ order). tsq,u < tsq,rq ⇒
tsp,u < tsp,rp (from the assumption that they have accepted identical updates when

they issued rp and rq respectively). tsp,u < tsp,rp ⇒ u ≺ rp from the definition

of the PRED set for reads (Definition 26[2]). Similarly, we can prove the “if”

part.

Lemma 4.5.19. Identical updates imply identical responses. Correct nodes p

and q that have accepted identical updates, return identical responses on reads of

the same object. (w ∈ rp .writeList ⇔ w ∈ rq .writeList).

Proof. Let e be an execution in which correct nodes p and q have accepted identical

updates. Now, let p and q issue reads rp and rq respectively to an object o. We first

prove the “only if” part of this lemma.
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Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that w ∈ rp .writeList∧w 6∈ rq .writeList .

We know from VFJC2, that w ≺ rq and using Lemma 4.5.18, we get that w ≺ rp .

So, for rp to not return w , there must exist a write w ′ to object o such that w ≺ w ′ ≺
rp (from VFJC2—reads return the latest preceding concurrent writes) . Again using

Lemma 4.5.18, we get that w ′ ≺ rq . But this contradicts VFJC2 for the read rq per-

formed by the correct node q : there exists a write w ′ such that w ≺ w ′ ≺ rq and yet,

the read rq to object o returned w . Therefore, by contradiction, no such w ′ can exist

and all the writes in rp .writeList must also be present in the rq .writeList . Similarly,

we can prove the “if” part of this lemma and obtain our desired result.

Lemma 4.5.20. Correct connected nodes accumulate updates. A correct node q

processes an update packet T from a correct node p that generated the packet T

when it has accepted updates Up . We claim Up ⊆ Uq after q processes the packet

T irrespective of whether T was accepted or rejected by q .

Proof. Let Upre be the set of updates that q has accepted prior to receiving T . If

Up ⊆ Upre then the desired result follows as updates are never removed from a

node’s log.

Consider the case when Up 6⊆ Upre . Its easy to see that the desired condition

(Up ⊆ Uq ) must become true if the packet is successfully applied; all the updates

in Up will be added to Uq , thereby forcing the desired condition. We next show that

the packet must indeed be successfully applied. By way of contradiction, consider

the reasons for rejection of the packet T .

An update fails the verify check (line 73) in the intApply function (line 60). Let u

be the first update (if any) that fails the verify check in the intApply function. p

is a correct node and it accepted the update u. Therefore, u must have a valid
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signature that the correct node q should also be able to verify. Hence, the

signed check must pass (line 91). The historyLocal check (line 92) must also

be satisfied for the following reason. When p accepted u, its log included all

updates included in the prevUpdates set of u. Hence, all these updates must

be present in the list T . Furthermore, all updates in the prevUpdates set of u

must be ordered before u in T ; p accepted these updates prior to accepting u

and T is sorted based on the accept time of updates. Finally, because u is the

first rejected update, it follows that all updates in the prevUpdates set of u

were accepted and added to the log. Therefore, the historyLocal check cannot

fail for u. The noFaultyChild check (line 93) must also pass because u’s chil-

dren (updates whose hashes are included in u.prevUpdates) must be correct

in the projection of u as otherwise, the correct node p would have rejected u.

Hence, by contradiction, no such update u can exist.

The lastWriteViews check fails at Step 61. We next show that this is not possible.

We first claim that each correct node satisfies the following last-write-view

invariant: at each correct node r , there must exist a view update v such that

for all updates v(6= u) in r ’s log, prec(u, v) = true. The argument behind

this claim is as follows. If the last operation executed at r was a write, then

the result follows from pseudocode Step 29 and the availability requirement

that the view operation will not be rejected. If the last operation was a suc-

cessful packet application (pktApply—line 48), then the result follows from

pseudocode Step 60. Reads and failed packet applications do not result in

any state change and hence do not affect the validity of the last-write-view

invariant. Therefore, the last-write-view invariant must hold true.

Now we argue that the lastWriteViews check must pass. Consider when q

processes p’s packet: the lastUpdate will consist of a view update from the
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correct node p and (optionally) a view update from q . Hence, the lastWrite-

View check at node q must pass as the lastWrite set and lastLocalWrite set

will together contain at most two updates from p and q , both of which will be

view updates from the last-write-view invariant.

The intApply check (line 70) invoked from the createView method (line 62) fails.

We show that the intApply check invoked from the line 62 at the correct node

q for the application of packet T must succeed. Let v be the new view up-

date created in the invocation of the createView method. From line 33, v ’s

prevUpdates set will contain updates from the lastWrite set and the lastLo-

calWrite. As argued above, the lastWrite set and the lastLocalWrite set at

q will together contain at most two view updates from p and q . Hence the

noFaultyChild check must pass for v as both p and q are correct. Similarly,

the historyLocal check must also pass because all the updates in prevUpdates

set of the new view operation have already been applied to log. Finally, the

signed check must also pass because the view update will be properly signed

by the correct node q who creates the update.

Lemma 4.5.21. VFJC convergence theorem. The pseudocode listing 1 is one-way

convergent.

Proof. Lemma 4.5.20 shows that by two one-way transfers of update packets, any

two correct connected nodes can reach a state where both of them have identical set

of updates in their logs. Lemma 4.5.19 shows that correct nodes that have accepted

identical updates will return identical responses on reads. Intuitively, we can com-

bine these two lemmas to argue that our system is one-way convergent because it
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can force two correct connected nodes to attain a converged state, in which reads

to identical objects return identical responses, by using two one-way transfers of

update packets. We next make this intuition precise.

In particular, we argue that by one one-way transfer of updates from p to q ,

two correct connected nodes p and q can reach an intermediate state with the fol-

lowing property. In this intermediate state, q will eventually send an update packet

to p such that after applying q’s packet, both p and q will have accepted an iden-

tical set of updates and hence will return identical responses on reads of identical

objects (from Lemma 4.5.19). Therefore, the intermediate state must be a semi-

pairwise converged state for p and q and our implementation must be one-way

convergent.

4.5.3.7 CAC achievability with Byzantine participants

Theorem 4.5.22. Byzantine CAC achievability theorem. View fork join causal

(VFJC) consistency can be enforced by an always-available and one-way conver-

gent implementation in presence of Byzantine faulty participants.

Proof. Consider the implementation described by the pseudocode in Figure 4.13.

Lemma 4.5.21 shows that the implementation is one-way convergent, Lemma 4.5.17

shows that the implementation is always-available, and Lemma 4.5.22 shows that

the implementation admits VFJC consistent executions. Furthermore, the imple-

mentation admits Byzantine faulty participants. Combining these results, we get

that VFJC is enforceable by an always-available, one-way convergent implementa-

tion in presence of Byzantine participants.

The following corollary follows from knowing that in absence of Byzantine

nodes, VFJC consistency reduces to natural causal consistency.
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Corollary 4.5.23. CAC achievability. Natural causal consistency can be enforced

by an always-available and one-way convergent implementation if all failures are

omission failures.

Next we note that a one-way convergent implementation is also pairwise

convergent. Therefore, the following corollaries follows.

Corollary 4.5.24. Pairwise Byzantine CAC achievability. View fork join causal

(VFJC) consistency can be enforced by an always-available and pairwise conver-

gent implementation in presence of Byzantine faulty participants.

Corollary 4.5.25. Pairwise CAC achievability. Natural causal consistency can be

enforced by an always-available and pairwise convergent implementation if all fail-

ures are omission failures.

4.5.4 Bounding forks in VFJC consistency

In this section, we show that VFJC consistency can bound the number of

forks, in addition to the set of forks, that are admitted in an execution. Our proof

exploits the properties of the VFJC HB graph to identify a bound on the number of

forks that correct nodes can observe.

We first define precisely what it means for a correct node to observe a fork.

Recall that a fork is a directed path from a root of the fault-tree to the leaf and

the fault-tree is derived from the HB graph. We next define a few terms that help

simplify the description of our proof.

Definition 28. Observing a fork. A fork f is said to be observed by a correct node

p if p has observed a vertex v that belongs to the fork f such that v does not belong

to any other fork.
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Definition 29. Disconnected HB graph. A HB graph in which there are no out-

going edges originating at correct nodes is called a disconnected HB graph. Note

that in a disconnected HB graph, no path exists from a vertex at a correct node to

another vertex at some other correct node.

Definition 30. Maximally-forked HB graph. A HB graph that has the maxi-

mum number of forks for a given number of correct and faulty nodes is called a

maximally-forked HB graph.

We next derive a few lemmas to aid the derivation of our upper bound. We

start by showing that it is sufficient to limit our search for maximally-forked HB

graphs to disconnected HB graphs because there exists a disconnected HB graph

that is maximally-forked (Lemma 4.5.26). We then argue that in a maximally-forked

HB graph, correct nodes must observe independent forks (Lemma 4.5.27). Finally,

we derive a recursion on the fork bound of HB graphs by showing that a maximally-

forked HB graph with one correct node consists of subgraph that are also maximally

forked (Lemma 4.5.28). Using this recursion, we derive our fork-bound theorem for

VFJC consistency (Theorem 4.5.29).

Lemma 4.5.26. There exists a maximally-forked and disconnected HB graph.

For any number of correct and faulty nodes, there exists a maximally-forked and

disconnected HB graph.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary HB graph that is maximally-forked. Now remove the

outgoing edges from the correct nodes to construct a disconnected HB graph. It is

easy to see that this transformation does not reduce the number of forks observed

by correct nodes. The number of forks is defined by the total number of branches of

faulty nodes observed by all correct nodes taken together. While this transformation
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may affect the number of forks observed by a particular correct node, it does not

affect the overall set of forks observed by all correct nodes taken together; the path

from the faulty node that created a fork to the first correct node that observed that

fork is still preserved. Note that the resulting graph is disconnected by construction

and maximally-forked from the argument presented above. Hence the desired result.

We next derive the upper bound on the number of forks that can be observed

by correct nodes in a VFJC execution. Let MaxFork(c, f ) denotes the maximum

number of distinct forks (from any faulty node) observed by correct nodes in any

execution of a system with c correct nodes and f Byzantine faulty nodes.

Lemma 4.5.27. Correct nodes observe independent forks in a maximally-forked

HB graph. MaxFork(c, f ) ≤ c·MaxFork(1, f ).

Proof. We know from Lemma 4.5.26 that there exists a disconnected HB graph for

each combination of correct and faulty nodes that is maximally-forked. So, we focus

our attention on disconnected HB graphs in this proof. Let G be a disconnected HB

graph that is maximally-forked for c correct and f faulty nodes. We now make two

observations. First, because G is maximally-forked, no two correct nodes should

observe the same fork; exposing the same fork to multiple correct node does not

add to the total number of forks. Second, because the HB graph is disconnected, to

each correct node it appears like a HB graph for 1 correct node and f faulty node.

Combining these observations, we make two claims. First, each correct node

p will observe at most MaxFork(1, f ) forks with f faulty nodes. Second, because

forks produced for different correct nodes must be different in a maximally-forked
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HB graph, we can have a maximum of c · MaxFork(1, f ) forks in a maximally-

forked HB graph with c correct nodes and f Byzantine faulty nodes. Hence, the

desired result.

Lemma 4.5.28. MaxFork recursion lemma for VFJC HB graph. MaxFork(1, f ) ≤
2·MaxFork(1, f − 1) + 1.

Proof. Let G be a maximally-forked, disconnected, and VFJC-consistent HB graph.

Let u be the last operation from a faulty node that was observed by the lone cor-

rect node p. Let v be the earliest vertex at p such that u → v . Let Gv denote the

projection of the graph G such that Gv contains all vertices w : w ≺G v and all

edges connecting these vertices. Since p is the only correct node in G , and u is the

last operation accepted by p in G , we know that (1) pu must be correct in v (Defini-

tion 22[VFJC3]), (2) all operations by pu in G must be totally ordered and precede

u.

Observe that Gv looks like a HB graph with 2 correct nodes and f −1 faulty

nodes. Hence, from Lemma 4.5.27, the maximum number of forks that these two

correct nodes can observe in such a HB graph is 2·MaxFork(1, f − 1). It follows

that that maximum number of forks from the f − 1 faulty nodes that the correct

node p can observe must also be bounded by 2·MaxFork(1, f − 1). Finally, note

that p observes a fork from pu , without recognizing it as a fork yet, in addition to

the 2·MaxFork(1, f −1) forks that it did recognize. Combining these observations,

the maximum number of forks that a correct node can observe in presence of f

Byzantine faulty nodes is 2·MaxFork(1, f − 1) + 1.

Theorem 4.5.29. VFJC bounds forks. In a VFJC HB graph for f faulty nodes and

c correct nodes, at most c · (2f − 1) distinct forks can be observed by correct nodes.
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Proof. From Lemma 4.5.28, we have MaxFork(1, f ) = 2·MaxFork(1, f − 1) + 1.

Solving this recursive relation using the base case of MaxFork(1, 1) = 1, we get

MaxFork(1, f ) ≤ 2f − 1. Combining this with the result of Lemma 4.5.27, we get

MaxFork(c, f ) ≤ c· (2f − 1).

4.6 Discussion

We started this research with the goal of strengthening the CAP theorem to

prove the conjecture that causal consistency is the strongest semantics achievable

with high availability. We also wanted to prove a similar bound using fork-join-

causal consistency for environments with Byzantine nodes. Ultimately, our final

results differ from our intended results in several ways that we discuss below.

• Why did we introduce the CAC formulation instead of using the CAP formu-

lation? Why did we introduce an explicit convergence requirement and why

did we omit the partition-tolerance requirement?

• Why causal consistency is not the strongest achievable consistency? Why did

we introduce natural causal consistency?

• Why did we use one-way convergence instead of two-way convergence or

eventual consistency?

• Why do we not have a tight bound for environments with Byzantine failures?

We now discuss the key insight behind these differences and sketch a few

interesting questions that are open for further research.
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Why CAC and not CAP? The CAP result talks about consistency, availability,

and partition-resilience. Why do we instead talk about the CAC properties? We

discuss a few aspects that motivated this divergence from the CAP result.

First, the CAP (consistency, availability, partition-resilience) formulation

mixes properties (consistency and availability) with the system model (network re-

liability assumptions). In our formulation, we decouple the model from the proper-

ties so that we can separately consider bounds on properties achievable under both

omission and Byzantine failure models.

Furthermore, in our formulation, always availability corresponds to the AP

(availability despite partitions) properties in the CAP formulation.

Second, we explicitly add convergence to the availability and consistency

properties in our tradeoff. Convergence property is the key innovation of this work

and we need convergence to explore a wide range of consistency semantics in a

useful manner. The CAP theorem does not explicitly consider convergence because

it is concerned with linearizability as its consistency requirement and linearizability

embeds a strong convergence requirement; completed operations become immedi-

ately visible to all subsequent reads. In contrast, even slightly weaker consistency

semantics such as sequential consistency can be implemented in a non-convergent

way by returning stale responses on reads. The need for an explicit convergence

requirement becomes even more apparent when we examine weaker semantics like

causal consistency.

Finally, we note a key similarity between CAP and CAC tradeoffs: both

these results assume an arbitrary workload. Both CAP and CAC results can be

strengthened, if workload can be restricted. For example, one can indeed provide

strong consistency despite network partitions if objects are partitioned among nodes

and a node is only permitted to issue reads and writes to objects in its partition.
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Open questions. There are strong consistency semantics that are incomparable

with linearizability but that seem “unnatural” [52] (e.g., always return the original

value of an object regardless of what writes occur.) Perhaps convergence provides

a principled way to prefer some strong semantics over others? Is linearizability the

strongest semantic for some natural convergence requirement?

As the CAP theorem indicates, different system models yield different trade-

offs; a CAC-M framework would generalize CAC by exposing the model as a pa-

rameter. CAP and this paper showed consistency-availability trade-offs for an un-

reliable network with Byzantine and omission failures. What other bounds on con-

sistency exist under different availability requirements (e.g., wait, lock, or obstruc-

tion freedom), convergence requirements (e.g., two-way convergent or eventually

consistent), or environment models? For example, we conjecture that weak fork-

linearizability [30] is the strongest consistency semantics that can be enforced with

a Byzantine faulty server if wait-freedom is desired when the server is correct.

Why is causal not the strongest? Here we illustrate the happens before graph

for an execution that is causal but not natural causal. As before, only the relevant

details are shown for brevity. An implementation could produce this execution by,

for example, deciding that a write by the node with the lowest nodeID dominates

other causally-concurrent updates.

w2(X = 5)

w1(X = 3)
p1

p2

r1(X) = 3

real time

(a) Causal execution

w1

r1w2

(b) HB graph

The technical strengthening of natural causal consistency is needed to en-

sure that the proof works out. However, we find that the conjecture that causal con-
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sistency is the strongest achievable consistency semantics is still right in its spirit.

natural causal consistency is a natural strengthening of causal consistency which is

implemented by all the practical systems that we are aware of [27, 87, 90, 135] and

we see no obvious reason why an implementation would prefer to implement causal

consistency over the stronger natural causal consistency semantics.

Open questions: Are there other natural strengthening of causal that are incompa-

rable with natural causal but still highly available and usefully convergent? Is there

a way to characterize different families of strengthening into some design space of

metrics or trade-offs?

Why one-way convergence? The weaker pairwise convergence property requires

a pair of nodes to converge only when bidirectional communication is possible.

We focused on one-way convergence because it is needed in theory and

useful in practice. In our theory, natural causal is not the strongest always-available

consistency semantics under pairwise convergence because nodes could conspire

to impose order among logically-concurrent updates while exchanging those up-

dates. In practice, one-way convergence captures the spirit of anti-entropy proto-

cols [27, 47, 109]. Although most implementations use bidirectional communica-

tion, the communication from the update-receiver to the update-sender is just a

(significant) performance optimization used to avoid redundant transfers of updates

already known to the receiver. One-way convergence is also important in protocols

that transmit updates via delay tolerant networks [48, 109, 143].

Open questions: How do the CAC trade-offs vary as we weaken convergence

requirements? Although we know that we can strengthen consistency if we only

require pairwise convergence, so far we have only identified “artificial” and not-

obviously-useful variations. Are there useful, stronger consistency guarantees that
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can be provided with weaker, but still useful, convergence requirements?

Why no tight bound for Byzantine? We would have liked to show that VFJC

consistency, which minimizes the number of forks admitted in an execution, is the

strongest available and convergent semantics in the presence of Byzantine nodes.

Unfortunately, this conjecture is false—an implementation can enforce technically

stronger, albeit unnatural, consistency semantics that disallow certain VFJC consis-

tent executions.

For example, consider a VFJC consistent execution e in which a faulty node

f issues two logically concurrent writes w1 and w2 to an object o. Consider an im-

plementation I which is derived from an always-available and one-way convergent

implementation for VFJC consistency IVFJC . I behaves like IVFJC in all the execu-

tions except for the execution e described above. For execution e, I suppresses the

actual concurrency and pretends that one of the writes (say w1) precedes the other

(say w2). Such an execution, in which the faulty node issues two serial writes w1 and

w2 is already admitted by both IVFJC and I . Because e is admitted by VFJC con-

sistency, I can enforce a slightly stronger, VFJC-limited consistency, using a highly

available and one-way convergent implementation— I has the same availability or

convergence of as IVFJC .

Fortunately, in the absence of Byzantine nodes, we can use the C3 constraint

of natural causal consistency to rule out such strengthenings by arguing that the

implementation must respect the real-time order of operations issued by correct

nodes. Unfortunately, we cannot apply a similar argument for operations issued by

Byzantine nodes as these operations do not have a well defined startTime or

endTime. Therefore, we cannot construct a similar proof for environments with

Byzantine nodes.
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Open questions. Do useful strengthenings of VFJC consistency exist? Is there a

tight bound for a strongest (hopefully useful!) consistency semantic that can be

achieved with high availability and useful convergence?
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Chapter 5

Related work

This chapter briefly surveys systems and results that are related to our work.

We classify our related work in three categories. Our work explores the limits of

properties that can be provided in highly available, fault-tolerant systems. There-

fore, we start by considering a set of fault-tolerant systems classified in terms of the

trade-offs between availability and fault-tolerance. Next, we compare Depot with

systems that share Depot’s deployment model, data model, vision, or mechanisms.

Finally, we consider a number of theoretical results on consistency-availability

trade-offs that we categorize in terms of their fault-tolerance assumption.

5.1 Availability-fault-tolerance trade-offs

Restricted fault-tolerance, high availability. A number of systems provide

high availability but do not tolerate arbitrary faults. For example, key-value stores

in clouds [37,45,47] take a pragmatic approach, using system structure and relaxed

semantics to provide high availability. Also, systems like Bayou [135], Ficus [116],

PRACTI [27], and Cimbiosys [115] can get high availability by replicating all data

to all nodes. Unlike Depot, none of these systems tolerates arbitrary failures.

Medium fault-tolerance, medium availability. Another class of systems

provides safety even when only a subset (for example, 2/3 of the nodes) is correct.

However, the price for this increased fault tolerance compared to the prior cate-
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gory is decreased liveness and availability: to complete, an operation must reach a

quorum of nodes. Such systems include Byzantine-Fault Tolerant (BFT) replicated

state machines (see [36, 41, 63, 68]) and Byzantine Quorums [92]. Note that re-

searchers are keenly interested in reducing trust: compared to classic BFT systems,

the more recent A2M [39], TrInc [83], and BFT2F [85] all tolerate more failures, the

former two by assuming trusted hardware and the latter by weakening guarantees.

However, unlike Depot, these systems still have fault thresholds, and none works

disconnectedly. PeerReview [65] requires a quorum of witnesses with complete in-

formation (hindering liveness), one of which must be correct (a trust requirement

that Depot does not have).

FARSITE [11] targets decentralized environments and seeks to minimize

trust; nevertheless, it uses BFT replicated state machine so, suffers from the same

limitations as existing BFT systems.

High fault-tolerance, low availability. In fork-based systems, such as SUNDR [84]

and FAUST [30], the server is totally untrusted, yet even under faults provides a

safety guarantee: fork-linearizability, fork-sequential consistency, etc. [106]. How-

ever, these systems provide reduced liveness and availability compared to Depot.

First, in benign runs, their admittedly stronger semantics (versus Depot’s causal

consistency during such runs) means that they cannot be available during a network

partition or server failure. Second, after a fork, nodes are “stranded” and cannot

talk to each other, effectively stopping the system. A related strand of work focuses

on accountability and auditing (see [76, 113, 124, 151]), providing proofs to par-

ticipants if other participants misbehave. All of these systems detect misbehavior,

whereas our aim is to tolerate and recover from it—which we view as a requirement

for availability.
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5.2 System with similar deployment model, data model, or mo-
tivation

System Availability Low-latency Durability Byzantine Consistency
under with nodes

partitions DC failure

Megastore [24] X X X X Linearizability

WAS [33] X X X X Linearizability

COPS [87] X X X X Causal+

Amazon S3 [18] X X X X Eventual

Depot X X X X FJC

Figure 5.1: Comparison of existing cloud storage deployments with Depot. De-
pot provides stronger properties than existing deployments while tolerating a more
diverse set of failures. Low-latency refers to latency smaller than wide area propa-
gation delays. Durability refers to durability under a data-center wide failure. Other
properties have the usual meaning.

Cloud storage systems. Figure 5.1 compares Depot with existing cloud

storage deployments and shows that Depot provides stronger properties than ex-

isting deployments under a more diverse set of failures. For example, in compar-

ison to Amazon S3, a widely used cloud storage system, Depot provides stronger

consistency and better durability despite tolerating a wider set of failures. Another

dominant trend reflected by this comparison is that existing systems are not able to

simultaneously provide low-latency processing of updates and durability in pres-

ence of data-center wide failures. In comparison, by using a small temporary stor-

age at clients, Depot is able to circumvent this trade-off between low-latency and

durability to simultaneously provide both these properties.

Compared to systems designed for high availability (COPS [87], Amazon

S3 [18]), Depot provides more robustness by tolerating Byzantine faults. Compared
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to systems that provide strong consistency (Megastore [24], Windows Azure Ser-

vices [33]), Depot provides better availability and robustness but weaker consis-

tency semantics (FJC consistency vs. linearizability).

Systems with similar motivations. Venus [126] allows clients not to trust

a cloud storage service. While Venus provides consistency semantics stronger than

Depot’s (causal consistency for pending operations, linearizability for completed

operations (roughly)), it makes stronger assumptions than Depot. Specifically, Venus

relies on an untrusted verifier in the cloud, assumes that a core set of clients does

not permanently go offline, and does not handle faulty clients, such as clients that

split history. SPORC [50] is designed for clients to use a single untrusted server

to order their operations on a single shared document and provides causal consis-

tency for pending operations (and stronger for committed operations). Unlike De-

pot, SPORC does not consider faulty clients, allow clients to talk to any server, or

support arbitrary failover patterns. Furthermore, SPORC is not designed for envi-

ronments with large numbers of updates, as it does not permit garbage collection of

updates; SPORC requires that all the updates be preserved to be able to detect and

recover from forks. However, SPORC provides innate support for confidentiality

and access control, whereas Depot layers those on top of the core mechanism.

A number of other systems have sought to minimize trust for safety and live-

ness. However, they have not given a correctness guarantee under arbitrary faults.

For example, Zeno [128] does not operate with maximum liveness or minimal trust

assumptions: it assumes f + 1 available servers per partition, where f is the number

of faulty servers. TimeWeave [93] ensures that correct nodes can blame any mal-

activity on culprit nodes. However, unlike Depot, TimeWeave does not detect or re-

pair forks. S2D2 [73] tracks dependences using tamper-evident history summaries,

which are similar to Depot’s history hashes. However, unlike Depot, S2D2 does
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not detect forks. And neither S2D2 nor TimeWeave targets cloud storage (which

requires addressing staleness, durability, and recoverability). Other systems target

scenarios similar to cloud storage but do not protect consistency [59, 72, 132].

Spreitzer et al. [131] provide a design for dealing with server corruption in

Bayou’s server replication protocol that relies on audits and assumes full replica-

tion. These approaches provide guarantees weaker than FJC consistency and require

complete information thereby, limiting their usefulness in autonomous data sharing

settings. Reiter and Gong [117] describe approaches to identify causal ordering of

updates in distributed settings, but their approaches don’t address omission or fork-

ing attacks.

Some systems have, like Depot, been designed to resist large-scale corre-

lated failures. Glacier [66] can tolerate a high threshold, but still no more than this

threshold, of faulty nodes, and it stores only immutable objects. OceanStore [77]

is designed to minimize trust for durability but does not tolerate nodes that fail

perniciously.

Distributed revision control. Distributed repositories like Git [57], Mercu-

rial [95], Pastwatch [149] have a data model similar to the one used in Depot for

enforcing FJC consistency on metadata. Depot includes additional fields for perfor-

mance (such as dVV ) and for dealing with faulty nodes (such as mandatory signa-

tures on every commit). If these systems were augmented to include these fields,

and they performed Depot-like checks for detecting forks, then they could enforce

Depot’s FJC consistency on metadata. As it is, they provide the weaker eventual

consistency because they do not include the checks for detecting a fork. In addition,

all of these systems are geared toward replicating a source code repository. Our

context brings concerns that these systems do not address, including how to avoid

clients’ storing all data, how to ensure consistency and availability of data (and not
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just metadata), how to garbage collect metadata, how to evict faulty nodes, how

to ensure that only authorized nodes are allowed to issue updates, how to provide

freshness, etc.

Revision control systems have used the concept of “forking” and “joining”

the branches of code revisions. Depot’s use of forking and joining differs from these

systems because a fork in Depot refers to a fault in Depot which is automatically

joined when forked nodes communicate. In contrast, forks and joins in a revision

control system result from conscious user actions.

Comparison with versioning based systems. Commercial products and

research systems such as NetApp [2], Mozy [4], Time Machine [5], Carbonite [3],

Versioned File Systems [110, 119], Polygraph [89] support the recovery of ver-

sioned data. These systems preserve superseded versions of data to help recover

from malicious software, operator error, and (in some cases) disk failures and natu-

ral disaster. Depot uses a similar approach for its laddered recovery.

Depot’s notion of hoarding nodes is similar to archival nodes used in Poly-

graph [89] in their usage. First, both hoarding nodes in Depot and archiving nodes

in Polygraph are configured to log all the revisions of objects they observe. Second,

on a failure, these nodes are used to recover data at other nodes. Third, both Depot

and Polygraph exploit the replication metadata to identify the versions that must

be recovered. Finally, both these systems use the replication protocol to propagate

the recovered versions to other nodes which do not have the object stored. How-

ever, while Depot’s hoarding node can be contacted to serve data on a GET request,

Polygraph’s archival nodes can only be used during recovery via the replication

protocol.
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5.3 Consistency-availability trade-offs

Our work on exploring consistency-availability tradeoffs builds upon a lot of

prior work that we categorize into three groups. Since our work explores consistency-

availability tradeoffs, we compare our work with existing tradeoffs between consis-

tency and availability in environments with omission failures. We next consider

environments with Byzantine failures and explore a few impossibility results that

relate to our impossibility results. Finally, we consider formalism that inspired and

guided the design of our framework and properties.

Exploring consistency availability tradeoffs with omission failures. Several

prior efforts have explored the limits of consistency when other properties are de-

sired. The CAP tension between consistency and availability in systems with unreli-

able networks is well known [43,56,127]. Similarly, there is a fundamental tension

between strong consistency and performance [86]. Yu and Vahdat’s TACT frame-

work provides ways to manage the trade-offs between availability, consistency, and

staleness [150]. This work extends many of these prior work to identify the proper-

ties that can be achieved, not just those that cannot be achieved.

Frigo defined the weakest “reasonable” memory model by imposing spe-

cific constraints, such as constructability, nondeterminism confinement, and classi-

cality [53]. Frigo also noted the problem of defining “trivial yet strong” semantics

that we address by using convergence properties [53]. Our framework incorporates

some aspects of Frigo’s model (such as focusing on writes rather than the values

they write) but differs in others (such as permitting a read to return multiple val-

ues).
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Consistency-availability tradeoff with Byzantine failures. Cachin et al. [30,31]

expose the trade-off between consistency and availability in fork-X semantics by

showing that neither fork-sequential consistency [106], nor fork-* linearizable con-

sistency [85] can be enforced by a wait-free implementation using a Byzantine

faulty server. None of these works concerns high availability environments or fo-

cuses on identifying the strongest achievable semantics, which are central to our

work.

Systems and properties similar to our work To ensure availability, many sys-

tems have implemented causal consistency and weaker semantics with various con-

flict resolution policies [12,27, 45,47, 60,109, 115,120]. To avoid picking a winner

among different conflict resolution policies, we follow some previous systems [27,

47, 90, 115] and permit a read to return a set of concurrent writes.

As noted earlier, most systems that claim to implement causal consistency

actually implement the stronger natural causal consistency semantics. Lloyd et al. [87]

explicitly note that their system’s causal+ semantics are stronger than causal con-

sistency. In particular, these semantics enforce a variation of causal consistency in

which conflicts are resolved using the last-writer-wins approach.

Finally, the concept of eventual propagation [51] described by Friedman re-

quires all the nodes to observe all updates but, unlike convergence, does not demand

different nodes to order updates or converge to a common state.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This dissertation explores the practical and theoretical limits of storage sys-

tems that can be built without compromising availability.

On the practical front, we introduce Depot, a cloud storage service designed

for high availability. Depot began with an attempt to explore a radical point in the

design space for highly available storage services: trust no one. Ultimately we fell

short of that goal: unless all nodes store a full copy of the data, then nodes must rely

on one another for durability and availability. Nonetheless, we believe that Depot

significantly expands the boundary of the possible by demonstrating how to build a

storage system that eliminates trust assumptions for safety and minimizes trust as-

sumptions for liveness. Due to its minimal assumptions, Depot clients can continue

functioning despite benign or Byzantine faults on the cloud servers while providing

stronger availability, durability, and consistency properties than those provided by

many of the existing cloud deployments.

On the theoretical front, we examine the limits of achievable properties in

storage systems that must ensure liveness. In particular, we study the tradeoff be-

tween consistency and availability in systems that must ensure convergence. Con-

vergence, a core contribution of our theoretical work, ensures that nodes can observe

each other’s writes and provides a principled way to filter highly available and very

strong but uninteresting consistency semantics. Using convergence as our driving

force, we prove several results for both fail-stop and commission failure prone envi-
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ronments with faulty network. In environments with network failures, we strengthen

the CAP theorem to show that natural causal consistency, a strengthening of causal

consistency that respects the real time order of operations, is the strongest semantics

achievable while ensuring always-availability and convergence. In environments

with Byzantine failures, we show that fork-causal consistency or stronger consis-

tency semantics cannot be implemented without compromising liveness. Finally,

we introduce view-fork-join-causal consistency and show that it can be enforced

despite network failures and Byzantine nodes.

By exploring the practical and theoretical limits of properties achievable in

highly available storage systems, we have, hopefully, set guidelines for the design of

future high availability systems. Our theoretical results can guide system designers

to identify the strongest consistency that they can hope to achieve if high availability

is crucial. Our attempts to design a practical system can identify, for the first time,

the performance and resource cost of achieving Depot’s near-optimal properties in

an environment with arbitrary failures.
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